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w The preliminary design study of a supersonic Short Takeoff and Vertical Landing
(STOVL) fighter is presented. The study started with a brief historical survey of powered
lift vehicles followed by a technology assessment of the latest supersonic STOVL engine
cycles under consideration by industry and government in the US and UK. A survey of
operational fighter/attack aircraft and the modem battlefield scenario were completed to
develop, respectively, the performance requirements and mission profiles for the study.
Three configurations were initially investigated with the following engine cycles: a hybrid
fan vectored thrust cycle, a lift+lift/cruise cycle, and a mixed flow vectored thrust cycle.
The lfft+lif_/cruise aircraft configuration was selected for detailed design work which
consisted of: i) a material selection and structural layout, including engine removal
considerations, 2) an aircraft systems layout, "3) a weapons integration model showing the
internal weapons bay mechanism, 4) inlet and nozzle integration, 5) an aircraft suckdown
prediction, 6) an aircraft stability and control analysis, including a takeoff, hover, and
u'ansition control analysis, 7) a performance and mission capability study, and 8) a life
cycle cost analysis.
A supersonic fighter aircraft with Short Takeoff and Vertical Landing (STOVL)
capability with the lift+lif_cruise engine cycle seems a viable option for the next generation
fighter.
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The survivability of long, hard surface runways at Air Force Main Operating Bases is
fundamental to the current operations of the Air Force Tactical Air Command. Without
the use of these runways, the effectiveness of the Tactical Air Command is severely
degraded. One possible solution to this runway denial situation is to include a Short
Takeoff and Vertical Landing (STOVL) capability in a supersonic fighter/attack vehicle.
Design teams at the University of Kansas, through the sponsorship of the NASA/USRA
program, have completed a conceptual design study of three supersonic STOVL aircraft and
based on this study, sekcted one aircraft for detailed design work.
The cooperation between the NASA/USRA Advanced Design Program and the design
efforts at the University of Kansas are discussed in Section 1.1. Section 1.2 presents the
study plan and objectives of the design study.
1.1BACKGROUND
The NASA/USRA Advanced Design Program is, from Reference 1.1, "a unique
national program that brings together NASA engineers with students and faculty from
United States engineering schools by integrating current and future NASA space/aeronautics
curriculum." The University of Kansas is one of approximately forty five universities
selected for this program.
The USRA Advanced Design Program course is taught in addition to the existing
design courses at the University of Kansas. Table 1.1 shows how the USRA and KU
design courses are offered to the students. Each design course is worth 4 hours of
engineering design. All students are required to take AE 521 to learn the basic methods of
design. The student is free to choose among the remaining five design courses to fulfill
the eight hours of design required for a degree in Aerospace.
Although the USRA design courses are offered as a graduate level course, most
students are undergraduates that wish to have more than the required amount of
engineering design hours. Section 1.2 discusses in more detail the USRA design courses
for the 1989-90 academic year.
1.2 STUDY PLAN
The supersonic STOVL started in the fall semester (Phase I) with a brief historical
survey of powered lift vehicles followed by a technology assessment of the latest
supersonic STOVL engine cycles under consideration by industry and government in the
US and UK. A survey of operational fighter/attack aircraft and the modern battlefield
scenario were completed to develop, respectively, the performance requirements and mission
profiles for the study. Three aircraft were selected for initial investigations. The following
engine cycles were used: a hybrid fan vectored thrust cycle, a lift+lift/cruise cycle, and a
mixed flow vectored thrust cycle. Chapter 2 shows the results of the Phase I aircraft
study. Chapter 3 presents the Phase I aircraft comparison and selection of the aircraft for
the second semester (Phase _, in which the lift+lift/cruise aircraft was selected detailed
design work.
Table 1.1 USRA and KU Desig'n Courses
m
KU
USRA
Fall Semester
AE 521: Aircraft Design
* Preliminary Analysis
* Individual Work
AE 621: Aircraft Design
* Preliminary Analysis
* Team Work
S t_ing Semester
AE 522: Aircraft Design
Detailed Analysis
Team/Individual Work
National Competition
AE 523: Engine Design
* Detailed Analysis
* Team Work
* National Competition
AE 524: Space Design
* Detailed Analysis
* Team Work
AE 622: Aircraft Design
* Detailed Analysis
* Team Work
Chapter 3 also discusses the design changes of this aircraft. Chapter 4 gives the aircraft
description. The weight and balance is presented in Chapter 5 and the propulsion system
integration is shown in Chapter 6. A takeoff, hover, and transition analysis is given in
Chapter 7. The performance and mission capabilityof the aircraftis presentedin Chapter
8. Chapter 9 presentsthe stabilityand controlof the aircraft.Chapter I0 presentsthe
materialselectionand structuralayoutof the aircraftand discussesasccssibilityand
maintainabilityconsiderations,includingthe engine removal. The aircraftsystems layout is
given in Chapter II. The weapons integrationis shown in Chapter 12. The lifecycle cost
is shown in Chapter 13. Chapter 14 gives conclusionsand recommendations for the study.
REFERENCES FOR CHAPTER 1
1.1 NASA/USRA University Advanced Design Program, Pro m'am Handbook for Facul .ty
Teaching Assistants & Students, 1989-90 Academic Year.
3
2, PHASE I AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTIONS
The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of the Phase I aircraft study. For
each aircraft the following is given: a description of the configuration, a three view with
geometric data, an inboard prof'fle, an area rule of the configuration, and a weight
summary. Complete documentation of the Phase I aircraft are in References 2.1-2.3. The
mission profile and specifications for the Phase I study are given in Section 2.1. Section
2.2 presents the Lift + Lift/Cruise configuration (the Monarch), Section 2.2 presents the
hybrid fan vectored thrust configuration (the Viper), and Section 2.3 presents the mixed
flow vectored thrust configuration (the Nemesis).
2,1 PHASE I AIRCRAFT MISSION PROFILE AND SPECIFICATIONS
Reference 2.4 states the responsibilities of a fighter/attack aircraft in the European
theater as a balance between counter air and close air support/battlefield air interdiction.
The design team chose to study a fighter aircraft having a primary mission as counter air
and a secondary mission as battlefield air interdiction. The intent is to have the counter
air mission size the aircraft with the battlefield air interdiction mission as a fallout.
The selected profile and specifications of the counter air mission and the battlefield air
interdiction mission were developed using References 2.5 and 2.6. Reference 2.5
contributed the following information: the battlefield scenario for a STOVL fighter, the
threats to a STOVL fighter (land based anti-aircraft and aircraft threats), research of similar
aircraft mission profiles, and the stores and ammunition selection. Reference 2.6
contributed a mission capability trade study. This study investigated the sensitivity of
aircraft weight to mission range and Mach number. Figures 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, show
the counter air (CA) mission and battlefield air interdiction (B/d) mission profiles. Three
BAI missions were selected for the study. The mission profile is the same for each, but
the ordnance carried varies. The specifications for the missions are given in Table 2.1.
The point performance data was selected with the suggestion of Reference 2.7 that
reasonable performance for a STOVL fighter can be selected by slightly bettering the
performance of the Northrop F-20 (Reference 2.8). The selected performance is also
shown in Table 2.1.
2.2 LIFt + LIb"r/CRUISE AIRCRAFT DESCRIFFION (MONARCH)
The overall configuration of the aircraft consists of a conventional wing and
fuselage with a canard and snake. The crew consists of one pilot. Payload requirements
are given in the mission specification. The Monarch aircraft employs an unconventional
internalmounting system for the counter airmission weapons. The engine cycle consists
of one dedicated lift engine in the forebody of the aircraft and a lift/cruise engine in the
aft end of the fuselage. The landing gear is of the tricycle type. A three view of the
Monarch aircraft, including its geometric parameters, is shown in Figure 2.3. The inboard
profile of this aircraft is shown in Figure 2.4.
Major design considerations for this aircraft include:
* volume requirements for internal weapons,
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wTable 2.1 Phase I AircraftMissionS__..cification
CREW: One Pilot,(225 Ibs)
ARMAMENT: One internalM61AI Vulcan cannon,and
400 roundsof 20ram ammo
PAYLOAD: Counter Air
Two ASRAAM's (stored internally), and
Two AMRAAM's (stored internally)
Battlefield Air Interdiction
Six Mk 82 Bombs (externally store_), or
Four AGM-65 Mavericks (externally stored), or
Six AGM-88A HARMs (externally stored)
PERFORMANCE:
Performance Characteristic V_ue
Time to Climb 40k in 2 minutes
lg Specific Excess Energy
(2A) 30k 0.9M
(2B) 10K 0.9M
500 ft/sec
1,000 ft/sec
Sustained Turn Rate
(3A) 0.SM/15k ft
(3B) 0.9M/30k ft
(3C) 1.2M/30k ft
15 deg/sec
9 deg/sec
8 dcg/sec
(3D) 0.9M/15k ft 6.5 g
(3E) 1.6M/30k ft 4.5 g
Acceleration
(4A) 30k ft 0.9M to 1.6M 70 scc
(4B) 0.5M to 1.4M 80 scc
(4C) 10k ft 0.3M to 0.9M 22 scc
Landing Distance
Without Chute 2,2OOft
C_.R.Q.U_[D_R.U_:Takeoff - 300 ft, Vertical Landing
CERTIFICATION: Military
AL.,_]I_: See missionprofile
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* engine sizing and balance considerations for hover flight,
* and supersonic flight requirements.
The Monarch aircrafthas a cantileverwing configurationto provide primary liftfor
the aircraftin cruiseflight.Full span leading and trailingedge surfacesprovide high lift
and rollcontrol. The wing is mounted mid-fuselage with a 37.8 degree leadingedge
sweep. The additionof a straketo the aircraftprovides delayed wing stallat high angles
of attack,additionalfuelvolume and structuralsupport for weapon hard points.The airfoils
for the wing arc 8% thick at the root and 6% at the tip. The empennage of the aircraft
consistsof a conventionalverticaltailand forward mounted canard. The verticaltailis a
singlefm and houses a rudder to provide directionalcontrol.This rudder consistsof two
individualpieceswith separateactuators.This was done to provide redundancy against
battledamage.
Primary design considerationsfor the fuselagelayoutinclude the requirements for
internalweapons and shaping to reduce wave drag.Unconventional sizingwas required to
createinternalvolume for the counter airmission weapons and the dedicatedliftengine.
This lead to the lower fuselagebeing flatfor most of the aircraftlength."Coke-bottling"
was incorporatedat the wing fuselageinterfacein an effortto improve the area ruling.
The results of area ruling (Mach= 1) for the Monarch aircraft arc presented in
Figure 2.5. Area ruling is a method used for shaping a fuselage to minimize wave drag in
transonic and supersonic flight. From Figure 2.5 it can be seen that the Monarch aircraft
slightlyexceeds the ideal(Mach = I) area rulemodel. Removing the fuselagecoke
bottlingin the vicinityof the wing may provide a more favorablearea distribution.
However, such a design change would add wetted area. This may resultin a net drag
increasewhich would negate the area ruleimprovement.
The engine cycle specified for the Monarch aircraft consisted of a Lift + Lift/Cruise
system: a dedicated lift engine for hover and transition and a lift/cruise engine used for
hover, transition, and cruise. Design considerations for sizing the engines included hover,
supersonic flight, and transition from hover to horizontal flight.
The landing gear chosen for this aircraft is a retractable tricycle type. It consists of a
nose gear and two main struts aft. The main gear rea'acts aft into a fuselage fairing along
the lift/cruise engine. The nose gear retracts forward to a position underneath the cockpit.
The cockpit of the Monarch is sized for one pilot. An ejection seat, heads-up display
and center control stick make the cockpit conventional in design for a small or medium
sized fighter aircraft. The view from the cockpit was an important design consideration in
the Monarch. Lack of visibilityis detrimentalto aerialcombat effectivenesswhere the
firstsightingisvery important. The pilotof the Monarch fighterwillhave a view of 14.5
degrees over the nose of the aircraftand 5 degrees over the tail.View over the side of
the cockpit is 52 degrees.
Table 2.2 gives the weight summary for the Monarch aircraft.
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Tabl¢ 2.2 Lift + Lift/Cruise Aircraft Weight Summary
(S¢e Table 2.1 for CA, BAI#I, BAI¥2, and BAI#3 Ordnance)
CA
STXUCTLTI_ (7349)
Fuselage 4043
Wing 1579
Tails - Ve.:.ical 333
- Canard 298
Landing Gear - Main 931
- Nose 165
PROPULSZ3N (6235)
Cruise Engine 4009
Lift Engine 647
Air induction 876
Fuel _!adder 474
Fuel D_pinq 26
Engine Controls 43
S=ar:ing Sys:em 139
water injecuicn 21
F_X_D E_U_PYv--NT (4484)
Flight Con%r:l 999
AvLcnics 1164
Electrical System 548
Air C3ndi:ioni_g 254
Oxygen System 17
._U 257
Furnishings 276
Gun and Provisions 630
Auxilzr? Gear, Pain_ 341
Venur%l Noz:ie
P,C3 E_&i=men_
-O'_.L.. " __..-:,_--"WE'GET_
Crew
Tc,zz! Fuel
Ar.-.,ament
.%_.KA_M S
Y_:__.M
Mk-a2' s
Maverick' s
._--.2o - 200 ,nds
T._OFF WEIGHT
(690)
300
390
MISSION
_J:t3
1B758 !87S+ !STY+ !_7_a
225
10308
(1290)
400
670
22S 22E 22_
10308 10308 10208
(3820) (3820) (4300)
3600
3600
4080
220 220 220
33111 33111 33591
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w2.3 HYBRID FAN VECTORED THRUST AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION (VIPER_
A three view of the Viper aircraft, including geometric parameters, is given in Figure
2.6 and the internal layout is shown in Figure 2.7. There are five major configuration
related aspects that drive the Viper design. These are:
*) the forward swept wing,
*) the empennage and tailconfiguration,
*) the armament location,
*) the fuelvolume,
*) and the powerplant and engine/airframe integration.
The overallaspectsof the Viper design are discussed below.
The Viper isequipped with tripleredundant, fly-by-wireflightcontrolsystem. The
vectoringof the exhaust nozzles,forward and aft,are also computer controlledfor stability
and to maximize performance in transition and hover.
Forward swept wings in supersonic fighter configurations offer some advantages
when compared to conventional planforms. An important consideration is the improved
pilot visibility over the sides of the aircraft. This aspect is particularly important during
vertical operations as well as during combat. A forward swept wing may also produce a
smoother Sears-Haack area distribution,giving betterwave drag characteristicsin the
supersonicregime. This isimportant for a STOVL design which should not compromise
itscapabilitieswhile operatingin a conventionalmode during supersoniccruise.
A forward swept wing configuration allows for a great deal of flexibility in terms of
structuralsynergism. One advantage is thatthe wing main spar frame is used to attachthe
engine to the restof the airframe. Another advantage is thatthe frontspar and the kick
spar are attachedto improve the su'ucturalintegrityof the wing.
Another characteristicof forward swept wings that is am'activein fighter
applicationsisthatthe wing root will stallbefore the tip,allowing for continued aileron
controlat high anglesof attack. Furthermore, forward sweep allows for the wing centerof
gravityto be very close to the airplanecenterof gravity,decreasingthe need for
longitudinaltrim as fueland payload are expended.
A drawback that needs to be considered in the forward swept wing concept is that
it is prone to body freedom flutter. However, this can be solved through aeroelastic
tailoring, such as is done in the X-29.
The use of twin booms, like the forward swept wing, also allows for a great deal of
synergism. They provide wing bending moment relief and volume for fuel and weapon
storage. According to Reference 2.9, twin booms can also tailor the configuration for low
wave drag, while a certain degree of combat survivability and redundancy is added.
Some problems, however, are associatedwith twin boom designs. They are:
* In long boom configurations,criticaloads on the taillead to large boom cross
sections.
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* Vibration and fatigue due to excessive noise of engine exhaust flow.
* Scrubbing drag from the engine exhaust impingement on the boom structure may
be a problem.
The booms do, however, produce a shielding effect on the exhaust, reducing the infrared
signatureof the aircraft.
An aftswept invertedverticaltailisused for the Viper. This design aids in the
stealth characteristics of the aircraft as well as act as a structural tie between the booms.
The control surface of a V-tail must perform both of the jobs of a conventional elevator
and rudder. Since a forward swept wing configuration lends itself to inherent longitudinal
instability, a fly-by-wire system is needed.
For both counter air and battlefidd air interdiction missions, a M61A1 20 mm
cannon is used with 400 rounds of ammunition. The gun is located under the fuselage on
the port side. The counter air weapons are carried internally. The AMRAAM's are
located in fairings at the wing root/fuselage intersection. The ASRAAM's are stored inside
the booms. The battlefield air interdiction weapons am carried externally. There am six
hardpoint locations to provide for this weapon capability:
* two beneath the fuselage, between the nose and main landing gear doors,
* two beneath the boom, where the boom intersects the wing,
* and two beneath the wing, outboard of the boom intersection.
The Viper uses a hybrid fan vectored thrust(IIFVT) engine. The hybrid fan
vectored thrustengine comprises a mixed augmented turbofan drivinga remote fi'ontfan
through a shaft. The I--IFVThas a dry thrustsplitof 0.6. The front fan is connected to
the restof the engine by an interduct,at the forward end of which is a divertervalve.
There are two operatingmodes:
I. Parallel--The frontfan flow is divertedto a plenum and fed to two
unaugmented, fullyvectoringfrontnozzles. The core air isfed by a ventral
auxiliaryinletbehind the cockpit. The rearnozzle is vectorableto 110 degrees.
. Series -- The auxiliary inlet and front nozzles are shut off with an annular
inverter valve (AIV) that performs the miracle of flow shifting. The front fan air
passes through the valve to the restof the engine.This provides for maximum
engine boost.
The parallelmode is used in short take off,verticallanding and subsonic cruise. In
shorttake off,the two frontnozzles and the main rear nozzle are both vectored down and
aftto createa liftingforce and a forward velocity. All nozzles are vectored down during
verticallanding. Using the parallelmode in subsonic cruisewith the frontnozzles
vectored fullyaftwillallow for a higher bypass ratio. This may, consequently,improve
the specificfuelconsumption in subsonic cruise.
The seriesmode is used for high performance and supersonicflight.In thismode,
the frontnozzles willbe fairedin by a retractableramp to minimize drag.
=
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uA chin inlet is implemented in the Viper design. This is done for several reasons:
* moving the inletas far as possiblefrom the exhaust
nozzles willreduce the hot gas re-ingestion(I-IGR)and
foreign objectdamage (FOD),
* thispositionallows for good pressurerecovery,
* and pilotvisionisnot affected.
The forward vectorablenozzles are locatedon the sidesof the aircraft,justforward
of the wing. This willallow for some lateralcontrolby differentialvectoringof these two
frontnozzles. However, a reactioncontrolsystem (RCS) will stillbe requiredfor complete
control.
Although the problem has not yet been thoroughly investigated,itwillbe assumed
at thispoint thatengine removal willbe accomplished by removing itout of the back of
the aircraft. The structural arrangement of the Viper has not yet been determined, but
engine removal will be a major concern. The very large front fan dimension may not
allow for removal through the tail. As mentioned previously, the engine will be mounted
to the wing main spar frame for structural synergism.
The largest contributor to drag in a supersonic flight regime is wave drag, often
influencing the overall layout of an aircraft by dictating its cross sectional area distribution.
The area distribution for the Viper is shown in Figure 2.8 along with the ideal Sears-Haack
Type I and II curves. The Viper matches the Sears-Haack Type II curve well along the
forward fuselage,except for the canopy. Good visibilitydictatesthisirregularity.A large
increasein cross-sectionalarea occurs where the wing and wing glove begin. Because the
glove isrelativelylarge,itvirtuallycounteractsthe favorablegradual area build up of the
forward swept wing. This isan aspect thatshould receivefurtherconsiderationin a future
report. Coke-bottlingthe fuselage at thislocationmay decrease the effect.
The maximum cross sectional area is attained at roughly the midpoint of the
aircraft. According to Reference 2.10, this maximum should occur between 55-60% of the
aircraftlength. The cross-sectionalarea decreasesrapidlyalong the aftportion of the
fuselage which is undesirablefrom a wave drag point of view. The irregularitythatoccurs
as a resultof the empennage could be reduced through localcoke-bottlingof the booms.
Table 2.3 gives the weight summary for the Viper aircraft.
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Table 2.3 Hybrid Fan Vectored Thra_ Aircr_ Wei_t S,_ry
(See Table 2.1 for CA, BAI#1, BAI#2, and BAI#3 Ordnance)
w
r
w
CX
STRUCTURE (9055)
Fuselage 5253
Wing 2065
Tails - Horizontal 324
- Ve_ica! 996
Land/ng Gea= - Main 996
- Nose 176
PKOPULS_0N
Cruise Engine
- includes nozzles
Air Induc:ion
Fuel Bladder
Fuel Dumping
Engine Controls
S_artinq $ys:em
Wazer injec:ion
F_X_D E_U_P.__NT
F!ighu Conuro!
Avionics
Eleczrical Sys:em
Air Conditioning
Oxygen System
Furnishings
Gun and _rcvisi0ns
Auxilary Gear, Pain_
ST0%_ ECUI_M_--NT
RCS Equipment
TOT_ EM_-TY W_iGHT
Crew
To_a! Fuel
A.-mamen_
ASKAAM.S
_S
M.A2_M
M.k-82' s
Maverick's
Ammo - 200 z-ads
TAKEOF_ WEIGHT
(6802)
5580
475
490
25
22
189 .
21
(4591)
1047
1!64
551
254
17
278
278
630
372
(423)
423
MISSION
lUUll aa/t2
20871 20871 20871 20871
225
10754
(!290}
400
670
225 225 225
10754 10754 10754
(3820) (3820) (4300)
3600
3600
220 220
35670 35670
220
3_140
4080
220
36150
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2.4 MIXED FLOW VECTORED THRUST AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION (NEMESIS)
A three view of the Nemesis aircraft, including geometric parameters, is given in
Figure 2.8 and the internal layout is shown in Figure 2.9. The major aspects of the
Nemesis configuration are discussed below.
The pilot's eye position is located to provide adequate visibility over the nose and
sides of the aircraft. Additionally, the upper fuselage is carefully developed to avoid pilot
"blind spots" behind the aircraft.
The large ducts needed for hover with the MFVT concept dictated the middle and
aft fuselage width. The cockpit and radar sized the forward fuselage. Fuel volume
considerations and the need for a long internal weapons bay for the AMRAAM sized the
fuselage length. Volume beneath the engine inlet and ducts was dedicated to the main
landing gear and ASRAAM missile storage.
Simple normal shock inlets were selected and sized to the Mach 1.6 supersonic dash
requirement. A bifurcated inlet was selected so that the wide aft fuselage could be easily
blended into the outside edges of the inlets. A chin inlet, e.g. F-16 Falcon, was not
selected so as to avoid hot gas re-ingestion and FOD problems. The flat underside
fuselage that developed from this integration should be beneficial in enhancing the fountain
effects d_ring hover.
A conventional aft swept wing was selected for the Nemesis. This was done so
that a simply constructed wing with adequate performance could be developed. Strakes
have been incorporated to improve aircraft lift and to maintain adequate airflow to the
bifurcated inlet at high angles of attack.
A tail aft configuration was selected for the Nemesis. This was done to keep the
aerodynamic center near its originally estimated location, above the hover thrust location.
Additionally, the MFVT propulsion system had already created a wide aft fuselage with
adequate structural allowances for all moving stabilators. Twin vertical tails were selected
to provide adequate directional stability throughout the flight envelope.
The area ruling plot for the Nemesis appears in Figure 2.11. The constant cross-
sectional areas of the fuselage ahead of the wing and in the vicinity of the propulsion
system kept the area distribution of the configuration from matching the ideal Sears-Haack
shapes.
A weightsummary forthe Nemesis isshown in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4 Mixed Flow Vectored Tbrus_ Aircrdt Wei_t S,_m_y.
(See Table 2.1 for CA, BAI#1, BAI#2, and BAI#3 Ordnance)
CA
STRUCTURE (7982)
Fuselage 4237
Wing 1741
Tails - Horizontal 302
- Ver_ica! 379
Landing Gear - Main 1150
- Nose 173
PRCPL%S:CN (5983)
Cruise Engine 4728
Air induc:ion 536
Fuel Bladder 484
Fuel D_T,ping 26
Engine Conurols 26
S:ar:ing Sysuem !_2
We:at _njeczion 21
F:XZD E_UZ_._-'_-NT
F!igh: Con_ro!
Avionics
Eieczrica! System
Air C3ndi:ioninq
Oxygen System
_2U
Furnishings
Gun and _rovisions
Auxilar7 Gear, Pain_
ST0_% ECUI23'_NT
Kemoue !if: ducts
insu!a:icn
Block and Turn Nozzle
Clamshell Nozzle
"C'.AL .-,a-_,-v_GKT
Crew
Total Fuel
.%rm_enz
A_._3_S
MI<-82' S
Maveri:k's
Ammo - 200 :rids
T._<ZCF_ WE:GHT
(4_0)
i033
"!64
55i
2_4
17
272
27_
630
3_3
(!36_)
305
"60
450
450
MISSION
_tJ:#l a,_#2
_,I#3
I_B90 i}-:}0 19890 19890
...'s=" 225 225
10_r_ 10575 I0575
(2_2_) (3820) (4300)
2 "CO
-¢
3600
225
13575
(1290)
400
670
220 22_ 220
31980 34510 34510
4080
22_
34990
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3. PHASE I AIRCRAFT COMPARISONS AND SELECTION OF PHASE II AIRCRAFT
The purpose of this chapter is to compare the three STOVL aircraft from Phase I of
the study and based on this comparison select the aircraft for Phase II. The aircraft are
compared using the following parameters:
3.1 Aircraft Weights and Cost,
3.2 Aircraft Performance and Mission Capability
3.3 Area Rule and Drag Characteristics
3.4 Aircraft Components Required for STOVL Capability
The selection of the Phase II aircraft is discussed in Section 3.5.
It is important to note that the configurations presented here are not converged designs due
to lack of time in the Phase I study. Nevertheless, it is felt that the comparisons made
here are still valid for preliminary design purposes.
3.1 AIRCRAFT WEIGHTS AND COST
A comparison of the Phase I aircraft weights for the counter air mission am given
in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Phase I Aircraft Weight Comparison (Counter Air Mission)
(all weights in pounds)
LIFT HFVT MFVT
=
WTo 30581 33140 31980
WE 18758 20871 19890
W,_,, 7349 9055 7982
Wp,_ 6235 6802 5983
W_ 4484 4591 4560
WF 10308 10754 10575
The HFVT aircraft is the heaviest due to its propulsion system and the boom arrangement.
The LIFT aircraft is the lightest configuration which is consistent with data presented in
Reference 3.1.
The aircraft cost is summarized in Table 3.2. These cost estimates, in 1995 dollars,
are based on 1,000 aircraft operating 350 flight hours per year for 20 years.
w
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T_ble 3.2 Phase I Aircraft Cost Comparison (Billions of 1995 Dollars)
Life Cycle Cost
Research, Test, Development
and Evaluation
Acquisition Cost 19.46
Operating Cost 35.91
Disposal Cost 0.60
Cost per Aircraft
(millions) 22.90
LIFT HFVT
59.42 59.72 59.26
3.45 3.45 2.84
19.76 20.21
35.91 35.62
0.60 0.59
23.20 23.10
Although LIFT aircraft is the lightest configuration, its added cost for the lift engine makes
its cost as much as the MFVT and HFVT configurations.
3,2 AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE AND MISSION CAPABILITY
The performance requirements from the missions specifications were verified and are
shown for the three aircraft in Table 3.3. The aircraft meet the required performance
except for the time to climb and specific excess energy for the LIFT and HFVT
configurations. The lack of adequate performance shown is due to optimistic estimation of
the wave drag in the preliminary sizing of the aircraft. The MFVT aircraft, which requires
dry thrust for vertical operations, met the requirements since its engine was oversized for
hover.
The mission capabilitywas measured by estimatingthe fuelrequired to meet the
design missions (seeFigures 2.1 and 2.2). Table 3.4 shows the mission fuel burn for the
aircraft.All three configurationscan meet the mission ranges with the MFVT aircraft
using the leastamount of fuel.
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Table 3.3 Phase I Study Aircraft Point Pm'formn.eeS
H
Requirement
M Value
0 0 to 40k,
30000 0.9 500
i0000 0.9 1000
15O0O 0.8 15
30000 0.9 9
30000 1.2 8
30000 1.6 4.5
15000 0.9 6.5
30000
30000
I0000
0.9 to 1.6 in 70
0.5 to 1.4 in 80
0.3 to 0.9 in 22
2 min
ft/sec
ft/sec
deg/sec
deg/sec
deg/sec
g
g
sec
sec
sec
LIFT
2.51
417
933
16.34
9.22
10.10
8.67
8.25
40.20
57.70
17.80
HFVT
2.18
516
980
16.19
9.85
7.92
6.88
8.18
38.10
52.40
16.80
MFVT
2.00
510
1120
17.90
10.60
7.80
6.50
9.60
34.70
49.30
16.10
Table 3.4
CA Mission
BAI Mission
Phase I Aircraft Mission Fuel Burn
LIFT
7509 Ibs
9695 Ibs
8062 lbs
10299 lbs
MFVT
6917 lbs
7995 lbs
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3.3 AREA RULE AND DRAG CHARACTERISTICS
The area rule plots for the three configurations were shown in Chapter 2.
comparison of the area rule and drag characteristics is given in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5 Phase I Area Rule and Drag Chamcteristic_
LIFT I-IFVT
Match with $ears-Haack Fair Unacceptable
Maximum Area 4073 in = 4709 in =
Wave Drag Increment at M=l.6 0.012 0.016
Aircraft Skin Friction Coeff. 0.0036 0.0051
(M-0.8, H--30000 It)
A
MFVT
Unacceptable
6303 in =
0.016
0.0030
The unconventional fuselage shaping for the propulsion systems of the HFVT and MFVT
concepts caused unacceptable area rule plots and also large maximum cross sectional areas,
both of which increase wave drag.
3.4 AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS REOUIRED FOR STOVL CAPABILITY
The weight and volume for the components required for STOVL capability axe
presented here. Table 3.6 shows the components required for each aircraft along with their
weights and volumes.
Table 3.6 Weight and Volume Data for STOVL Comnonent._
Volume (ft^3) Weight (ibs)
LIFT
* Lift Engine 21 647
* Ventral Nozzle and * 300
Turning Vanes
* RCS System 8 390
Total 29 1337
HFVT
* Flow Switching Mechanism
and Extended Power Shaft
* Front Vectoring Nozzles
* Rear Vectoring Nozzle
* Penalty for Booms
* RCS System
83 1351
2 *
117 1112
6 423
Total 208 2886
MFVT
* Block and Turn Nozzle
* Transfer Ducts
* Front Clamshell Nozzles
* 450
92 465
2 450
D_w
94 1365Total
29
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The HFVT configuration suffers the most from the STOVL equipment for two reasons.
First, the engine components required for flow shifting are heavy and require a large
volume. Second, the engine thrust split requires the engine to be at the center of the
aircraft and thus some sort of boom configuration. The LIFT and MFVT configurations
have similar weight penalties but the MFVT has a larger volume penalty due to the
transfer ducts.
3.5 SELECTION OF PHASE II AIRCRAFT
The lift+lif_cruise configuration was selected for the Phase II aircraft study. The
reasons for this selection were:
1) The LIFT configuration exhibited the most promising area rule distribution.
2) The technology required for this configuration is the most consistent with
the 1995 Technology Availability Date (TAD) assumed for the study.
3) The LIFt aircraft was the lightest configuration.
At the start of the Phase II study, the LIFT configuration was iterated to reflect
comments made about the design from References 3.1-3.3. The following were the drivers
for the iteration:
It is good if:
* the aircraft center of gravity moves aft
* the CA and BAI mission cg's in hover are aligned
* the rear thrust post is moved forward
* the aircraft has three posts instead of two
* the lift engine is small
With these considerations, the following modifications were made to the design:
1) The aircraft has a horizontal tail, not a canard. The purpose of this iteration was:
* to move the cg further aft
* to reduce the complexity in the main inlet region
* to have more favorable stability margins
2) The aircrafthas thmc postsinsteadof two. This was done to allowfor.
* reducedsuckdown in groundeffect
* hoverrollcontrolthroughdifferentialareachange
3) The wing was shiftedforwardI0 inchesto achievea smallerpositivestabilitymargin in
supersonicflight.
4) The avionicswere moved aftin theaircraftbehindtheinternalweapons bay to move
the hover cg rearward, thus decreasing the size of the lift engine.
5) The BAI missionpayloadswere changed to reflectmore realisticmissionsaccordingto
Reference3.1and 3.3. The missionpayloadsarenow configuredto allowcarrying
radarguidedweapons (Mavericksand HARM's) alongwith unguidedweapons (Mk 82),
thus having the aircraft capable to deliver munitions even if the target shuts off its
30
radar.
The BAI missions (two of them) were changed to:
* BAI Mission #I - Four Mk-82's and two HARM's
* BAI Mission #2 - Four AGM-65 and two Mk-82's
6) The short range missiles were placed on the wing tip for two reasons:
* the target field of view of the missile is greatly enhanced
* the missile must have "lock-on" before it is hunched, and external carriage allows
more operational fi_lom.
7) The design missions were scaled down to get a more realistic fuel fraction according to
Reference 3.1. The counter air mission was scaled down to a 100 nm subsonic cruise
and a 50 nm supersonic cruise. The bardefield air interdiction mission was scaled down
to a 200 nm subsonic high level cruise and an 80 nm low level dash.
8) Actual data of the General Dynamics F-16 and Grumman F-14 wave drag increments
were used to estimate the wave drag of the configuration.
9) The weights of the following components were adjusted based on previous industry and
government aircraft studies and actual aircraft:
* cruise engine
* installed avionics
* reaction control system
* rear and ventral nozzles
* internal weapons launching mechanisms
10) The landing gear was re-sized for soft ground capability.
11) The wing thickness ratio is 4.5 percent for more favorable area rule characteristics.
The result of these design modifications is described in Chapter 4.
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4. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this chapter is to give the configuration description of the Monarch
lift+lift/cruise supersonic STOVL aircraft. A three view of the aircraft with a table of
geometric parameters is shown in Figure 4.1. The internal layout is shown in Figure 4.2.
The requirements that had a major impact on the Monarch design are:
* the short takeoff and vertical landing capability,
* the supersonic cruise and combat conditions,
* and the internal volume for medium range missiles.
The Monarch configuration de,couples the short takeoff and vertical landing
capability from the supersonic requirements by employing a lift+lift/cruise engine cycle.
The lift engine, sized for the hover flight condition, allows the mission performance
requirements to size the lift/cruise engine, thus making the propulsion system integration of
the Monarch a more conventional integration than other STOVL concepts. The Monarch
has a pitch and yaw vectoring nozzle system to allow for enhanced maneuvering a post
stall conditions and, in the yaw axis, to augment the directional control.
The supersoniccruiseand combat conditionsrequired the Monarch to have a
smooth area rule distributionthatmatched the ideal Sears-Haack shape. Figure 4.3 shows
thatthe Monarch met thisrequirement.The internalvolume required for the medium range
missileswas offsetby the wing thicknessselection.The Monarch uses a 4.5 percent
thicknessto chord ratiofor itsaft swept wing. The strakeon the wing was included to
provide for delayed wing stallat high angle of attackand for vortex liftin maneuvering.
The empennage of the Monarch consistsof a singleverticaltailand allmoving horizontal
stabilators.The sizeof the verticaltailwas reduced and the rudder removed by using the
yaw vectoringnozzle. The sizeand placement of the stabilatorswere selectedwith the
desirefor the Monarch to have _al trim drag throughout the flightenvelope.
The high inlet placement was the result of two requirements. First, a low inlet
placement would have required the inlet to shape itself around the internal weapon bay
which was not desirable since this would have distorted the flow. Second, a higher inlet
placement leads to less severe hot gas reingestion and foreign object damage problems.
The Monarch carriestwo medium range missilesinternallyand two shortrange
missileson the wing tipsfor the counter airmission. For the falloutbattlefieldair
interdictionmission, the Monarch carriesa combination of guided and unguided munitions
on wing pylons. Wing pylons were selectedfor two reasons. First,pylon mounted stores
allowed more flexibilityin maintaining a constanthover centerof gravity,which is
important to the liftengine sizing. Second, stackingmunitions underneath the fuselage
interferedwith the internalweapons bay doors,eliminatingthe possibilityof a combined
counter air and battlefieldairinterdictionmission.
The landing gear tires for the Monarch are oversized for a fighter due to the fact
that a STOVL type aircraft may often find itself in an austere battlefield scenario with soft
field landing and takeoff conditions.
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S. WEIGHT AND BALANCE
The purpose of this chapter is to present the Monarch weight and balance results.
The weight and balance method is first presented, foLlowed by the weight and balance data.
Figure 5.I shows the weight and balance flow chart used for the design.
the three primary drivers for the weight and balance are having:
* the hover cg and thrust center balanced,
* the inflight cg travel acceptable,
* and an acceptable static margin.
As shown,
w
Fimn_ 5.1 Weight and Balance Flow Char{
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A secondary driver is to assure that the weight data and placement of components are
reasonable. The weight data were estimated using empirical weight equations of
Reference 5.1 and actual weights from operational aircraft. The weight and balance
calculationsare shown in Appendix I. The finalweight statement for the Monarch is
shown in Table 5.1.
The center of gravity excursion diagrams for the counter air and bardcfield
interdictionmissions are shown, respectively,in Figure 5.2 and Figures 5.3 and 5.4.
The int'Lightcenterof gravitytravelis within the acceptablerange given in Reference 5.2.
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-- Table 5.1 Weight S.mmary. of the Monarch Airum_
STRUCTURE
Fuselage
Wing
Tails - Vertical
- Canard
Landing Gear - Main
- Nose
Launch Mechanims (Int. Weap)
ASKAAM
AMBAAM
Ventral Clamshell Nozzles
PKOPULSION
Cruise Engine
Lift Engine
Cruise Engine Tailpipe Ext
Cruise Engine Nozzle
Air Induction
Fuel Bladder
Fuel Dumping
Engine Controls
Starting System
FIXED EQUIPMENT
Flight Control
Avionics
Electrical System
Air Conditioning
Oxygen System
APU
Furnishings
Gun and Provisions
Auxilary Gear, Paint
RCS Ducting and Nozzles
TOTAL EMPTY WEIGHT
Crew
Total Fuel
Armament
ASRAAMS
AMBAAMS
HARM
Mk-82's
Maverick's
Ammo - 200 rnds
TAKEOFF WEIGHT
CA
(9498)
4385
2490
256
295
1249
220
40
262
300
(6139)
3557
48O
300
420
773
415
24
45
125
(5480)
1021
1517
596
301
17
298
277
630
418
405
21117
225
8642
(1196)
322
654
220
31336
BAI#1
21117
225
8642
(4074)
1614
2240
220
34400
BAI#2
21117
225
8642
(3316)
1120
1976
220
33642
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6. PROPULSION SYSTEM INTEGRATION
The purposeof thischapteristo describetheintegrationof theMonarch propulsion
system. Section6.1 describesthe cruiseengine and 6.2 describesthe liftengine. Each
sectiondescribesthe engine as well as the inletsand nozzlesassociatedwith the engine.
Figure6.1shows the completepropulsionsystem as itisintegratedin the airframe.
6.1 CRUISE ENGINE
The cruiseenginethatisused isbased on an engineprodded by Reference6.1.
The engineisdesignedto operate in both the hoveringas well as thecruise/maneuver
flightconditions.The followingsub-sectionswilldescribethe engineas well as theinlets
and nozzles.
6.1.1 Cruise En_ne Description and Perforrnanc_'.
The cruise engine was sized for both the hover and conventional wing-borne flight
conditions. The total dry thrust required from the cruise engine during hover must be 1.30
times the weight of the aircraft in hover which is 24744 lbs. This factor is based on the
following:
1) The total vertical thrust during hover must be sized to include the following factors:
a) 1.0g is to provide a force to counter the weight of the aircraft.
b) 0.1g is to enable the aircraft to counter a tenth of a g sink rate.
c) 0.03g is for out-of-ground suckdown (assumed)
d) 0.1g is for in ground effect suckdown (assumed)
2) The cruiseenginemust alsobe ableto supportthe RCS which is0.07g.
Based on these parameters, the rcquir_ thrust from the cruise engine is 19,800 lbs dry. A
point performance determined that a takeoff thrust-to-weight ratio of 1.15 was required for
a maneuver Right condition; therefore, the engine must produce 35,450 lbs of thrust
augmented. This means that the maneuver condition is more critical and determines the
sizeof theengine. The base enginewas resizedusingthefollowingscalinglaws from
Reference6.2.
New Length = Base Length*0New Thrust/OldThrust)°"
New Radius = Base Radius*(New Thrust/OldThrust)°a
New InletAirflow= Base Airflow*(New Thrust/OldThrust)
Table 6.1givesthe Monarch engineparametersand the enginedimensionsare shown in
Figure 6.2. The engine weight includes the engine, fuel and oil systems, gear box,
necessary plumbing, and mounting hardware. The performance plots for the installed cruise
engine arc shown in Figures 6.3 through 6.5 for three engine ratings: maximum
augmented, maximum unaugmenteck and a partial throttle setting. Figure 6.3 shows the
mass flow rate for the cruise engine at various altitudes and math numbers. Figures 6.4a
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through 6.4c shows the specific fuel consumption at pardal throttle, maximum unaugmented
th._ust,and maximum augmented thrust,respectively.Figu_s 6.5a through6.5c shows the
thrustatpartialthrottle,_um unaugmented thrust,and maximum augmented thrust,
respectively.
Table 6.1: Cruise EnEine Parameters
v
Max Dry_ Thrust Max Aug. Thrust
Condition SLS 90°F day SLS 90°F day
Mass Airflow 319.64 Ibm/see 319.64 lbm/sec
Nozzle Throat Area 3.431 fta 5.268
Bypass Ratio 0.80 0.80
Nozzle Pressure Ratio 3.268 3.096
Net Thrust 24,673 Ibs 35,573 Ibs
Diameter 44 in. 44 in.
Length 184 in. 184 in.
Weight 3557 lbs 3557 lbs
SCALE 1/50
ALL DIMENSIONS INCHES
147.0
L1
FiL_'C6.2 CruiseEng,,ineforthe Monarch (nozzlesnot included)
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areal
6.1.2 Air InductionSystem
The following list shows the design considerations used for the design of the inlet:
supersonicoperation,
smallinletlosses,
high angleof attackoperation,
hot gas rcingestionand FOD,
avoidingsystemconflicts,
and fuselagearearuling.
Sincethemaximum operatingspeedof theaircraftdoes not dictatethe use of a
variablegeometry inlet,a normal shock inletisused,and as discussedin Chapter 11,a
bifurcatedinletisbetterthan a chininletfor alleviatinghot gas rcingestion.Therefore,a
bifurcatednormal shock inletis used on the Monarch. According to themethods of
Reference6.3,and usingtheenginedatafrom Reference6.1,thetotalcaptureareaof the
bifurcatedinletiscalculatedto be 6.89fr_. This capnLreareasizeisbased on the
followingassumptions.
The inletsizingpointisthe supersonicoperationat M = 1.6and
30,000 fl altitude.
The current engine mass flow rate for the given flight condition is
319.64 lbngsec.
The ratio of secondary air flow to engine air flow (Ms/Me) is
assumed to be 0.2 (Reference 6.3).
The mass flow of the boundary layer bleed is 3 % of the inlet
capture area (Reference 6.3).
A dimensionedfrontview of the irdctlipshowing the captureareaand shape is shown in
Figu._6.6
w
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Fimn'e 6,6 Cruise Inlet Lip Shape
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The inletlipsarc placedon each sideof thefuselageas high as possibleto avoid
FOE) and HGR (sccChapter7). They arealsoplacedbehind thecock-pitforimproved
pilotvisibility.The exactlayoutof the inletfrom themouth to thecompressorisdesigned
to avoidconflictswith any systemswhile attemptingto maintainthe highestinlet
efficiency.The inletlayoutisshown in Figure6.7.
A channeltypeboundary layersplitterisused. According to Reference6.3,the
width of the boundarylayeratthe inletcan be assumed to be I% - 3% of thelengthof
thefuselageahead of the inlet.2% isused fortheMonarch which resultsin a width of 5
inches.Thereforetheboundary layersplitterisplaced5 inchesfrom the fuselage.
It isnecessaryto insurethatthecruiseenginehas sufficientairflowatalltimes
includinglow speedand hover flightconditions.The bifurcatedinletdescribexlmust be
designedforthesupersonicflightconditionswhich means thatitdoes not have sufficient
captureareaatthelow speed conditions.Therefore,auxiliaryinletswillbe placeon top
of themain inletsand willoperateonly duringthe low speed flightconditions.According
to Reference6.3,theidealinletduringhover isa bellmouthsincetherearc no ram effects.
Geometricconsu'aintsmake thisimpossible,so itisassumed forpreliminarydesignthata
captureareaof 1.15timesthecompressordiameterissufficient.The compressorareais
10.56fta,which means thatthe totalinletcaptureareamust be 1.15timesgreateror 12.14
fla.As previouslystated,thecruiseinletcaptureareais6.89 fta. Therefore,the total
auxiliaryinletcaptureareais5.25 fla.
The locationof the auxiliaryinlets houldbe such thattheairfrom them
sufficientlymixes with theairfrom themain inletopeningsbeforereachingthe engine
face. They shouldalsobe locatedsuch thatthe totalairflow isacceleratedto
approximatelyMach 0.5. The size,shape,and locationof theseinletsarcshown in Figure
6.6. A permanent screenwillbe placedover the auxiliaryinletsto preventFOE). The
lossesdue to thisscreenarc considerednegligibledue to the low speed. Based on
Reference6.5,a setof horizontalouverswillbe over the inletsto sealthem duringc_'uise
flightand open duringlow speed flight.Louvers areviewed as being the easiesto
mechanicallyoperateplusthey shouldactas flow _g veinswhen openccL Since they
willonly be operatedduringvery low speed,itis not believedthatthemost forward
louverwillblockthe flow intothe aftlouvers.An elcctromechanicalactuatorwillbe used
to operatethelouvers,and willbe placein theinletboundary layersplitter.Figure6.7
alsoshows thelocationof theauxiliaryinletsas well as a schematicof the actuation.
w
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v6.1.3 Cruise En_ne Nozzle,s
The cruiseenginehas two typesof nozzles.One nozzleisthemar nozzle
providingthrustvectoringwhich isshown in Figure6.11. The othertypeof nozzleisa
pairof ventralnozzlesprodding hover capabilitieswhich am shown inFigure6.8.
The designdriverforthe ventralnozzleswas thatthe nozzlesmust have variable
areacapabilitiesalong with thrustvectoringof 15 degreesaboutthe x-axisto allowfor
translation.The ventralnozzleswere sizedby gettingthe throatareafrom Reference6.1
and convertingitto an equivalentareaforeach ventralnozzle. Therefore,theventral
nozzleswillhave therequiredthroatareato kccp theflow "choked"as the rearnozzle
blockstheairflow.
The ventralnozzlesarc shown in Figure6.8. The clamshellnozzleisa low weight,
a low complexity,and a variableareanozzle. The othernozzleconsideredwas one with
turningvanes. The primaryproblem with theturningvane nozzleis thattheflow must be
vectoredto reducethethroatarea. This isnot acceptablefortheventralnozzlesbecause
the nozzleswillbc used forrollcontrolby differentialthrustof the two ventralnozzles,
which requirevariableareacapabilitieswithoutlossof thrustalongthe z-axis.The
clamshellnozzleswillbe retractedforup and away flight.Fuselagedoors willbe used to
reducedrag thatwould be caused by theexposed ventralnozzles.
The turningvanes,as shown in Figure6.8,helpto alleviatepressurelosseswhen
turningtheflow 90 degrees.The sizingof the ductwas calculatedassuming 5 percent
lossin pressurein the duct. The ventralnozzleductsmust be detachablefrom themain
engineso thatexpedientengineremoval ispossible.
w
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The rearnozzlemust providepitchand yaw vectoringcapabilitiesa discussedin
Chapter4. The primarydriverfor a pitchand yaw vectoringnozzleisto provid_
enhanced maneuveringcapabilitiesand allow forremoval of therudder. The following
rearnozzledesignswere lookedat:
1) 2D convergent-divergentozzlewith 20 degreepitchand 15 degree yaw
capabilities.The nozzlecould alsoblockand turntheflow,which is
requiredforhover. The primarydrawback to thisnozzleisthe complexity.
The secondarydrawback isthatto produce a sideforcethenozzlehad to bc
spoiled(similarto thrustreversing,but not as extreme),causinglargelosses
in axialthrust.This nozzleisshown in Figure6.9.
2) An axisymmctricnozzlewith 20 degreepitchvectoringand block and turn
capabilities.This nozzlewould have bccn used ffnozzle#3 did not produce
theside-forcerequiredtoremove therudder. The reasonthisnozzlewould
have been used isbecauseof itslow weight relativeto a 21)nozzle. This
nozzleis shown in Figure6.10. Because nozzle#3 providestherequired
side-forcesthisnozzlewas excluded.
3) 2D convergent-divergentozzlewith 20 degreepitchand 25 degreeyaw
capabilities.This nozzlecan alsoblock and turnthe flow,which isrequired
forhover. The reasonthatthisnozzleisbetterthan nozzle#1 isthatthe
yaw vectoringoccursafterthenozzle. Therefore,the axialthrustlossis
reduced. The drawback to thisnozzleisitssizeand weightarc largerthan
nozzle#2. Nozzles#3 and #I are similarin sizeand weight. This nozzle
producesenough side-forceto eliminatetherudderas discussedin Chapter
10. This nozzleisshown in Figure6.11.
Nozzle #3 was chosen forthe Monarch becauseof thecapabilityto remove the
rudderas discussedin Chapter9. The primarydrawback to nozzle#3 isthattheweight is
20% greaterthan theothernozzleoptions.Nozzle #3 isshown in Figure6.11.
w
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6.2 LIFT ENGINE
The liftengineused fortheMonarch isbased on theRolls-Roycedirectliftengine.
The engineparametersforthisenginearetakenfrom Reference6.5. Itisan unmixed
turbofandesignedto provideverticalthrustfora STOVL aircrafLThe technologystandard
assumed forthisdesignisconsistentforan initialoperationalcapabilityof 2005.
According to Reference 6.5 the RoUs-Royce engine was designed for vertical
mounting and includes a vectoring exhaust nozzle. The engine has a large amount of parts
made with advanced composites, which enables the uninstalled thrust to weight ratio to
reach28. To achievethe lightestpossiblesolutionwhilemaintainingacceptablejetexhaust
conditions,a relativelyhigh bypassratioisimplemented. A higherbypassratioresultsin
a higherenginevolume. A smallerdiameterenginewith a higherspecificthrustcould be
used todecreasetherequiredenginevolume. However, thiswillleadto an increasein
engineweightand/ormore severeexhaustconditions.
6.2.1 En_ne Descriptionand Performance
The sizerequiredfortheliftenginewas determinedsolelyby thethrust
requirementsof hover. As mentionedin subsection6.1.1,thetotalthrustrequiredduring
hover is1.23timesgreaterthan thehover weight of the aircraft.The amount of thrust
from theliftenginewas determinedby balancingthethrustfrom both enginesabout the
centerof gravityof the aircraft.The thrustbalanceathover forthe Monarch is shown in
Figure6.12. The originalRolls-Royceenginewas resizedusingthe same scalinglaws that
were used forthecruiseengine. The re'sizedngineparametersarelistedin Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Entdne Paramet_l'8
Condition
Mass Airflow
Nozzle ThroatArea
Bypass Ratio
Nozzle PressureRatio
Maximum InstaLled Thrust
Diameter
Length
Weight
Max Dry.Thrust
SLS 90°F day
266.37 lbm/sec
3.431 fta
1.5
3.268
12,105 lbs
32.8 in.
35.1 in.
480 lbs
6.2.2 En_ne Air Induction System
The lift engine inlet is positioned at fuselage station 230. Due to the close
proximityof the engineto thecockpit,a bifurcatedinletisused. Sincethisengineisonly
used duringhoverand transition,the totalinletcaptureareaisassumed to be 1.15times
greater than the compressor area or 6.83 fla. Louvers will also be used to seal the inlet
during wing-borne flight, and will operate similarly to the auxiliary inlets.
Figure 6.13 is a cross-sectional view of the lift engine and inlet including the
louvers.
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Figure 6.13 Cross-section View of En_ne Inlet for the Monarch
6.2.3 En_ne Nozzle
The lift engine nozzle was designed so that the thrust could be vectored 20 degrees
forward and aft to allow for pitch control. The nozzle was designed so that during up and
away flight the thrust vectoring vanes will close. Therefore, no fuselage doors are needed.
This nozzle design is shown in Figure 6.13. The lift engine nozzle vectoring vanes are
powered by two electromechanical, jack-screw, actuators. The vectoring may allow the lift
engine to enhance the pitch control of the aircraft during hover and transition.
A gimballing nozzle, similar to that used for a rocket, was considered for the lift
engine. The problem with the gimballing nozzle is greater complexity than the vectoring
nozzle and also the need for a fuselage door. Another nozzle considered for the liftengine
was a clamshell nozzle, similarto the ones on the ventralnozzles. The primary drawback
of the clamshell nozzle is thatthe clamshell nozzles occupy more volume than the thrust
vectoring vanes. The reason the clamshelldesign isused for the ventralnozzles is thatthe
ventralnozzles are required to be variablearea nozzles.
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7. TAKEOFF. HOVER AND TRANSITION ANALy$I$
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze some of the unique features of STOVL
aircraftduring operationbelow the velocityfor wing-borne flight.The following topicsare
covered.
Section 7.1
Section 7.2
Section 7.3
Section 7.4
TAKEOFF GROUND ROLL DETERMINATION
TRANSITION ANALYSIS
HOVER ANALYSIS
PILOT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS
7.1 TAKEOFF GROUND ROIJ_ DETERM]2q'ATION
The following step-by-stepprocedure is used by the Monarch for short takeoffs.
Step I With the airplaneat the beginning of the runway, and the brakes on, the auxiliary
inlets and the lift engine inlets are opened, the leading edge flap is deflected 20 °
and the trailing edge flap is deflected 40 ° . Then both engines are started.
Step 2 While keeping the brakes on, the Cruise engine is throttledup to maximum dry
thrustand only the main nozzles is used. However, itis deflected20° downward
to balance out the moment createdby the idlingLiftengine.
Step 3 The brakes arc released,the aircraftbegins to move, and the Liftengine is
throttiedup
Step 4 When the airplanehas acceleratedenough thatthe wing provides sufficientlift
for the wing and engines to liftthe airplane,16,312 Ibs of thrustis diverted to
the ventralnozzles of the Cruise engine. This thrustcombined with the 11,514
Ibs of thrustprovided by the Liftengine and the wing willliftthe airplane into
the air.
Figure 7.1 shows the thrustvectorsproduced by the engines at criticalstagesof the
takeoffas well as the equivalentthrast. The times and distancesshown are for the
Counter Air Mission. It should be noted thatat allpointsduring the takeoffthe total
thrustis balanced indepcndendy of the aerodynamic forces on the aircraft.Also, the
aircrafthas 2° of ground incidence but itdoes not rotateto takeoff. This was not desired
since the ventralnozzles cannot be deflectedaft;therefore,they would produce a
component of drag.
As seen in Figure 7.1,following thisprocedure using precisethrustangles and
magnitudes, the Counter Air Mission takeoffground rollwas determined to be 238 ft.
This distanceis determined using liftand pitchingmoments in ground effectsand a friction
coefficientof 0.2. The Lift engine is operating at fullcapacity at the point of takeoff and
the Cruise engine is operatingat maximum dry power with enough thrustvectored through
the ventralnozzles to balance the thrustfrom the Liftengine. The remaining thrustis
ducted through the main nozzle to acceleratethe aircrafthorizontally.Figure 7.2 shows a
plot of takeoffground rolldistanceas a function of the aircraftakeoffweight for allof
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the various missions including the overload mission.
7.2 TRANSITION ANALYSIS
The transition from the point of takeoff to purely wing-borne flight begins with the
engines left at the same operating condition as takeoff which is with maximum vertical
thrust. This configurationis held untilthe aircraftreaches a desired height. When
verticalaccelerationis not desired,the liftengine is throttleddown and the Cruise engine
startsto slowly transfermore thrustfrom the ventralnozzles to the main nozzle keeping
the totalthrustbalanced about the aircraftcenter of gravity. The rate at which thisoccurs
is such thatthe airplaneremains levelbecause the decrease in verticalthrustcan be made
to equal the increasein wing liftproviding no verticalacceleration. This process is
continued untilthe Liftengine reaches itsminimum throttlesetting. At thispoint the lift
eng/nc must be shut down. During the spool.down of the Lift engine, itwill stillbe
providing some thrustbut itwill not be exacdy the desired amount so the pilotwill
acceleratein the verticaldirectionor he will have to rotatethe aircraftto a differentangle
of attackto alterthe wing liftto compensate for the change in verticalengine thrust. This
process is shown schematically in Figure 7.3. The numbers shown arc for the counter air
mission, and the pilothas chosen to level off at I00 ft.altitude.
The transitionfrom wing-borne flightto hover follows nearly the same procedure
only in the opposite direction. The aircraftis brought in at a given altitudeand at
approach velocity. The liftengine is startedand the mar engine begins to transfera
portion of the flow to the ventralnozzles. If thismaneuver is done at a high angle of
attackthe ventralnozzles willproduce drag which will significantlyslow the airplane. The
lift engine begins to throttle up and the Cruise engine continues to transfer more flow to
the ventral nozzles to balance the force from the Lift engine. The vertical acceleration is
controlled by the pilot but it is desired to keep the aircraft high enough above the ground
that HGR, suckdown, and ground erosion are avoided. Once the aircraft is positioned
directly above the landing site, a constant vertical acceleration of approximately 3 f't/sec is
established until the aircraft touches the ground. Then the Lift engine is immediately shut
down and the Cruise engine is either shut down or the ventral nozzles are closed sending
allof the thrustthrough the main nozzle for ground taxiing. This is done to reduce the
amount of ground erosion. A schematic of thisis shown in Figure 7.4 for the Counter Air
Mission with the transitionbeginning at 100 ft. and the finaldescent to landing beginning
at 50 ft.
The flightcontrol system will need alterationsdue to the requ/md controlover the
thrustvectoring. The flightcontrolsystems thatate changed for thisreport are:pitch and
altitudehold, the bank angle control. The dynamic pressure is required for the flight
controlsystem so thatthe automatic flightcontrol system can determine whether to use the
aerodynamic controlsof the thrustvectoring. In the block diagrams, shown in Figures 7.5
through 7.7,the "yes" by the dynamic pressure block means that the dynamic pressure is
high enough to use aerodynamic controls. If the dynamic pressure is not high enough for
the aerodynamic controls,thrustvectoringand the RCS will be used. The symbol _r refers
to the nozzle and throttleactuation. The mason for thisis thatif the nozzle deflectionsare
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changed thethrottlesettingmay need to be increasedor decreasedbalancethe moments
and forcescreatedby the thrustvectoring.Figure7.5 shows theblock diagram for the
pitchattitudehold with inncrloop pitchdamping. Figure7.6 shows thebank anglecontrol
system blockdiagram. Figure7.7 shows thealtitudecontrolsystem blockdiagram forthe
Monarch.
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Fimn'e7.5 PitchAttitudeHold AFC$ forthe Monarch
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7.3 HOVER ANALYSIS
In this section the reaction control system, suckdown predictions, and hot gas
reingestion are discussed for the Monarch.
7.3.1 Reaction Control System
The reaction control system maintains control about the aircraft axes in STOVL
modes. It also assists the conventional control in transitional flight. Hot air is bled from
the compressor of the engine and is fed to a butterfly valve which controls the flow to the
four valve outlets. The butterfly valve is operated by an electromechanical actuator which
is activated when the aircraft is at approach speed and below. The ducting is made from
roiled and welded nickel-chromium alloy. The duct diameter was sized using Reference
7.1, the diameter varies from 4.5 inches in the fuselage to 3.5 inches at the reaction valves.
The amount of bleed air required from the engine is 2.0% mass flow of the cruise
engine, this value was calculated using Reference 7.1. To calculate the amount of bleed
air required for the RCS Reference 7.2 was used to find the control authority required in
hover. The pitch and yaw control required for Level 1 flying qualifies in hover is .3
rad/s 2 and .5 rad/s= respectively. The pitch and yaw control required for Level 1 flying
qualities in transition is .2 rad/s _ and .25 rad/s= respectively. The angular accelerations are
converted into thrust by the following equation:
Treq = (I x psi double dot)/1 (7.1)
With (I) being the airplane moment of inertia about the z-axis, (1) being the distance from
the reaction control valve to the z-axis, and psi double dot being the yaw control required.
From the thrust it is possible to calculate the required mass flow using Reference 7.1.
The amount of bleed air for the pitch control is 1.2% mass flow of the cruise
engine, and for yaw control 0.8% mass flow of the cruise engine, therefore, the total RCS
bleed is 2.0%. The maximum temperature and pressure at the valves are approximately
1350 R. and 236 psi.
Roll control is provided by using variable area ventral nozzles which generate the
required roll control authority for Level 1 flying conditions. The yaw control will be
provided using two reaction control valves at the aft section of the fuselage. This is
shown in Figure 7.8. The pitch control will be provided by using two reaction control
valves at the aft section and the forward section of the fuselage. The aft section of the
pitch reaction control valve is shown in Figure 7.8. The overall layout of the RCS system
for the Monarch is shown in Figure 7.9.
The roll,pitch,and yaw reactioncontrolsystem willbe controlledby pilot-stick
movement or hover SAS. The hovcr SAS willallowthe planeto remain stablethroughout
hover and transition.
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7.3.2 Suckdown Predictions
The method used to calculate the effects of suckdown are from Reference 7.3. This
method takes into account:
* number of engine posts,
* geometry of the aircraft,
* pressure ratio at the nozzles,
* in and out of ground effects,
* and fountain/core effects.
The suckdown was calculated during Phase 1 of the design. The Monarch was a
two post configuration in Phase 1. The suckdown predictions resulted in a 25% loss in lift
versus thrust. The suckdown was assumed to be 10% for the lift engine during
preliminary sizing. Therefore, the lift engine was undersized. For Phase 2 a second
ventral nozzle was added so that the Monarch would become a three post configuration,
which typically reduces suckdown. The suckdown was calculated for the Monarch in
Phase 2 which resulted in a suckdown of 10%. Therefore, the Monarch was changed to a
three post configuration so that the lift engine did not need resizing. The comparisons
between the two post and three post configurations =re shown in Figure 7.10.
w
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The suckdown predictions are important because the hover requirement sizes the lift
engine for this aircraft. Therefore, any reduction in ground effects will resalt in a lower
engine weight, and eventually lead to a lower life cycle cost of the Monarch.
The equations used to calculate the suckdown for the Monarch are fi'om Roference
7.3. The resalts of the trade study between two and three post configurations is shown in
Figure 7.8. Both configurations had identical geometry, the total nozzle area also remained
the same for both configurations. The three post configuration needed 23% less engine
thrust than the two post configuration at a height of four feet above the ground. Hgum
7.10 shows that at heights above 15 feet the three post configuration has no advantages
over the two post configuration.
The reason that the three post configuration has better in-ground effects is due to
the thrust "fountain core" dcvelopexi between the three nozzle posts. The "fountain core"
produces lift because of the jet flow that is trapped under the fuselage due to the three
separate jet flows impinging on each other. When the configuration has ordy two posts the
upwash can not develop into a "core" and becomes a radial wall jet which does not
produce as much lift as the three post configurations "fountain core".
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7.3.3 Hot Gas Reingestion
Hot Gas Reingestion is the term used to describe any flow mechanism by which hot
exhaust gases from the propulsive system of an aircraft can return to the air intake of the
same system. HGR is an especially important problem for STOVL aircraft operating near
the ground and using propulsive
Extensive theoretical research as well as full scale experiments have identified three
ways in which the jet exhaust flows of a STOVL aircraft might recirculate back to the
engine inlets. They are:
1) Near Field Reingestion--This is caused by the flows from separate lift jets
meeting on the ground creating an upward or fountain flow which impinges on and is
redirected by the aircraft undersurface. Some may travel directly on a short time scale to
the engine inlets with little opportunity for mixing thereby retaining a high percentage of
jet exit temperature and potentially causing severe HGR. It is shown in Figure 7.11
(Reference 7.4).
2) Mid Field reingestion or Intermediate Thrust Reverser--This is caused when
some of the recirculating flow in the ground jet and the forward moving part of the
fountain is blown back by headwind into the intake after some opportunity for mixing with
ambient air. It is shown in Figure 7.9 (Reference 7.4).
3) Far Field Reingestion--This is caused when the ground flows navel radially
outward mixing progressively with exhaust air to re,circulate into the intake on a much
longer time-scale driven by the effects of buoyancy and entrainment. The rcingestion air
temperature is then relatively low so Far Field Reingesdon is not usually a serious
problem. It is shown in Figure 7.13 (Reference 7.4).
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Fimire 7.11 Example Near Field Reingestion (_copied _om Ref. 7.4)
Ficure 7.12 Example Mid Field Reingestion ('copied fi'om Ref. 7.4)
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All internal-combustion engines, and gas turbines in particular, are very sensitive to
an increases in air intake temperatures. This arises from several causes: I) Warmer air is
less dense, and the mass flow of the working fluid is therefore reduced, resulting in a loss
of thrust. 2) The speed of sound in air increases with temperature, and the compressor
bladeMach number at a givenrotationalspcod isthereforereducc_ thisreducesthe
compressorcapabilityin both non-dimensional(corrected)airflowand pressureratio.3) A
higherairinlet emperatureresultsin highergas temperaturesthroughoutthe engine,so that
turbinetemperaturesbecome excessive;to preventthis,thrustdemand must be reduced.4)
Air inlet emperana'eswhich change rapidlyin time or space (temperaturedistortion)may
causecompressorstall(surge)(Reference7.4).
A major determinantof theseverityof HGR isthe number and locationof the
verticaljetexhaustnozzleson theairplane.In a nearground environment,theflow of
eachjetwillimpact the ground,then spreadradially.Iftheflow of one jetmeets the flow
of anotherjet,theflow willjoinand rise.A two jetconfigurationwillresultin a long
wall of upward flow being generatedbetween the two jets.A three-jetconfigurationwill
produce a concentratedfountainat thepointwhere theflow of allthreejetscombine.
There willalsobe threcwallsextendingfrom thisfountainwhere two of thejetscombine.
A fourjetconfiguration(liketheHarrier)willproduce a more concentratedfountainat the
centerof thefourjetsand fourwallswillextendfrom it. Itistheupward airflowthat
willreachtheinletsand causeNear FieldReingcstionso regardlessof the number of
nozzles,itisdesiredto keep the fountainand wall airflowsaway from theinletarea.
7.14 isa top-viewof theMonarch showing the locationof allnozzlesand inletsas
wellas thefountainthatiscreatedby the engineflow. Noticethatthereisnot a wall of
airflowunder thefuselageat the locationof theinlets.
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There has been extensive research into many methods of alleviating HGR by
making slight modifications to an airplane configuration. If HGR does become a major
problem for the Monarch, then one or more of these modifications should be made. The
following list shows some of these ideas.
1) Attempt to deflect the Lift/Cruise nozzles outboard ff there is not a significant loss
in thrust. A slight deflection, as shown in Figure 7.15, wiU sufficiendy direct the
flow away from the airplane. Studies have shown that this may alleviate the ITR
enough that the loss of thrust due to the nozzle angle is more than compensated by
the improve engine performance. (Reference 7.5)
2) Place deflector shields near the nozzles to direct the flow away from the inlets. It
may be possible to integrate current doors to the landing gear and the missile bay
to also act as this type of shield, or it may be necessary to make separate shields
that retract into the fuselage. Figure 7.16 demonstrates using a door that covers the
Lift engine nozzle.
3) Create an "air curtain" around the inlets by ducting compressor air from the
Lift/Cruise engine out of the fuselage near the inlets. This air flow will entrain and
remove the hot gases that would otherwise enter the inlets. According to Reference
7.Y, approximately 2 % of the engine air flow is necessary to create this type of
curtain. An approximate location as well as a schematic of the air flow is shown in
Figure 7.17.
i
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7.4 PILOT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS
w
Control requirements and pilot workload for STOVL aircraft are higher than that of
conventional aircraft. The STOVL aircraft may be r_luired to operate from conventional
airfields, austere sites, and aircraft carriers. The capability for hover and low-speed flight
and for rapidlytransitioningbetween wing-borne and propulsion-borneflightspermits the
STOVL aircrafto operateinto confined spaces associatedwith austeresites.These
operationsenforce precisionof controlof position,velocity,and attitude;such requirements
exceed those imposed on conventionalaircraft(Reference 7.6).
A major technologicalchallenge to routineverticalflightoperationsof thisclass of
aircraftin adverse weather and low-visibilityconditionsstems from the complex interaction
of kinematics,aerodynamics, and propulsiveforces and moments during transitionas
reflected in poor flying qualities as well as from limited control authorities. The
availability of digital fly-by-wire controls makes it feasible to reduce the amount of pilot
workload during takeoff, transition, and hover. To also help in reducing the pilot workload
the number of control sticks will be reduced from three (Harrier AV-SB) to two. The
digital fly-by-wire controls and the advancements made in flight control software will allow
for reduced pilot workload.
The cockpit controlsand displaysfor the Monarch are adapted from Reference 7.6.
The cockpitcontrolsand displaysfor transitionis shown in Figures 7.18 and 7.19. The
situation/directordisplay ('Figure7.18) is a three-cuecompensary flightdirector
supplerncntedby situationinformationpresented in both analog and digitalformat. The
flightpathpursuit/situationdisplay(Figure7.19) projectsa lead aircraftthatis following the
desiredflightproRle. The cockpit controlsand displaysfor hover are shown in 7.20.
The HUD format in transitionand hover is shown in Figures 7.21 and 7.22,respectively.
The workload for the pilot at takeoff is reduced because the flight control software
performs the nozzle and control surface deflections to minimize the takeoff distance. The
methodology of the flightcontrolsystem for takeoffis discussed in Section 7.1.
For landing the pilotwillbring the aircrafto approach speed and at thattime the
pilotwillhave the option to select"landing". If the pilotselectslanding the HUD will
switch over to situation/directordisplayand the cockpit controlswill switch over for
transition (Figure 7.18). The pilot will then be given the option to select the landing
locationwith the Forward Looking Infi'aRed (FLIR). Once the landing locationis selected
the HLrD willdisplay the pursuit/situationdisplayand also the cockpit controlswill switch
to the flightpath-centeredpursuit(Figure7.19). The pursuit/situationHUD will allow the
pilotto follow the ghost plane and also the landing locationwill be displayed on the HUD.
When the aircraftgets within hover range the hover HUD willbe displayed and the flight
controlswillswitch to the hover mode (Figure7.20). The hover HUE) willallow the pilot
to see the desired hover point along with the other important information as shown in
7.22.
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8. PERFORMANCE DATA AND MISSION CAPABILITY
m
The purpose of this chapter is to present the performance dam and mission
capabilityof the Monarch aircraft.The drag characteristicsof the aircraftis summarized
and shown in Section 8.1. Section 8.2 presentsthe performance data and Section 8.3
presentsthe mission capability.The spreadsheetsused to calculatethe performance data
and mission capabilityare shown in Appendix 2.
8.1 SUMMARY OF DRAG CHARACTERISTICS
The drag polarsof the aircraftwere calculatedand are fullydocumented in
Reference 8.I. The drag polarswere adjustedto account for trim drag in Reference 8.2.
The Monarch drag polarsare shown in Table 8.1. The validityof the drag calculationsis
shown using Figure 8.1,where the skin frictioncoefficientof the Monarch is compared to
similaraircraft.The wave drag for the configurationwas calculatedusing the method of
Reference 8.3 and actualdata for the Grumman 1=-14and the General Dynamics F-16 taken
from Reference 8.4. The Monarch wave drag is shown in Figure 8.2.
Table 8.1 Monarch Drag Polars
I-I(fl) M Zero Lift Drag. C_o Induced Drag Factor. 1/(PI*A*e)
0 0.20 0.02198 0.1091
100 0.85 0.02096 0.1022
10,000 0.90 0.02281 0.1002
15,000 0.90 0.02410 0.1003
30,000 0.90 0.02750 0.1103
30,000 1.20 0.04157 0.1006
30,000 1.60 0.04038 0.1008
40,000 0.80 0.02387 0.1103
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l8.2PERFORMANCE DATA
The followingperformance dataispresented:
* point performanceverification
* sustainedturnrateand loadfactor
* specificexcessenergy
* maximum ferryrange
The Monarch alsocompared to operationalfightersin theUnited Statesand SovietUnion
to show itsvalidityas a designand itscombat effectivenessagainst heseaircraft.
Point Performance Verification
Table 8.2 shows thepointperformancerequirementsfrom themissionspecification
and thevaluescalculatedfortheMonarch. Note: Allperformancedatapresentedarefora
combat weightof 26,192Ibswhich includes50% fuel,two shortrangemissiles,and half
theammunition forthecannon.
Table 8.2 Point Performance Verification for the Monarch
P¢fforr_ance Requirement M.ontmb..Y_al_
Time to Climb 40k in 2 minutes 1.75rain
Ig SpecificExcessEnergy
(2A) 30k 0.9M
(2B) 10K 0.9M
500 ft/sec 505 f-t/see
1,000ft/sec 920 ft/sec
Sustained Turn Rate
(3A) 0.SM/15k ft
(3B) 0.9M/30k ft
(3C) 1.2M/30k ft
15 deg/sec 15 deg/sec
9 deg/sec 10 deg/sec
8 deg/sec 9.9 deg/sec
(3D) 0.9M/15k ft 6.5 g 7.75 g
(3E) 1.6M/30k ft 4.5 g 8.70g
Acceleration
(4A) 30k ft 0.9M to 1.6M 70 sec 47.3 sec
(4B) 0.5M to 1.4M 80 sec 62.1sec
(4C) 1Ok ft 0.3M to 0.9M 22 sec 18.4 sec
Landing Distance (ground roll)
Without Chute 2,200 ft 2,100 ft
The Monarch meets all it required performance except for the 1000 ft/sec specific excess
energy requirement. The improved performance of this a_raft as compared to the
Phase I studyisdue to theupsizingof theengineof the Monarch which was done in the
Phase IIiteration.
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wSustained Turn Rate and Load Fire)or
The sustained ttu'n rate and load factor were calculated for the Monarch and are
shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4, respectively. The Monarch is capable of a sustained mm
rate of 21 dee/see at low level and can sustain 6 deg/sec at altitudes as high as 45,000 ft.
A sustained load factor of 9 g's is maintained for much of the low altitude and high Mach
number flight envelope. A 3 g sustained load factor is achievable at altitudes up to
50,000 ft.
The Monarch's turn performance at 15,000 ft is shown in Figure 8.5. This "dog
house" plot shows the relationship between turn rate, load factor, turn radius, and Math
number. This plot shows that the Monarch can sustain high rates of turn over the
operating Math number range due to its high thrust engine. The maximum sustained turn
rate at 15,000 ft for the aircraft is 16.9 dee/see (thrust limited) and the maximum
instantaneous turn rate is 17.3 dee/see (lift limited).
Specific Excess Ener_
The l g specific excess energy for the flight envelope was calculated for the
Monarch and is shown in Figure 8.6. The Monarch has a 1,000 ft/see specific excess
energy at high subsonic Mach numbers at altitudes below 10,000 ft. A specific excess
energy of 600 ft/see is achievable over a wide part of the high Mach number flight
envelope.
Maximum Ferry. Range
The maximum ferry range calculations arc plotted in Figure 8.7. The maximum
range of the aircraft is 1662 nm at 45,000 ft and M - 0.9. Range credit for climb was
included in the calculations, as well as fuel use for climb, descent, and takeoff. This
amount of range is feasible with fuel tanks fitted into the internal weapons bay volume.
The aircraft uses two cylindrical tanks for this application.
The takeoff maximum thrust and combat weight versus Mach number are shown for
the Monarch and several other fighter, respectively, in Figures 8.8 and 8.9. The Monarch
fits into the trend of these other aircraft within reason.
As a measure of the Monarch's combat effectiveness,itsturn rateand agility
potentialare compared to severalother fighters.These plots arc shown in Figures 8.10
and 8.11,respectively.The sustainedturnrate(at 15,000 ftand Mach 0.9) of the Monarch
exceeds the instantaneousturn rateof the Mig-21, Mig-23, and the F-15. The Monarch
and the F-16 have comparable turn capabilitiesat thisMach and altitude.The agility
potentialshown is one of the only staticagilitymetric availableand is defined as:
AgilityPotential= (T3_/WTo)/(WomJS)
The Monarch compares favorable to the F-14 and F-16, but falls short of the agility
potential of the F-15. A lower wing loading for the Monarch would improve this ability,
but would then make the aircraft less comfortable on a bombing mission.
w
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u8.3 MISSION CAPABILITY
The mission capabilityof the Monarch is measured by fast verifyingthe design
missions and second, taking the aircraft through typical fighter/attack missions to determine
the aircraft's capability as a multi-role fighter. Tables 8.3 and 8.4, respectively, show the
counter airmission and battlefieldairinterdictionmissions fuelusage for the design
mission. The supersonics (acceleration to and sustaining supersonic flight) of the counter
airmission and the low leveldash of the battlefieldairinterdictionmission dominate the
aircraftfuel usage.
u
Table 8.3 Counter Air Mission Fuel Burn Summary.
Phase Fuel Burn
1. Engine Start/Warm Up
2. Taxi
3. Short Takeoff
4. Acceleration to Climb Speed
5. Climb
6. Subsonic Cruise - 100 nm
7. Acceleration to Supersonic Oxtise
8. Supersonic Cruise - 50 nm
9. Combat
10. Supersonic Cruise - 50 nm
11. Subsonic Cruise - 100 nm
12. Hover
13. Landing
14. Reserves
CA Mission Fuel Burn =
314 lbs
279 lbs
360 lbs
313 lbs
485 Ibs
531 lbs
620 lbs
1334 lbs
1728 lbs
1325 lbs
571 lbs
227 lbs
114 lbs
432 lbs
8634 lbs
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wTable 8.4 Battlefield Air Inteniiction Mission Fuel Bum Summary_
Phase Furl Burn
1. Engine Start/Warm Up
2. Taxi
3. Short Takeoff
4. Acceleration to Climb Speed
5. Climb
6. Subsonic Cruise - 200 nm
7. Sea Level Dash In - 80 nm
8. Strafe Run
9. Sea Level Dash Out - 80 nm
10. Climb
11. Subsonic Cruise - 200 nm
12. Hover
13. Landing
14. Reserves
327 lbs
307 lbs
376 lbs
308 lbs
538 lbs
1331 lbs
1204 lbs
864 lbs
1110 lbs
326 Ibs
1124 Ibs
246 lbs
121 lbs
432 lbs
BattlefieldAir Interdiction Mission = 8614 Ibs
Typical NATO fighter/attack mission profiles were obtained from Reference 8.5.
The missions arc:
Figure 8.12
Figure 8.13
Figure 8.14
Figure 8.15
Mass Intercept
Transport/Hellcopter Intercept
AWACS/I-Iigh Value Asset Protection
Two Stage Mission
The figuresshow the Monarch's range and speed capabilityin these missions. The high
value assetprotectionmission and the two stage mission offerunique advantages for a
STOVL type aircraft.As shown in the profiles,a STOVL aircraftcan operate from
dispersedbases and thus save fuel and cut down on response time.
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9. STABILITY AND CONTROl,
The purpose of this chapter is to document the results of the stability and control
analysis for the Monarch fighter. The following topics are covered in this chapter:
9.1 Flight Conditions
9.2 Trim Diagrams
9.3 Stability and Control Derivatives
9.4 Dynamic Stability and Con_ol Analysis
9.4.1 Longitudinal
9.4.2 Lateral
9.4.3 Directional
9.5 RollPerformance
9.6 InertiaCoupling
9.7 Spin Departure
9.8 Low Level Ride Qualities
9.9 Vertical Tail/Rudder Removal Study
9.1 FLIGHT CONDITIONS
This section presents the selection of eight flight conditions which are representative
of the flight envelope of the Monarch. A description and list of the parameters of each
flight condition is also given.
Eight flight conditions were chosen to represent the flight envelope of the Monarch
fighter. They were chosen from the Counter-Air (CA) and Battlefield Air Interdiction
('BAD Mission profiles as depicted in Figures 9.1 and 9.2, respectively.
A description of the flight conditions follows:
FC 1: CA, Phase 3, Takeoff/Hover/Transition phase.
FC 2: BAI #1, Phase 6,Low altitude,high subsonicdash out to ordnance
drop.
FC 3: CA, Phase 8, Subsonic performance point.
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FC 4:
FC 5:
FC 6:
FC 7:
FC 8:
CA, Phase 8, Subsonic maneuver, load factor = 4.25.
CA, Phase 5, Subsonic maneuver, load factor = 6.0.
CA, Phase 9, Supersonic performance point.
CA, Phase 7, I-lighaltitude,supersonic ruise.
BAI #2, Phase 5, High altitudesubsoniccruise.
Table 9.1 summarizes theparametersof each flightcondition.
Table 9.1 Flight Conditions for the Monarch Fighter
FLight Condition Altitude Mach Number I,d_L,F_ggl_
1 0 ft 0.20 1.0
2 100 ft 0.85 1.0
3 I0,000ft 0.90 1.0
4 15,000ft 0.90 4.25
5 30,000 ft 0.90 6.0
6 30,000ft 1.20 l.O
7 30,000 ft 1.60 1.0
8 40,000 ft 0.80 1.0
m
i
9.2 TRIM DIAGRAMS
This sectionpresentsthetrimdiagramsfortheMonarch fighter.The method of
Reference9.1was used in constructingthetrimdiagrams. Detailedcalculationsof thetrim
data are documented in Reference 9.2.
The airplane lift versus angle of attack curve and airplane lift versus pitching
moment curve were calculated according to the methods of Reference 9.1. The eta'yes
were constructedforhorizontaltaildeflectionsrangingfrom -30 degreesto +30 degreesin
ten degreeincrements.
The forwardand aftc.g.travel inesand the horizontaltailstallociform the
boundariesof theaim triangle.Within the bounds of the trimtriangle,the horizontal
stabilator deflections necessary to aim the airplane for a range of lift coefficients are
115
determined. For each flight condition the lift coefficient was determined, knowing the
airplane weight, load factor, altitude and velocity. From the respective trim diagram it was
determinediftheairplanecouldbe trimmed and,ffso,what stabilatordeflectionwas
require&
At theend of Phase I design,theMonarch was designedwith a canardfor
longitudinalcontrol.The detailedstabilityanalysisrequiredforthe developmentof the
trimdiagramsrevealedthatthe canarddesignhad an unacceptablemargin of longitudinal
instability.This ledto theremoval of thecanardand theincorporationof a conventional
tailaftstabilatorintothe designof theMonarch.
Originallya symmetricairfoilwas selectedforthe horizontalstabflatordesign. The
symmetric airfoildisplayeda low stallangleof attackand made theairplaneuntrimmable
in all flight conditions. A cambered 6% thick airfoil was incorporated to improve the tail
stall characteristics. In addition, a full span fixed slat, similar to the stabilator design on
the McDonnell F-4E Phantom II, is used. These changes provided adequate longitudinal
control power throughout the e.g. ranges of all flight conditions. According to criteria
found in Reference 9.3, the drag divergence Mach Number of the horizontal stabilator and
the wing were determined. From this it was determined that the drag divergence Mach
Number of the stabilator was higher than that of the wing. Therefore the horizontal
stabilator will retain control power at high subsonic Mach Number when the flow over the
wing becomes supersonic.
The trimdiagramsfortheMonarch fighterare shown in Figures9.3 through9.10
fortheeightflightconditions.Where thecenterof gravitylimitscutintothetrimmable
range of the aircraft,hefuelmanagement system willkeep the centerof gravityfrom
moving intotheseareas.This willkeep the aircraftpreventfrom moving intountrimmable
flightconditions.
The trimdiagram forflightconditionI (Figure9.3)reflects the liftincrementsand
correspondingpitchingmoments fora 40 degreetrailingedge plainflapand 20 degree
leading edge slat. The thrust from the lift engine and the main engine are balanced to
augment the aerodynamicliftduringtakeoffas describedin Chapter 1I.
From thetrimdiagramsitwas determinedthattheMonarch can be trimmed with
reasonablestabilatordeflectionsforallflightconditions.Table 9.2 liststhe liftcoefficient
and the requiredstabilatordeflectionto trimforeach flightcondition.
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Table 9.2 Required Stabil_lor Deflection to Trim
FC Lift Coefficient Stabilator Deflection. de_
1 1.495 0.0
2 0.076 -1.5
3 .083 -2.0
4 .661 3.7
5 .968 6.0
6 .111 -3.9
7 .069 -3.0
8 .489 3.0
9,3 STABILITY AND CONTROL DERIVATIVES
The stability and control derivatives for the Monarch fighter arc presented in this
section. The methods of References 9.1 and 9.4 were used to compute the derivatives for
the eight flight conditions. Reference 9.2 documents the detailed calculations of the
stability and control derivatives for the Monarch fighter.
The longitudinal, lateral-directional and thrust derivatives of the Monarch fighter for
the eight flight conditions are presented in Tables 9.3 through 9.10. Also presented in
these tables are the geometric and flight condition parameters required for the calculation
of the dimensional derivatives.
The thrust derivatives were calculated with data obtained from the Pratt & Whitney
engine deck (Reference 9.5).
Due to the fact that the rudder had been eliminated (Section 9.8), directional control
was achieved using the 2-D main vectoring nozzle. Because the vanes for vectoring the
thrust directionally are comparable to a control surface (6 sq. ft.), aerodynamic control
derivatives for the vanes were calculated along with the control derivatives due to the
thrust vectoring.
The longitudinal and lateral-directional derivatives of the Monarch fighter were
compared to data of Reference 9.6. Reference 9.6 is a graphical presentation of the
stabilityand controlderivativesfor supersonicfightersas a functionof Mach Number.
Figures 9.11 through 9.16 are copies of selecteddam from Reference 9.6 with the values
for the Monarch fighterincluded. The values for the Monarch are illustratedwith a circled
dots in these figures.
9.4 DYNAMIC STABILITY C_DNTROL AND ANALYSIS
Due to time constraints, three flight conditions were chosen for dynamic stability
and control analysis. These conditions were chosen to cover the least similar flight
regimes. Flight condition 2 was chosen to represent a high speed, low altitude ground
attack phase. Flight condition 4 is representative of air-to-air combat at a typical
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wTable 9.3 Stabili_ and Conm:_l Derivatives for Fli2ht Condition 1
Geometric and Flight Parameters:
S = 347.9 (sq ft) I xx S -
b = 33.67 (ft) I_yy_S ffi
c bar = 12 (ft) I zz S =
mass ffi 954.8 (slugs) I xz S =
13785 (slug* ft^2)
90780 (slug*ft^2)
82563 (slug*ft^2)
-13839 (slug*ft^2)
Longitudinal: Lateral-Directional:
C D 1 ffi
C D u =
C D a=
CD ih=
C T x 1 =
C T xu ffi
C M T 1 =
C M T u =
C M T a ffi
C L 1 =
C L u ffi
C L a ffi
C L adot =
C_L_q =
C L ih ffi
CMI =
CMu=
CMaffi
C M adot =
C_M_q =
CM ih ffi
0.2660
0.0000
1.1060
0.0000
0.2660
-0.5091
0.0089
-0.0177
0.1024
1.4950
0.0440
3.7470
0.5182
5.9700
0.3970
0.0647
0.0000
0.1490
-0.5959
-4.2060
-0.5280
C_y_B ffi
C_y-2 ffi
C_y_r =
C_y_dA =
C_y_dR =
CydR=
0__1_2 =
C1 rffi
CY_A=
C--l--dR --
C-l-dR =
CnB=
CnTB=
C_n_p =
Cnr=
CndA=
CndR=
CndR--
-0.4630
0.0130
0.2580
0.0000
0.0183 (aero)
0.3043 (thrust)
-0.2394
-0.2155
0.3810
0.4150
-0.0029 (aero)
-0.0497 (thrust)
-0.0034
0.0259
-0.0900
-0.2980
-0.1630
-0.0111 (aero)
-0.1904 (thrust)
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Table 9.4 Stability and Control EMrivativcs for Flight Condition 9,
Geometricand Flight Parameters:
S = 347.9 (sq ft) I xx S =
b = 33.67 (ft) I yy_S =
c bar = 12 (ft) I zz S =
mass = 881.8 (slugs) I xz S =
15370 (slug*ft^2)
88824 (slug*ft^2)
86851 (slug*ft^2)
1035 (slug*ft^2)
Longitudinal: Lateral-Directional:
C_D_I = 0.0241 C_y_B =
C D u = 0.0850
__ C y_p=
C D a = 0.0621 C--v r
C D Th = 0.0102 C
C T x 1 = 0.0241 C_y_dR =
C T x u = -0.0467 C_y_dR =
c MT 1 -- 0.0008 c 1 B =
c M T u = -o.oo16 cillp
C M T a = 0.0217 C 1 r =
C L i = 0.0760 C _ _IA =
C L u = 0.0820 C--l--dR =
C L a = 4.4380 C--l--dR =
C L adot = 0.6249 _ _ B =
C_L_q = 9.2080 C n T B =
C L ih = 0.5040 C_n_p =
C M i - 0.0076 C n r =
C M u = -0.0057 C n dA =
C M a = 0.4420 C n dR
C_M_adot = -0. 6838 C n dR =
C M q = -6. 9500 -- --
C M _h = -0.6700
-0.5030
-0.1150
0.3110
0.0000
0.0183 (aero)
0.0239 (thrust)
-0.0708
-0.2840
0.1650
0.2520
-0.0006 (aero)
-0.0008 (thrust)
0.0112
0.0056
0.0680
-0.3200
-0.0050
-0.0115 (aero)
-0.0150 (thrust)
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Table 9.5 Stabilityand Control I)crivadvesfor FlightCondition 3
Geometric and Flight Parameters:
S = 347.9 (sq ft) I xx S =
b = 33.67 (ft) I_yy_S =
c bar = 12 (ft) I zz S =
mass = 744.7 (slugs) I xz S =
Longitudinal:
9904 (slug*ft^2)
87959 (slug*ft^2)
81040 (slug*ft^2)
820 (slug*ft^2)
Lateral-Directional:
CD 1 =
C D u =
CD a =
C DTh =
C T x 1 =
C T x u =
CMT I-
CMTu=
CMT a=
C L 1 =
C L u =
C L a =
C L adot =
m --
C_L_q =
C L ih =
CMI=
CMu=
CMa=
C M adot =
c M_qCM lh _
0.0246
0.1260
0.0751
0.0147
0.0246
-0.0429
0.0009
-0.0015
0.0307
0.0830
0.1700
4.5770
0.6393
10.5510
0.5190
0.0090
-0.0111
0.4920
-0.6952
-8.3400
-0.6900
C__y__B=
C__y...p=
C_y_r =
C_y_dA =
C_y_dR =
CydR=
_YB
C 1 r =
cY A =
CldK--
CldR=
C n B =
C n T B =
C_n_p =
Cn r =
CndA=
CndR=
CndR=
-0.6010
-0.1370
0.3720
0.0000
0.0183 (aero)
0.0533 (thrust)
-0.0832
-0.2950
0.1780
0.5110
-0.0006 (aero)
-0.0018 (thrust)
0.0665
0.OO78
0.0790
-0.3140
-0.0110
-0.0114 (aero)
-0.0322 (thrust)
u.
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Table 9.6 Stability_ and Control Derivatives for Flight Condition 4
Geometric and Flight Parameters:
S = 347.9 (sq ft) I xx S
b = 33.67 (ft) I_yy_S
c bar = 12 (ft) I zz S =
mass = 744.7 (slugs) I--xz--S =
10631 (slug*ft^2)
87959 (slug*ft^2)
80313 (slug*ft^2)
-7202 (slug*ft^2)
Longitudinal: Lateral-Directional:
CD I =
C D u =
CD am
C D ih =
C T x 1 =
C T xu=
CMT 1 =
C M T u =
CMT a=
C L 1 =
C--L--u -
C--L--a =
C L adot =
--_ L q
C_lh=
CM 1 =
CMu=
CMa=
C M adot =
C_M_q =
C M ih =
0.0688
0.1260
0.6064
0.0272
0.0688
-0.1220
0.0024
-0.0042
0.0383
0.6610
0.6500
4.5770
0.6393
10.5510
0.5190
0.0711
-0.0879
0.4920
-0.6952
-8.3140
-0.6900
C_y._B =
C_y_p -
C_y_r -
C_y_dA =
C_y_dR -
c-x-p=
C i r=
=
CIdR-
CIdR--
C n B =
Cn TB=
C_n_p =
Cn r =
CE A-
CndR=
CndR=
-0.6010
-0.0900
0.3860
0.0000
0.0183 (aero)
0.0763 (thrust)
-0.1600
-0.2950
0.1650
5.1100
-0.0019 (aero)
-0.008 (thrust)
0.0802
0.0098
0.0200
-0.3670
-0.0080
-0.0010 (aero)
-0.0469 (thrust)
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wTable 9.7 Stabili_ and Control Derivatives for Flight Condition 5
Geometric and Flight Parameters:
S = 347.9 (sq ft) I xx S =
b = 33.67 (ft) I--yy--S =
c bar m 12 (ft) I zz S =
mass - 876.8 (slugs) I xz S =
Longitudinal:
9545 (slug*ft^2)
90165 (slug*ft^2)
987 (slug*ft^2)
3283 (slug*ft^2)
Lateral-Directional:
CD 1 =
C D u =
CD a=
C D ih =
C T x 1 =
C T x u =
CMT 1 =
CM T u =
C M T a =
C L 1 =
C LU=
C L a--
C L adot =
C_L_q =
CL ih=
CM 1 =
CMu=
C M a =
C M adot =
-- _ M q
C_ lh ==
0.1292
0.1260
0.9840
0.0441
0.1292
-0.1867
0.0045
-0.0065
0.0728
0.9680
0.O450
4.5770
0.6598
10.5510
0.5190
0.0698
-0.1287
0.3300
-0.7430
-8.3140
-0.6900
C_y_B = -0.6010
C_y_p = -0.0650
C_y_r = 0.3910
C_y_dA = 0.0000
C_y_dR = 0.0183 (aero)
C y_dRi B = 0.1385 (thrust)
-0.2050
c21 = -02950
C i r = 0.1200
C T dA = 0.5110
C i dR = -0.0027 (aero)
C--l--dR = -0.0204 (thrust)
n B = 0. 0941
C n T B = 0.0861
C_n_p = -0.0140
C n r = -0.4000
C n dA = -0.1290
C n dR = -0.0111 (aero)
C_n_dR - -0.0858 (thrust)
w
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Table 9.8 Stability. and Control I_rivatives for Flight Condition 6
Geometric and Flight Parameters:
S = 347.9 (sq ft) I xx S =
b = 33.67 (ft) I_yy_S =
c bar = 12 (ft) I zz S =
mass = 761.9 (slugs) I xz S =
Longitudinal:
6694 (slug*ft^2)
88352 (slug*ft^2)
78707 (slug*ft^2)
486 (slug*ft^2)
Lateral-Directional:
CD 1 =
CD u=
CD a=
C _Th =
C T x 1 =
C T x u =
CMT 1 =
C M T u =
C M T a =
C L 1 =
CLu=
CL a=
C L adot =
C_L_q ffi
C L ih =
C M 1 =
CMu=
CMa=
C M adot =
C =
0.0416
-0.1200
0.0817
0.0181
0.0416
-0.0303
0.0014
-0.0011
0.0524
0.Iii0
-0.0500
3.7980
0.3244
10.1420
0.3990
-0.0011
-0.0154
-0.0390
-0.3764
-6.8550
-0.4510
Cj_B = -0.6260
C_y_p = -0.1390
C_y_r = 0.4130
C_y_dA = 0.0000
C_y_dR = 0.0183 (aero)
C YYdR=B 0.0453 (thrust)
= -0.0885
C=l=p= -o.335o
C 1 r = 0.1630
C [dA = 0.1630
C 1 dR = -0.0007 (aero)
C 1 dR = -0.0018 (thrust)
C n B = 0.1048
C n T B = 0.0133
C_n_p = 0.0770
C n r = -0.4160
C n dA = -0.0047
C n dR = -0.0114 (aero)
C_n_dR = -0.0282 (thrust)
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Table 9.9 _Stability.and Control Derivativesfor Fli_htCondition 7
Geometric and Flight Parameters:
S = 347.9 (sq ft) I xx S -
b = 33.67 (ft) I_yy_S =
c bar = 12 (ft) I zz S =
mass = 845.9 (slugs) I--_xz--S=
10152 (slug*ft^2)
8967 (slug*ft^2)
83546 (slug*ft^2)
410 (slug*ft^2)
Longitudinal: Lateral-Directional:
C D 1 =
C D U =
C D a =
C 5Th =
C T x 1 =
C T xu =
C M T 1 =
CM T u =
CMT a=
C L 1 =
C L u -
C L a =
C L _d_t =
--_ L q
C_xh_
_i =
C--M--u
C--M--a
c M E_t
- g M._q
Cg_h_
0.0408
0.0000
0.0300
0.0084
O.0408
-0.0420
0.0014
-0.0015
0.0329
0.0690
-0.1550
2.3780
0.2569
5.0180
0.4440
-0.0033
0.0000
-0.1130
-0.3034
-3.6780
-0.5110
C_y_B - -0.4250
C_y_p = -0.0940
C y r = 0.2800
c____ = o.oooo
C_y_dR = 0.0183 (aero)
C_y_dR = 0. 0428 (thrust)
C 1 B = -0.0590
-0.2750
C 1 r = 0.1530
C T _A = 0.0970
C--l--dR = -0.0007 (aero)
C--l--dR = -0.0017 (thrust)
C n B = -0.0083
C n T B = 0.0080
C_n p = 0.0560
C n r = -0.4320
c _A = -0.0018
C--n--dR = -0.0118 (aero)
C--n-dR = -0.0270 (thrust)
m
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Table 9.10 Smbilit'yand Control Derivativesfor FlightCondition 8
Geometric and Flight Parameters:
S = 347.9 (sq ft) I xx S =
b = 33.67 (ft) I_yy_S =
c bar = 12 (ft) I zz S =
mass = 929.1 (slugs) I xz S =
Longitudinal:
13169 (slug*ft^2)
88119 (slug*ft^2)
83378 (slug*ft^2)
-5241 (slug*ft^2)
Lateral-Directional:
CD 1 =
CDu=
CD a=
C D ih=
C T x 1 =
C T x u =
CMT 1 =
CMTu=
CMT a=
C L 1 z
C L u =
C L a =
C L adot =
C_L_q =
C L ih =
CM 1=
CMu=
CMa=
C M _d_t =
--_ M q
C_ lh ==
0.5350
0.0510
0.4770
0.0189
0.5350
-0.0188
0.0018
-0.0007
0.1282
0.4890
0.0200
4.3190
0.6059
8.4730
0.4850
0.0452
-0.0180
0.3990
-0.6672
-6.2550
-0.6460
C_yB =
C__y....p,-
C_y_r =
C_y_dA --
C_y_dR -
C_y_dR =
C 1 B=
cD-p =
C 1 r=
CIdA=
CIdR=
C 1 dR=
CnB=
Cn TB=
C n_p =
Cn r =
CndA-
CndR-
CndR--
-0.4910
-0.0840
0.3120
0.0000
0.0183 (aero)
0.0536 (thrust)
-0.1263
-0.2690
0.2100
0.3990
-0.0016 (aero)
-0.0046 (thrust)
0.0436
0.0328
0.0300
-0.2950
-0.0431
-0.0116 (aero)
-0.0334 (thrust)
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engagement altitude. Flight condition 7 represents the aircraft during a typical supersonic
cruise.
A digital control stability analysis was done for each aircraft axis. A generic z-
planerootlocusshowing linesof constantdamping and linesof constantzeta-omegan
appearsin Figure9.17. These boundarieswillbe used to designatetargetareasin the z-
planein the sectionsthatfollow.
9AA Lon_tudinal
The unaugmented longitudinaldynamic stabilitycharacteristicsof theMonarch
appearin Table9.11. As indicatedby thesedata,the aircrafthas atleastone unstable
characteristicforevery flightcondition.The longitudinaldynamic characteristicsrequired
forLevel I handlingqualitiesby MIL-F-8785C (asPer Reference9.7)appear in Table
9.12. The calculationsrequiredforthe shortperiodfrequencyrequirementsappearin
Appendix 3. Figures9.18-9.20show theopen loop rootlociin the z-plane,includinga
targetareawhere the shortPeriodpolesof the system must be placedto achieveMIL-F-
8785C levelI handlingqualities.
Pitchratefeedbackwas used to stabilizetheaircraft.Compensating equationswere
chosen so thattheoriginalpolesof the open loop systemwould be cancelledby directly
placinga zeroon thecalculatedpolelocation.New poleswere placedin locationsin the
z-planethatwould givethe Monarch level1 flyingqualities.A summary of the
compensationequationsappearsin Table 9.13. The calculationsthatdeterminedthese
locationsappearsin Appendix 3. A samplingrateof 100 cyclesPer second was assumed
from Reference9.8.The blockdiagram of thepitchSAS appearsin Figure9.21. PC
MATLAB was used to determinetherootlocusof the discretesystem with complete
compensation.
Figures9.22-9.24show therootlociforthelongitudinalclosedloop system for the
threeflightconditions.An enlargementof theshortperiodpole locationhas ben included
to show itsplacement. As theonly phugoid requirementspecifiesa damping ratiogreater
than0.04,thephugoid rootswere relocatedon the stableportionof therealaxisforan
equivalentdamping ratioof one.
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Table 9.11 - Unau_rnented Lon#tudinal Dynamic Stability Charactedstic_
Flight Condition Omega sp (rad/sec) _ _
1 .12 -.02 -2.42 .81
2 .05 .16 -.36 .14
3 .067 .42 -.40 .15
4 .14 _8 -.413 .172
5 .104 .208 -.588 .289
6 _3 .976 -7.33 .594
7 2.16 .345 -39.63 27.08
8 2.16 .345 -.602 .384
Table 9.12 - Lon_tudinal Dynamic Stability. Requirements
S.P. Freq. (rad/sec) _alZLllL,B,i_
Fli__ht Condition Phase Type Min Max Min Max
2 Ground Attack 4.3 16 .35 1.30
4 Combat 3.8 14 .35 1.30
7 Cruise 1.8 12 .30 2.00
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Fimlre 9.20 - Lon_tudinal Z-Plane Open Loop Root Locus. Flight Condition 7
Table 9.13 - Lonotudinal Compensation Equation Summ_,,"y
Flight Condition
2
4
7
Compensator Numerator
(z - 1.1467)(z 2 - 2.0296z + 1.05169)(z 2 - 1.6868z + .717660)
(z - 1.1431)(z= - 2.0424z + 1.06452)(z 2 - 1.6868z + .?18413)
(z - 1.1467)(z = - 2.0296z + 1.05169)(z= - 1.6868z + .717660)
Flight Condition
2
4
7
Compensator Denominator
(z + .24)(z + .5)(z + .7)(z=- 1.97131z + .973316)
(z + .24)(z + J)(z + .7)(z=- 1.97038z + .972003)
(z + .24)(z + J)(z + .7)(z=- 1.98839z + .988742)
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The augmented values of short period frequency and damping are shown in Table
9.14. The valuesof gain were selectedto meet both the handling qualifiesrequirements
and the inertiacoupling requirements. Detailson inertiacoupling appear in Section 9.5.
Table 9.14 - Au_'nented Lon_mdinal StabilityCharacteristics
Flight Condition .Q_ Omega sp (rad/sec)
2 -0.2 4.35 .38
4 -0.2 3.96 .37
7 -0.1 1.88 .3
Lateral stability in a fighter is very important. If sufficient roll time-constants can
not be met, then a rolldamping stabilityaugmentation system (SAS) is necessary. The
MIL-F-8785-C requirements,as in Reference 9.7,were examined to determine what the roll
and spiraltime constantsneeded to be. For flightconditions2 and 4 the Monarch is in
flightphase category A, terrainfollowing (TF) and air-to-aircombat (CO), respectively. In
flightcondition7 the Monarch is in flightphase category B, cruise(CR). The Monarch is
considered a Class IV aircraftdue to itshigh maneuverability. According to these flight
phase categoriesfor a Class IV aircraftMIL-F-8785-C dictatesthe requirements of Table
9.15.
w
Table 9.15 - Lateral Dynamic Stability. Requirements
FC Max Roll Time Constant Min Time to Double Amplitude.
2 1.0 second 12 seconds
4 1.0 second 12 seconds
7 1.0 second 12 seconds
The basic rolldamping SAS block diagram is shown in Figure 9.25. The bank
angle to ailerontransferfunction was determined using the matrix method of Reference
9.9,using the stabilityand controlderivativesof Section 9.3. The open loop transfer
function was determined using the Laplace variables, and then a totalpulsed transfer
functionwas determined in the z domain. PC-Matlab was used to perform the z transform.
The z plane root locus was used to find the root locations,and these in turn were used
to determine where the spiraland rollroots needed to be. The z plane root locus was then
looked at to see whether using a differentgain would make a difference. If gain could not
149
solvethe problem then a compensatorhad to be implemented to move therootsto the
desiredlocations.
p ref T b
[Rate yro
Fibre 9.25 Roll Damping $AS Block Diagram
For flight condition 2 it was found that by using a gain of 0.25 that both the roll
and spiral time constant requirements for Level 1 could be met. Flight condition 4
inherently met Level 1 handling qualities for the lateral modes, so no stability augmentation
was necessary.
For flight condition 7 the uncompensated system was seen to have too small a value
of T_2_s. This meant that the amplitude of the bank angle was being doubled too quickly
for Level 1 handling qualifies. From the MIL-F-8785-C requirements it was known that
the spiral time constant root had to be increased without making the roll time constant
greater than 1.4 seconds. The z plane root locus was examined to determine where this
was possible. A compensator was then designed to make the sytsem meet the Level 1
requirements. Detail design of the compensator can be seen in Appendix 3. The discrete
transfer function of the compensator which is to be implemented in the digital flight
control computer is:
(z- 1.0009) * (z- .9050)
De(z) -
(z - .9903)* (z + .I0)
The uncompensated z planerootlocusforflightcondition7 is shown in Figure
9.26. The compensatedz planerootlocusisshown in Figure9.27. A designgainof 0.3
was found to give sufficient roll and spiral time constants for Level 1 handling qualifies.
Detailed development of the roll damping SA$ can be found in Appendix 3. The gains
that are necessary for lateral dynamic stability are summarized in Table 9.16.
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Table 9.16 - LateralControl Gains Necessary.for Level 1 Handling Oualities
FC Cain T2s TR
2 0.25 23.1 sec .1327 sec
4 0.0 22.1 sec .4888 sec
7 0.21 28.85 sec .0778 sec
9.4.3 Directional
The directionalstabilityof the Monarch willbe enhanced with the use of a digital
yaw StabilityAugmentation System (SAS). The yaw SAS will,when required,improve
the dutch rollcharacteristicsof the airplane. Figure 9.28 illustratesthe block diagram of
the digitalyaw SAS system. The unaugmcnted dutch rollcharacteristicsand the
corresponding handling levelare listedin Table 9.10. The handling level requirements are
based on MIL-F-8785C specificationsand can be found in Reference 9.7. As stated,only
flightconditions2, 4 and 7 are investigated.
For the digital controller, a sampling rate of 100 cycles per second was selected as
suggested from Reference 9.8. For fright condition 2 the unaugmented dutch roll discrete
root locus is shown in Figure 9.29. The lines of constant danping and constant (oF) for
Level 1 requirements are shown. The figure shows that dutch roll Level 1 handling
qualities can not be met for any value of gain.
Detailed development of the compensator for flight condition 2 can be found in
Appendix 3. The following implementation equation was developed to achieve Level 1
qualifies for flight condition 2:
D,(z) =
z= - 1.9978z + .9978
z= - 1.9766z + .9773
The augmented dutch roll discrete root locus is illustrated in Figure 9.30. For gain
ranges of 0 to -1.5,Level 1 handling qualifiesarc achieved. A gain of - 0.I is selectedto
give a dutch roll damping ratio of .60 and a frequency 2.25 rad/sec. These values were
selected to help achieve favorable inertia coupling characteristics as discussed in Section
9.6.
m
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Table 9.17
Flight Condition
1 .085
2 .183
3 .1895
4 .3769
5 .6543
6 .1223
7
8
Dutch Roll Characteristics and Corresponding Handling Levels
Ze_D_ *Zt,mt.Qz_a
1.5922 .135 2
.5665 .104 2
2.6564 .503 2
4.1945 1.580 1
6.1797 4.040 I
3.1533 .386 I
Two Real Roots outside the unit circle ix, the Z-Plane - Unstable
.1299 1.7693 .230 1
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As indicatedin Table 9.17,flightcondition4 dutch rollcharacteristicsmeet level 1
handling requirements. Therefore no augmentation isrequired.
The unaugmentcd discretedutch rollroot locus for flightcondition7 is illustratedin
Figure 9.31. For increasingnegative gain,itis seen thatthe roots meet on the real axis
and splitto form the oscillatorydutch rollpair. I.,¢vel1 handling qualitiesarc stillnot
obtained,as illustratedby the contant damping and (o'I")lines.
Appendix 3 documents the fulldevelopment of the discretecompensator for this
flightcondition. The following implementation equation was developed to achieve I.,cvelI
handling qualitiesfor flightcondition7:
D,(z) =
- 2.0088z + 1.0088
z2 - 1.9968z + .99707
The augmented discretedutch rollroot locus for flightcondition 7 is i].llusu'atedin
Figure 9.32. For gains ranging fi'om0 to 2 itis seen that the dutch rollrolldoes not
move much. A gain of 2 is selectedto give a dutch rolldaping ratioof .10 and a
frequency of 1.65 rad/sec. These values were selectedto help achieve favorable inertia
coupling characteristicsas discussedin Section 9.6.
As can be seen from the development of the discretecompensators for the yaw
SAS, a differentcompensator isrexluiredfor the two flightconditionsinvestigate&
Therefore compensator, as well as gain scheduling willbc required. This is possible when
using a digitalcomputer to implement the discretecompensator in the flightcontrol system.
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9.5 ROLL PERFORMANCE
Roll performance is vital to the success of a fighter. A pilot needs to be able to
roll his aircraft rapidly to avoid enemy fire and to point at his enemies so as to lock on
ordnances. The maximum roll rate isusually around 150-180 degrees per second,
depending on the role of the fighter, according to Reference 9.10. If this roll rate is too
high there is the possibility of inertia coupling, and this would keep the plane from being
able to roll consecutive loops.
The procedure of Reference 9.7 was used to determine the rollcontrolpower
derivativedue to lateralcockpit control,C_l_del_cpt. This analysisassumes thatthe
Monarch only uses itsaileronsfor rollcontrol. The maximum deflectionof the aileronsis
25 degrees.
The Level 1 requirements according to M]L_F-8785-C are shown in Table 9.18.
Table 9.18 - Maximum Roll Rate Requirements
FC 2: must go through 90 degrees of bank in 1.3 seconds
FC 4: for 360 deg rolls: 90 deg in 1 sec, 180 deg in 1.6 sec, 360 deg in 2.8 sec
normal flightphase: 90 deg in I.I sex:,180 deg in 2.2 sec
FC 7:50 degrees of bank in 1.1 seconds
The equations of Reference 9.7 were solved to find the maximum rollratesof the
Monarch. For thc known parameters of each flightcondition,the time was put into the
equationsto sec the levelof bank angle response thatresulted. The bank angles thatthe
Monarch could go through are shown in Table 9.19, along with the rolltime constants.
l
Table 9,19 - Bank Angle Response and Roll Time Constants for the Monarch
EC M Ixxs  mc.t Tr
2 .65 1067 15370 1 sec 18.7 deg .244
4 .90 678 10631 1.0 sec 282 deg .257
1.6 sec 2789 deg .257
2.8 sec 296213 deg .257
7 1.60 1127 10152 1.1 sec 31.7 deg .264
The rollperformance of the Monarch does not meet Level 1 in allflightphases.
The effect of using the stabilators for roll control for meeting the Level 1 should be
investigated. This was not done because it was assumed that the ailerons could provide
adequate roll control power. Using the stabilators for roll control would have to be looked
at with respect to inertia coupling and roll damping SAS.
w
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9.6 INERTIA COUPLING
An additionalconstrainton the selectionof gainsfortheMonarch flightcontrol
systemwas the susceptibilityof theaircraftto inertia(roll)coupling.Because of the high
roll rates and rapid maneuvers that fighters must execute, these aircra_ are vulnerable to
excursions in pitch and yaw while performing combat rolls. Thus, the selection of short
period and dutch roll frequencies and dampings were _ated for the three flight
conditions to avoid this problem.
The method used for the inertia coupling analysis comes from Reference 9.11.
Plotsindicatingthevulnerabilityof theunaugmented aircraftto inertiacouplingappearin
Figures9.33 - 9.35. Calculationof thesedataappearin Appendix 3. The width of the
"throat"between thetwo hyperbolicboundarieson theseplotsvarieswith theproductof
shortperiodand dutchrolldamping. The slopeof the linewhich startsatthe originand
passesbetween the boundariesistheratio f thedutchrollfrequencyto shortperiod
frequency.An inertiacouplingincidentoccursffthislineintersectsone of thehyperbolic
boundaries.The rollrateatwhich thisdepartureoccurscan be calculatedfrom the
frequencytorollratevalueson the axes and thecorrespondingdutchrollor shortperiod
frequency.As shown in the calculationsin Appendix 3, theMonarch suffersinertia
couplinginFlightCondition2 atrollratesbelow 28 degreesper second. In flight
condition4, theaircraftdepartsatrollratesbelow 160 degreesper second. As shown in
Section4.5,therollratecapabilitiesof theunaugmented aircraftplacethe Monarch in the
unstableregionof the inertiacouplingplots.
Figures 9.36-9.38 show the inertia coupling diagrams for the Monarch after
implementation of the compensators described in Section 9.4. As seen from the plots, the
frequency and damping ratios selected for the Monarch do not produce any instances of
inertia coupling. This was made possible by keeping the ratio of short period frequency to
dutch roll frequency as close to one as was feasible, pending the restrictions of the
handling qualities requirements. The minimum required dutch roll frequency was much
less than the minimum required short period frequency for the flight conditions analyzed
for the aircraft. As this produced inertia coupling problems, the short period frequency
was held at its minimum allowable value and the dutch roll frequency was increased until
the ratio of the frequencies moved the line shown in the plots out of the unstable region.
The compensators chosen for the digital flight control system used these frequencies as
design points.
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9.7 SPIN DEPAR_
One measure of aircraft spin departure at stall angle of attack is the value of
Cn beta dynamic. Using the methods of Reference 9.11, the aircraft has adequate
resistance to dcparan-c when the sign of Cn_beta dynamic is positive. Calculations of this
parameter appear in Appendix 3. The results arc summarized in Table 9.20. These data
indicate that the Monarch does not enter a divergence at the stall angle of attack. This
analysis gives no indication of the spin tendencies of the aircraft in the post-stall flight
regime.
Table 9.20 - Results of Spin D_parture Analysis
Flight Condition _ M Cn beta dynamic
1 0 .20 .4532
2 100 .85 .0955
3 10000 .90 .2099
4 15000 .90 .3789
5 30000 .90 .4770
6 30000 1.20 .3285
7 30000 1.60 .0908
8 40000 .80 .2291
According to Reference 9.11, a means of aiding aircraftspin recovery isto locate
the most aft centerof gravityof the aircraftahead of the centroidof the totalaircraft
planform. This guarantees a form of stabilitymargin at an aircraftangle of attackof 90
degrees. As shown in Figure 9.39, the most aftcenterof gravityis ahead of the planform
centroid. This margin of stabilityfor the aircraftis 8.12 inches,or 5.64% of the mean
geometric chord. Therefore,these analyses indicatethatthe Monarch does not have any
inherentspin tendencies.
.=.
9.8 LOW LEVEL RIDE O_UALITIES
Attack mission require fighter aircraft to fly low level, high speed profiles to the
target. The aircraftand the pilotmust be capable of accuratelydeliveringordnance in this
flightregime. An assessment of the low levd ridequalitiesof the Monarch was completed
to determine ff the aircraft reXlulrrA a ride quality augmentation system.
The method for thisanalysiscomes from Reference 9.7. A "root mean gluare,d g-
level"Per foot per second gust level ('_)was calculatedfor the aircraftin Appendix 3.
While thisanalysisis usuallydone only for low level,high-speod flight,the values of A
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appear in Table 9.21 for the eight flight conditions selected for the stability derivative
calculations.
w
Table 9.21 - Monarch Ride Qualities
Flight Condition h. ft. M _
1 0 0.2 30744 .00497
2 I00 0.85 28395 .027774
3 I0000 0.90 23980 .02742
4 15000 0.90 23980 .02385
5 30000 0.90 28223 .01546
6 30000 1.20 24534 .01818
7 30000 1.60 27239 .01465
8 40000 0.80 29917 .009324
u
Values of A greater than 0.005 generally indicate deficiencies in ride qualities. This
analysis indicates that the aircraft may need a ride quality augmentation system throughout
most of its flight envelope. The extensive augmentation of the standard flight control
system may provide some improvement in the ride qualities of the aircraft, although this
would have to be verified in flight test.
9.9 VERTICAL TAIL/RUDDER REMOVAL STUDY
A study was done on the Monarch to replace or reduce the vertical tail of the
airplane with a thrust vectoring control that would provide partial or full directional
stability. Eliminating the vertical tail would reduce the radar signature of the aircraft,
reduce or eliminate interference drag between control surface at the aft end of the aircraft,
and may reduce the complexity of some of the flight control system.
The preliminarydesign of the Monarch used a verticaltailwith a 63 sq. ft.area.
Using the lateralgust handling qualitiesrequirements of MIL-F-8785C, which allow for a
30 knot gust,equivalentsideslipangles were produced for the eight flightconditions
developed for the stabilityand controlanalysis. A proposed thrustvectoringlocation(FS
625) was used to determine:
* the sideforcethatwould be needed to controlan aircraftwithout a verticaltail,
* the sideforce that would be needed to control an aircraft with the original vertical
tail but without a rudder.
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The calculationsfor this analysisappear in Appendix 3. The results am
summarized in Tables 9.22 and 9.23.
Table 9.22 - $ideforce Required for Adequate Stati_ Directional Stability.
Flight Condition _ Sidcfor_e at FS 625. Ibs
1 0.2233 2583
2 0.0534 13077
3 0.0522 9712
4 0.0532 8038
5 0.0566 4231
6 0.0424 5926
7 0.0318 7939
8 0.0654 2339
Table 9.23 - Sideforces Needed to Replace the Rudder
Eligh.L.Qo/_ $ideslip. rad Rudder Defl..deg $ideforce _ FS 625. lb
1 0.2233 -0.478 -61.5
2 0.0534 0.309 962.8
3 0.0522 1.49 4318.3
4 0.0532 1_8 4219.5
5 0.0566 2.19 2663_
6 0.0424 1.83 4232.7
7 0.0318 -0.161 ..441A
8 0.0654 1.47 729_
In the case of verticaltailremoval, high dynamic pressuresin flightcondition2
produced unreasonably large sidcforcesto compensate for the lack of inherentdirectional
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stability. The design for the yaw thrust vanes for the Monarch, as shown in Chapter 6,
Figure 6.11, did provide adequate directional stability for removal of the rudder. The
correlation between sideforce and yaw vane deflection appears in Table 9.24. The physical
limit of the yaw vane deflection was 25 degrees. The calculations appear in Appendix 3.
Table 9.24 - Sideforce8 Produced by Yaw Vane Deflections
Flight Condition Sideforee at FS 625. lb Vane Deflection Angle. deg.
1 61.5 1
2 962.8 4
3 4318.3 12
4 4219.5 6
5 2663.2 I0
6 4232.7 17
7 441.1 1
8 729.9 9
Additionally, yaw vane deflections a.Uowed for a reduction in the original vertical
tail area of the Monarch. The tail area was reduced from 63 square feet to 40 squar_ f_t.
The calculation for this analysis appear in Appendix 3. This empennage configuration was
successfully integrated into the dircetional stability analysis of Section 9.4.
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10. STRUCTURAL LAYOUT, MATERIALS SELECTION. MANUFACTURING
PROCESS, ACCESSIBILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
The purpose of this chapter is to present the preliminary smacmral design and
materials selection for the Monarch aircraft. The manufacturing process and accessibility
and maintenance considerations are also presented here. Structural design is based on the
Class I methods presented in Reference 10.8 and a data base of current fighters. Materials
selection is based on a desire to create opportunities for weight and life-cycle cost
reductions. The manufacturing process is presented with a shop flow diagram and a
description of the processes used in forming the aircraft. The accessibility discussion
presents the engine removal schemes and other systems maintenance considerations.
10.I. STRUC'TURAL ARRANGEMENT
The purpose of this section is to present the preliminary su'uctural arrangement for
the Monarch aircraft. The work presented here is used to indicate where primary structural
members are located to provide stiffness and component mountings for the Monarch. More
advanced structural design requires information on aircraft loads. Loads information was
not calculated for the Monarch aircraft. For this reason the structural arrangement of the
Monarch is currently based on data for structure of other fighters and assumptions of
primary load paths. The design considerations and the comparative data base for each
primary structural component are also presented.
10.1.1. Fuselage Structural Arrangement
The driving design considerations for the fuselage structure were to reduce the
number of primary frames and achieve synergism wherever possible. Materials used for
frames and longcrons are aluminum and titanium. The skins use aluminum and
composites. The location of secondary frames and longerons was based on the fuselage
layouts in Reference 10.12.
The location of major frames for the Monarch is shown in Figures 10.1 and 10.2.
These frames are made of titanium. Lesser flames are made of aluminum. These flames
are spaced at intervals of 18 inches aft of FS 116.5. Synergism was achieved at the major
fuselage frames as shown in Table 10.1. Note the location of jack points on frames FS
364 and FS 552. These points are used during the production stage for the testing of
systems and can be used during service life as securing points during tire and landing
gear replacement.
Longerons are also used to stiffen the fuselage and support components. Major
longerons are placed so that landing gear bays, the weapons bay, canopy, and nozzle
openings receive large amounts of local stiffening. Lesser longerons are placed along the
aircraft at 12 inch intervals.
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T_c 10.1 FLL_Cla_eFaro'he Syner_sm
1. FS 116.5
Radar Mount
Nose Gear Support
Canopy Attachment
2. FS 131
Support Nose Gear Bay
Forward Pressure Bulkhead
3. FS 195
Nose Gear Attachment Pt
Seat Attachment
Cockpit Support
4. FS 212
Front Engine Mounts
DL Inlet Support
Pilot Armor/Insulation
Rear Pressure Bulkhead
5. FS 250
Aft DL Engine Mounts
Front Weapons Bay
6. FS 288
Inlet Support
Fuel Bay support
Gun ring Supports
7. FS 297
AIM-7 Mount
InletSupport
fuel Bay Support
8. FS 350
Aft Gun Mount
Aft AIM-7 Mount
Fuel Support
Wing Shelf Support
17.
9. FS 412
Aft Weapons Bay
InletSupport
Fuel Cell Support
I0. FS 421
Wing Attachment Point
Inletsupport
Fuel Support
II. FS 437
Wing attachmentPt.
12. FS 461
Inlet/Compressor Interface
Front Main Gear Bay Support
Main Gear Attachment
13. FS 493
Shelf Attachment
14. FS 533
Main Engine Mounts
Shelf Support
15. FS 552
VerticalTailMount
Rear Main Gear Bay Support
16. FS 578
Vertical Tail Mount
Ventral Nozzle Mount
Shelf Support
FS 612
VerticalTail Attachment
HorizontalTail Attachment
Engine SlipMount
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10.1.2. Wing Smactural Arran eement
u
The design drivers for the wing structure of the Monarch are:
* The ability to sustain air loads
* Fuel storage volume
* Lack of wing carry through
* Weapons station requirements
* Control surface requirements
* Weight considerations
The wing structure must be able to support sustained loads of 9g's. The wing is
also subjected to fatigue due to gusts and loads caused by deflections of the high lift
devices. Locations for weapons carriage must also be provided.
The wing of the Monarch is to be used for fuel storage. This requires that the
volume of the structure be kept to a minimum. Additional structure such as baffles and
allowances for fuel tank access must also be made. These requirements act contrary to the
requirement for a minimized component weight.
Wing spar carry-through was not possible as the Monarch is a mid-wing
configuration and carry through spars would conflict with the engine section. This required
that additional support be provided where the wing joins the fuselage. Lack of wing carry-
though is not uncommon in fighters (see Table 10.2), but it does result in a weight
increase at the fuselage/wing interface.
Table 10.2 presents data for wing _s used in other fighter aircraft. This
information "was used to dem'mine _hc strucucal layout for the wing of the Monarch.
Actual sizing of the wing members is not possible until loads are calculauxt.
The wing structural layout of the Monarch fighter is shown in Figure 10.3. The
structure consists of four spars, seven ribs, and a "shelf'. The number of spars is less than
that used by most fighters. This is assumed possible through the use of titanium spars and
highly stressed skins. The wing attaches to a "shelf' much in the manner of the F-16 (see
Figure 10.4). Structural components indicated with letters in Figure 10.3 collectively make
up the shelf of the Monarch. Spar attachment points and rib locations are given in Table
10.3. Ribs are used as divisions in the fuel tanks as well as to provided stiffness.
Weapons hard points are installed at B.L. station +/-87 and +/-135 at fuselage stations 470
and 490, respectively (Reference 10.9).
Structural synergism was achieved at rib numbers 3, 5, and 7, and at spar numbers
1 and 3. Rib numbers 3 and 5 act as weapons hard-points as well as wing stiffeners. Rib
number 7 act as both the spar cap and the mount of the AIM-9 launch rail. Spars 1 and 3
support the wing and provide mounting locations for control surfaces.
The materials used in the wing arc titanium and composites. The upper wing skins
arc made of graphite epoxy. The spars and ribs arc made from Ti-6A1-4V titanium alloy.
The lower skins are made from boron epoxy. The leading edge devices are made with
aluminum skins and an aluminum honeycomb core. Trailing edge devices are graphite
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epoxy over a titanium core. Justification for the selection is provided in section 10.2.
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Aircraft
F-15
F-16
AV-SB
MiG-21
MiG-23
MiG-25
A-4
F/A-18
Table 10.2 Fighter Wing Structure Data
Spars Ribs Carry Through
5 I0 No
9 11 No
8 6 Yes
5 NA No
4 12 No
4 4 No
3 7 Yes
6 NA No
Source: References 10.2 and 10.8
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Table 10.3 Wing Structural Layout
Spar Shelf Attachment WI, Station
ff:.s.)
1 425 160
2 450 160
3 475 160
4 500 160
Rib # BL Station WL Station
Shelf +/-44 160
1 +/-61 160
2 +/-77 160
3 +/-87 160
4 +/-107 160
5 +/-135 160
6 +/-171 160
7 +/-202 160
178
10.1.3. Horizontal Tail Structure
Design drivers for the horizontal tail were the desire to reduce weight, increase heat
resistance, and create structural synergism. Weight reduction is achieved through the use
of composites and a sandwich/core structure. Synergism was achieved by placing the
horizontal taft attachment points at the same fuselage fi'am¢ as the vertical tail and engine
slip ring.
Table 10.4 presents a data base of aircraft which use differential stabilizers. Based
on this information, the structural layout of the horizontal tail was chosen.
Table 10.4 Fighter Stabilizer Dam
Aircraft Spars Ribs Material
F-111 5 4 Boron Epoxy
Mig-23 3 8 NA
F-14 NA NA Boron Epoxy
F-15 2 3 A_ core
Graphite Epoxy Skins
F/A- 18 NA NA A1 core
Graphite Epoxy Skins
Source: References 10.1, 10.2, and 10.3
The horizontaltailstructuralayout of the Monarch fighteris shown in Figure 10.5.
The structureconsistsof two spars and threeribs. The tailattachesto the fuselage at the
second ,spar as indicated Table t-0.5. The fast spar acts as a re-enforcement for the
leading edge and an attachment point for the fixed slat. Rib number one acts as a local
stiffener at the attachment point. Rib number three acts as a spar cap. The basis for this
layout is the 1::-15 which uses an almost identical arrangement (Reference 10.2).
The I=-15uses an aluminum honeycomb core with graphite epoxy skins (Reference
10.1). Aluminum spars and ribs,and a core of titanium honeycomb are proposed for the
horizontaltailof the Monarch. The skins are made of a carbon/carbon composite. A
justificationof the materialsselectionispresented in section 10.2. A diagram showing the
actuatormechanism for the horizontaltailis shown in Figure 10.6 and disucssed furtherin
Chapter 11.
w
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Spar #
1
2
Table 10.5 Horizontal Tail Structural Layout
WL
Station
(inches)
FS BL Root chord
Station Station Location
(inches) (inches) (%C, inches)
160 582.7 45 10% (6)
160 606.7 45 50% (30)
Rib # WL FS BL
Station Station Station
1 160 587 45
2 160 595 55
3 160 648 I15
Span
Location
o_gm
7.5%(5)
9% (6)
100% (65)
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10.1.4. Vertical Tail Sta'ucnmd Arralagement
The purpose of this section is to present the vertical tail structmal arrangement for
the Monarch aircraft. The design considerations and a data base for comparison are
presented. The structural layout, materials used, and structural synergism are also given.
The primary design drivers for the vertical taft are:
* Ability to sustain air loads and provide control.
* Battle damage tolerance
* Structural Synergism
* Ability to store antennas, IFF gear, etc.
The vertical tail must be able to withstand sustained and repeated combat air loads.
Fatigue due to gusts is part of this consideration. The vertical tail structure should also be
able to tolerate the loss of some members without catastrophic failm'_. This requires that
the structure be formed to transmit loads around severed members, or that members be
made redundant. The second method results in a weight penalty. The fast method
requires additional det_!ed design. It was assumed that other fighters must meet these same
requirements, so that by using a similar structure this requirement would be met for the
Monarch. This design was coupled with composite skins which transmit loads around
damage to create better short term damage tolerance than metal skins (Reference 10.6).
Synergismfortheverticaltailwas achievedby placingitssparssuch thatthe ribs
support:
* Chaff and flare dispenser
* Fuselage frame slip ring
* The horizontal tail attachtmnt
The sizeof theverticaltailresultsin usefulinternalvolume. Synergism isadded
by usingtheroom to storecomponents such as IFF and radioantennaein the verticaltail.
This allowsthereceiversto be locatedaway from theinterferenceaused by aircraft
systems.
Table 10.6presentsa database of the verticaltailstructuresused in otherfighter
aircraft. The aerodynamic loads that the vertical taft will experience have not yet been
calculated. For this reason, the vertical tail smacmre is based on this data.
The vertical tail szrucmral Iayout of the Monarch fighter is shown in Figure 10.7.
The smacture consists of four spars and four ribs. This selection agrees with the data base.
The tail attaches to the aircraft at the location indicated in Table 10.7. Attachment is to
the "spine" longeron and fuselage frames. The ribs provide for tail stiffness at mounting
points, an equipment mounting shelf, and as a means for loads to be nmasmitted in case of
spar failure. Rib number four acts as a way to dissipate lightning strikes. The spars
provide stiffness and redundancy for battle damage.
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wTable 10.6 Fighter Vertical .Tail Structure Data
Aircraft Spars Ribs Material
F-4 3 NA Ti,A1
F-15 2 1 Ti,Boron Epoxy
F- 16 4 3 AI, Graphite Epoxy
F/A-18 6 0 Ti, Graphite. Epoxy
_-tt t ,6 7 A1, Gralflfite Epoxy
Source: References10.1and 10.2
The primary materials used in the vertical tail arc 2024 Aluminum, Ti-6A1-4V
titanium alloy, and graphite epoxy. Aluminum is used from the leading edge of the
verticalrailto spar#i. Titanium alloyisused in theattachmentpoints,spars,and ribs.
Graphiteepoxy skinisused with theexceptionof theleadingedge.
Table 10.7 Vertical Tail Structural Layout
Spar # WL Station FS Station Root Chord Location
(inches) (inches) (%C, inches)
1 192-291.8 563.5 15% (16.2)
2 192-291.8 581.8 32% (34.2)
3 192-291.8 600.1 48% (52.2)
4 192-291.8 618.4 65% (70.2)
Rib # WL Station Span Location Function
(inches) (%b, inches)
I 191 0 (0) Attachmentpoint
2 221 30% (30) Equipment Shelf
3 234.3 66% (66) Stiffness
4 291.8 100% (100) Lightning Dispersal
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w10.2.MATERIALS $ELRCTION. JUSTIFICATION. AND LAYOUT
The purpose of this sectionistopresentthematerials layoutand selection
justificationf rthe Monarch. Design criteriaformaterialselectionaregiven by
Reference10.7as:
* MechanicalPrope_es
-StaticSu-engthEfficiency
-Fatigue
-FractureToughness and Crack Growth
-Environmental Stability
* Fabrication Characteristics
-Availability and Productibility
-Material Costs
-FabricationCharacteristics
Other considerationsfor theMonarch areweight savings,damage tolerance,and cost.
Weight savingsare achievedthroughthe use of compositematerialsand materials
with high strengthto weightratios.Damage toleranceisachievedby usingmaterialsthat
have high toughnessand redundantstructure.Damage toleranceisfurtherincreasedby
usingstructuralmethods thatredistributeloadswell. An example of thismethod is
sandwich/honeycombstructurewhich isused in thenailingand leadingedge surfaces.
Many of the materials selected for the Monarch have high initial costs. However, it
is possible that these costs are regained through the life cycle of the aircraft by better
performance. References 10.4, 10.5, and 10.14 indicate that materials such as composites
and titanium offer better fatigue characteristics, weight reductions or both. The materials
of the Monarch are chosen to be light and have good fatigue properties. If it is possible
to capitalize on these properties, life cycle cost may be lowered through reduced fuel
consumption and maintenance requirements. The materials of the Monarch have been
selectedwith thesepossibilitiesn mind.
This sectionisdividedby materialstype. The locationof mamrialsisas indicated
in Figure10.8. Table 10.8and Figures10.9-12providesa database forcomparisonof
materialsusage in the Monarch and currentfighters.The materialsused in theMonarch
are as follows:
Aluminum Alloys
This alloyisused primarilyin thefuselageand horizontaltail.
Fuselage Frames: Those frames which are not in engine heat fields or heavily
stressed are made of 2219 A1-Cu. 2219 A1-Cu is relatively tough and resists corrosion
cracking well (Reference 10.4). It has a yield strength of about 60,000 psi (in tension),
and resists creep. 2219 does not retain strength well above 200 F. Manufacun'ing is
relatively easy and a large number of suppliers exist.
186
Aircraft
HIMAT
B-52
F-14
F-15
F-16
F/A-18
AV/SB
Table 10.8 Aircraft Materials Breakdown
AI Steel Composites Ti Other
25 9 29 19 18
69.7 11.5 1.6 1.5 15.7
36 15 4 25 20
37.3 5.5 NA 25.8 NA
80 8 3 1.5 7.5
49.6 12.9 9.9 12.9 14.7
47.7 NA 26.3 NA NA
All values in percentage of aircraft take-off weight
Note: Data for AV/SB is for skins only
Source Reference 10.1 and 10.2
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Horizontal Taft: 2219 Al-Cu was also used in the spars and ribs of the horizontal
taft. This material was chosen due to its resistance to creep and ability to tolerate
temperatures up to 600 F (Reference 10.4). Although exhaust air through the yaw port is
in the vicinity of 1400 F, loss of strength due to the heat effects of the yaw ports was not
considered detrimental. This assumption was made due to the fact that the yaw ports are
open only forshortPeriodsof time (seeChapter7),thecoolingeffectof freestreamair,
and protectionby the skins.
Stringers:2024 was used in fuselagestringers.This materialwas chosen on the
basisof itsabilityto be heat u'eatedto high strengthsand toughness,itscost,and
availability.2024 isalsocreepresistantatelevatedtemperatures(Reference10.7).
FuselageSkins: Large portionsof thefuselageskinsneed to be aluminum due to
heatfieldsand the possibilityof foreignobjectdamage. The exactalloywilldepend on
thelocalheatfieldsand strengthrequirements.
Titanium Alloys:
Titaniumisused in the wing,verticaltail,enginesection,horizontaltail,and
fuselageframes.
Wing: Titanium is used in the wing spars and ribs. This material was chosen based
on its high strength-to-weight ratio (1.3 that of AI, Reference 10.4) and good corrosion and
fatigue characteristics. Titanium also has a low thermal expansion coefficient. This
allowsgood bonding atmetal/compositeinterfaces.Wing/Fuselageattachmentpointsare
made of Ti-6AI-4Vpreparedusingpowder metallurgytechniques.Reference10.5indicates
thatexceptionalfatigueand crackstoppageispossiblewith thismaterial.The penaltyis a
very slightdecreasein tensilestrength.
VerticalTail: Ti-6AI-4V isused forthesparsand ribsforthesame masons given
in thewing description.
Engine Sections: Ti-8AI-Mo-IV is used in the structure surrounding the engine
section of the Monarch. This material offers good creep and thermal stability
characteristics up to 850 F (Reference 10.5). An additional benefit is that the material can
be welded.
HorizontalTail: A titaniumhoneycomb isused as fillerbetween skins. This
applicationoffershigh strengthand good heatresistance.This styleof applicationismore
tolerantof battledamage than thatwithonly spar/skinarrangements(Reference10.6).
Fuselage Frames: Ti-6A1-4V is used in fuselage frames for attachment points. This
choice was based on the strength-to-weight ratio of this material.
Steels:
Steelalloysareused in variousapplicationsincludinglandinggear,fasteners,and
othercomponents which requirehigh strength.
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Composites:
Various composite materials are used in the skins of the Monarch fighter. In
general,composites arc light,strong,and have good corrosionresistance.Methods have
been developed by McDonnell/Douglas for repairingbattledamage to composites and the
AV/SB uses largeamounts of graphite/epoxy. A precautionagainstlighming and bird
strikesexistsin the form of metal leadingedges. Given thatcomposites are able to
operatewith fieldrepairsand toleratethe heat fieldsfound in hover,the precautions
mentioned should make composite materialsextremely serviceablefor the Monarch.
VerticalTail Skin: Graphite Epoxy isto be used for thisapplicationto achieve
weight savings and high strength.
Horizontal Tail Skin: A carbon/carbon composite skin is used to provide heat
resistance at low weight. Heat resistance is required due to the location of yaw RCS ports.
Wing: Boron Epoxy composites are used on the lower surfaceof the wing due to
high strength/weightvalues in tension,heat resistance,and corrosionresistance.Graphite
Epoxy is used in the upper wing surfacesbecause itis cheaper and heat resistanceis not
so crucial. Note thatBoron poses some environmental problems which have been
considered.
Fuselage: Graphite Epoxy is used in all access panels as a method of weight
savings.
Other Materials:
Various other materialsare to be used in the constructionof the Monarch. A non-
exhaustive list of examples includes:
* Rubber (tires) * Plexiglass(canopy)
* Composites (radome) * Rene 41 (nozzles)
10.3. MANUFACTURING BREAKDOWN AND PROCESS
The purpose of thissectionis to presentthe manufacturing process and shop flow for
the Monarch fighter.The manufacturing breakdown is shown in Figure 10.13. The shop
area requiredfor the Monarch is presumed to be 50,000 sq. ft.based on comments fzom
Reference 10.15. This area is to house allstagesof production at a peak production rate
of 10 aircraftper month.
Several different processes will be used in the manufacturing of the Monarch. Raw
materialswill be received in a storageand testingarea where a qualitycontrolgroup will
verify that the materials meet specifications. Required materials are then requisitioned from
this stockpile as needed. Fuselage frames are milled using computer controlledmilling
machines, or forged and heat treated.Wing, verticaltaft,and horizontaltaftsu'ucturesare
createdfrom standardbar stock. This stock is formed using a number of methods
includingmilling,rolling,and drawing. Itmay be possibleto purchase the wing and tail
su'ucturcsin finished,unassembled form from subconwactors. Fuselage skins are cut from
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sheet stock and formed using stamping or plastic forming methods. Wing and taft skins
are made from autoclaving methods described in Reference 10.16. Due to the precise
requirements and conical nature of the radome, it is created using a computer controlled
filament winding process. Metallic skins will be joined to the fuselage using rivets.
Composites will be joined to the structure using titanium/composite lap joints or by riveting
through re-enforced holes. Other components such as the canopy, landing gear, and engine
are supplied by subcontractors.
The shop flow of the Monarch follows a path consisting of:
I. Production of structurefor allcomponents.
2. Installationof systems in aftand mid fuselage sections.
3. Assembly of forward fuselagesectionincludingejectionseat,canopy, and
skins.
4. Joiningof fuselagecomponents.
5. Installationof landing gear and systems.
6. Applicationof fuselageskins.
7. Addition of verticaland horizontaltailassemblies.
8. Addition of wing assemblies.
9. Installationof engines and nozzles.
10. Final systems check.
11. Applicationof camouflage paint and additionof armaments.
At each stepin the manufacturing process qualitycontrolmeasures should be taken
toinsurcthatallwork has been performed correctly.Two types of qualitycontrolare
currentlybeing used in industry. The most dominant type of qualitycontrolestablishesa
separate deparmaent outside of manufacturing to perform checks. This tends to create
resentment among the people responsible for manufacturing and adds to clerical and
accounting cost by requiring a separate department and staff. An alternative method of
quality control which is beginning to appear in U.S. industry is "Total Quality
Management" or TQM. Under TQM, the manufacturing group is directly responsible for
the quality control process. This reduces staffing costs, reduces worker tensions, and may
instill better workmanship by making each individual directly responsible for his work.
TQM does suffer the drawback of removing objectivity in the person checking the work.
One compromise between these two systems may be to integrate quality control specialists
directly into manufacturing groups. These specialists would be able to retain their
objectivity as they would be checking the work of others, but they would also be an
integral part of the team rather than an outsider. This would reduce clerical costs and
departmental conflicts.
10.4. ACCESSIBII.rI'Y AND MAINTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
The purpose of thissectionis to presentthe design considerationsaffectedby
accessibilityand maintainability.These two factorsheavilyinfluencethe lifetime costs
and combat success of a fighter.Easy maintenance reduces manpower costs and increases
combat effectivenessby allowing quick repairof battledamage. Examples at the extremes
of thisscaleare the F/A-18 and AV-8B. The U.S. Navy record for engine removal and
replacement on the F/A-18 is eightminutes under competitionconditions. In comparison,
the entirewing of the AV-8B must be removed in order for the engine to be changed.
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The accessibilityand maintainabilityfeaturesam divid_ between engine removal
and systemconsiderations.Only major accessportsare mentionedhem as examples.
Mentioningallaccessrequirementsisnot particularlyusefulat thisstageof thedesignand
would be extremelycomplicated.For example,some 80% of the skinson the F-15 am
accesspanels.
The fonowingdiscussionfocuseson emergency accesstoprimary systems. During
thelifeof theMonarch, severalcompleteoverhaulswillhave to be performed under depot
conditions.The work performedduringtheseoverhaulswillbe sp_ificdby military
regulationsand willchange as the aircraftages. For thesemasons, depot maintenanceis
not addressed in this report.
10.4.1.En_ne Removal
The engineremoval ispresentedby showing a stepby stepprocedure. Engine
removal considerationsarc:
* Engine accessibilityfrom ground level
* Sn'ucturalsoundness
* Accessibilityin alltypesof NBC and Arcticgear
Removal of theliftengineisslraightdown throughthe nozzleopening. This avenue was
chosen totakeadvantageof an existingstructuralopening,and to avoidbreakingframes or
disconnectingnon-enginesystems. For similarmasons, thecruiseengineisremoved in the
aftdirection.An engineremovaljack isshown in Figure10.14. This jack isa preliminary
designdrivenby the followingconsiderations:
* Able toremove both engines
* Able to _ over roeg-h ground
* Self-powerezl
* Remotely conm_llcd
The abilitytoremove both enginesisprovide,d in thefork-lifttype arrangementforthe lift
engineand theupper railsforthe cruiseengine. Rough ground operationsarc achieved
througha wide wheel base and large,softtires.The jack is to be powered by a 300 hp.
dieselor gasoline ngine. This sizeisestimatexlto be adequateforthe powering of all
jack systemsand ground _'ansportationf both engines.Remote controlis desirableas it
allowsthemechanic to _ositionthejack in thecorrectrelationshipwith the removal
deviceswithoutrequiringthatdirectionsbe relayedthrougha second party. This is
accomplishedby connectinga hand helddeviceto the engineconu'olsthroughelectric
cords.
Figures10.15and 10.16show themountings and accesspanelsforthe liftengine.
Removal procedureforthisengineis:
I. Disconnectenginefueland coolantsystemsthroughaccesspanel "I."
2. Remove accesspanel "2" around the enginenozzle.
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3. Use the engine removal jack to take the weight of the lift engine off engine
mounts EM1-4.
4. Undo the inlet/compressor interface latches through access panel "3P" and
"3S."
5. Remove bolts EB1-4 from engine mounts EM1.-4 through access panels
"1", "2", "3P", and "3S."
6. Lower engine and nozzle through access panel "2" using the engine jack.
This procedu_ is shown in 10.18. The engine is replaced by following the steps in
reverseprocedure. Note thataccess panels and bolts are sized so thatthey can be removed
in arcticor other protectiveclothing. Access panels can be reached without the aid of the
lackiers(thehighestreach required for eitherengine is 6.25 ft.).
Figure 10.15 shows the engine mountings for the cruise engine. Removal follows
as:
1. Disconnect engine systems and pitch RCS ports through access panels through
main landing gear bays (see Figure 10.17).
2. Disconnect fi_"A/compressor interface latches fllrough landing gear bays.
3. Disconnect ventralnozzles through access panels "4P" and "4S."
4. Disconnect RCS yaw ports through access panels "5P" and "5S."
5. Remove access panel "6" around cruiseengine nozzle and disconnect the
nozzle.
6. Align the cruiseengine removal jack rails with the engine rafts of the
aircraft.
7. Activate the grappling system of the removal jack so that itgrips the
removal posts at the nozzle/engine interface.
8. Disconnect the main mounts through landing gear bays.
9. Disconnect the engine slip ring through access panels "5S" and "5P."
I0. Reverse the grappling system so thatthe engine is drawn out of the
aircraft,along the engine rails,and onto the removal jack rail
This process is diagrammed in Figure 10.18. Again note thatthe panels arc sized so that
they can bc used in alltypes of protectiveclothing. The highest point a mechanic must be
able to reach is 6.25 ft.from ground level.
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10.4.2 Systems Access
Primary systems access panels are shown in Figures 10.16 and 10.17. The numbers
in these figures correspond to indicated panels in Table 10.9. Primary systems are
access_ through the following panels as indicated in Table 10.9. Note that some systems
access recluires removal through the top of the aircraf_ Based on systems placement, this
was unavoidable, but it is not an i_al practice. Such access requires addi6onal equipment
such as ladders which increase cost, complcxiw, and maintenance time.
w
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Table 10.9 Systems Access Panels
Frame #
7 1 Radar
8 15, 19 Gun
9 15, 19 Ammunition
10 21, 28 Avionics
11 40, 41 ECM
12 Wing spar 1 LE flight
controls
13 Wing spar 2 'rE flight
controls
21, 23 Flightcontrol
motor
26, 28 Flight control
motor
14P,S 35, 37 Stabilator
Actuators
15 Hydraulics
16 32, 40 APU
I7P,S 33, 35 Electric Drive
Fuel Pumps
Landing Gear
Oxygen system
18P,S Fuel tank
Inverted fuel tanks19P,S
of wing
20P,S Wing Tanks
Access through side
Port side,gun drops down
Starboard side
Remove on trays
Accessed from above
Lower
wing surface
Lower
wing surface
Through landing
gear bay
Through landing
gear bay
Remove downwards
Remove upwards
Remove aft,down
Remove upwards
Out through landing gear bays
Out through landing gear bays
Nose and weapons bays
Through weapons bays
Remove du'ough top
Bottom wing ports
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1 I. SYSTEMS LAYOUT
The purposeof thischapteristo document the systemslayoutof theMonarch. The
system selectionsarea resultof the system researchdocumented in Reference 11.2. The
preliminaryresearchwas done to selectthesystemsfor theMonarch and to help in
determiningthelayoutof thesesystems. The followingsixaircraftwere investigamd:
* FairchildRepublicA-10,
* GeneralDynamics F-16C,
* McDonnell Douglas/BAe AV-gB,
* Dassault-Breguet Rafale,
* Saab JAS 39 Gripcn,
* and the Eurofighter European Fighter Aircraft
(_FA/_f-90).
These aircraft were considered since they have modem systems with mission requirements
similar to the Monarch. From this research, the systems of the Monarch were selected.
The survivability,maintainability,and reliabilityof a fighteraircraftislargely
dependantupon the generalarrangementof the systems. The followingisa listof the
causesof lossesof single-engineaircraftin Viemam and theMiddle East;shown to
exemplifytheimportanceof designingsurvivabilityintothe aircraftsystems (Reference
11.3):
62%
18%
10%
7%
3%
due to fuel system damage
due to pilot incapacitation
due to flight controls damage
due to engine power loss
due to structuraldamage
Much of thediscussionof the system survivabilityistoken from Reference 11.4. The
work in Reference11.2was completedto determinethe existenceof system conflicts.
thoroughconflictanalysiswas completedand allsystem conflictswere delete&
A
This chapter
include:
II.I)
ii.2)
ii.3)
11.4)
ii_)
11.6)
11.7)
11.8)
willdiscussthe generallayoutof the Monarch systems.
landinggear,
fuelsystem,
flightcontrolsystem,
electricalsystem,
environmentalcontrolsystem,
hydraulicsystem,
avionicsselection,
and ECM selection.
These systems
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n11.1 LANDING GEAR LAYOUT
This section will discuss the layout of the Monarch landing gear. The material is
organized as follows:
11.1.1
11.1.2
11.1.3
11.1.4
Gear Loads and Tire Selection
Su'utSizing and Sn'oke Length Determination
Landing Gear Layout
AircraftTip-over Criteria
Methods used arc from Reference 11.1 and calculationsused for thissectionare
presented in Appendix 4.
11.1.I Gear Loads and Tire Selection
Knowing the range of travelof the center of gravity,aircraR weight, and placement
of the nose and main gear,the loads imposed on the landing gear are determined in
Appendix 8. The determined loads of interestarc:
* maximum staticmain gear load: 15,550 Ib
* maximum staticnose gear load: 5,400 Ib
* minimum staticnose gear load: 3,690 Ib
* maximum dynamic nose gear load: 8,450 Ib
SoR fieldtireswere chosen for operationof the Monarch in austererough field
environments. The tirepressure on these tiresis limitedto below 140 psi. Since the tires
chosen are designed for higher loads,the tiresmay bc inflatedsomewhat below the design
inflationpressurefor bettersoftfieldoperations. The specificationsof the selectedtires
are selectedfor the Monarch are in Table 11.1:
Table 1I.I Monarch Landing Gear Tire Specifications
Nose
Outside Diameter 22 in 31 in
Width 8 in 13 in
Hub Diameter 10 in 12 in
Design Pressure 110 psi 135 psi
Maximum Load 8,500 lb 17,200 lb
Max Landing Speed 190 mph 210 mph
Loaded Tire Radius 9 in 12.4 in
11.1.2 StrutSizing and Stroke Len_h
The following su'okelengths are determined for the landing gear. It should be
noted thatliquidspringsshock absorbersare used. A sink rateof 15 fps is used. Air
Force requirements specify 10 fps. The higher sink ratewas selectedbecause itis
envisioned thatshort no-flarelandings at a steep approach angles will be employed during
the serviceof the Monarch.
2O9
The following strut dian_u_rs and stroke lengths and are determined using landing
gear load factors of 3.0 for the main gear and 11.3 for the nose gear:
Nose Gear: 3.25 in diameter
Main Gear:. 4.23 in diameter
16 in stroke length
11 in stroke length
11.1,3 Landing Gear Layout
Nose Gear Description
The nose gear layout is illustrated in Figm'e 11.1. The length of the gear designed
to produce 2.5 degrees of ground incidence. It retracts forward underneath the cockpit. It
is designed with 3.0 inches of trail. The gear is retracted by actuating on the drag strut.
Main Gear Description
The main gear is designed with a triangulated strucULre much like that of the
General Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcon and is illustrated in Figure 11.2. This design has
advantages in that:
* increase in energy absorption by the tire moving laterally across the runway,
* and it has a relatively large wheel stroke compared to the strut stroke.
The tire and hub section rotate 90 degrees about a line through the side strut upon
retraction to lay the tire fiat in the wheel well. The oleo shock strut will act as the radius
link when it is in the extended position. When the gear is down and locked, the hub is
locked to keep from rotating upon landing. The gear is actuated from the drag strut which
is attached to the side brace.
11.1.4 Aircraft Tip-over Criteria
The tip-over angles measured for the Monarch from Figure 11.3 are:
Lateral Clearance Angle: 28 deg
Longitudinal Clearance Angle: 14 deg
Lateral Tip-over Angle: 65 deg
Longitudinal Tip-over Angle: 20 deg
A takeoff analysis has been performed and verifies that the 20 degree longitudinal
tip-over angle is acceptable.
11.2 FUEL SYSTEM
As stated previously, the fuel system is the primary contributor to the vulnerability
and survivability of an aircraft. The 'kill modes', or the types of failure, of a fuel system
are (Reference 11.4):
* fuel supply depletion,
* in-tank fire and explosion,
* void space fire and explosion,
* sustained exterior fire,
* and hydraulic ram.
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wThese factors were kept in mind when laying out the fuel system of the Monarch.
The fuelsystem layoutisshown inFigure
follows:
each wing 27.5 cu.ft.I
forwardfuselagetank 50.0 cu.ft-/
aft fuselage tank 75.0 cu.ft. /
11.4. The tank fuelvolumes arcas
1348 lb
2450 lb
3675 lb
TOTAL 182.0 cu.ft- / 8918 Ib
This accommodates the required fuel capacity of 8642 lb determined in Chapter 5.
These fueltanksare self-sealingand tearresistant.They are alsoequipped with a
reticulatedfoam filling(porousfoam panelsfoldedto fellthe tanks)to preventlargeullage
overpressurcsfollowingignitionof theflammable vapor (Reference11.4).As well as
suppressingtankfires,thefoam helpstorelievefuelsurgingand sloshing,and may reduce
theeffectsof hydraulicram. Hydraulicram istheintensepressurewaves generatedin the
containedliquidby penetratorsor fragmentspassingthroughthe liquid.
The system is set up such that there are essentially two separate systems. The
forward fuselage tank is connected directly to the left wing tank, and the aft fuselage tank
is connected directly to the right wing tank. The two 'separate' systems are also connected
to allow for fuel management. This system allows for the complete shut-off of a damaged
tank. The two systems have their own fuel pumps. These are located in the aft fuselage
next to the engine. This allows for the use of a fuel suction system rather than a boost
system. This is desirable since a boost system would tend to continue sending fuel
through a damaged line, whereas a suction system would not be able to do this. The lift
engine has its own fuel pump and line.
The Monarch is designed for single point refuelling on the underside of the left
wing. It is also capable of in-flight refuelling, F-16 style, through the port in the upper
fuselage behind the cockpit. Inverted Right tanks arc located within the wing fuel tanks to
ensure the availability of fuel in inverted conditions. The Monarch is also equipped with a
fuel management system to control center of gravity travel, a fuel jettison system through
the outboard section of each wing, and a fuel indicating and ventilation system.
The engineis startedwith the use of a jetfuelstarter.This islocatedin the aft
fuselagebeneaththeengine and alsoactsas an APU. The jetfuclstarter,which is
essentiallya smalljetengine,is startedby a mechanicalcontrolfrom the cockpit.This
releasespressurizedhydraulicfluidwhich flowsintothejetfuelstartergearbox,starting
the smallengine. This in turndrivesthe generatorsprovidingelectricalpower to start he
main engines.The jetfuelstarterisa selfsustainingsystem;the hydraulicaccumulators
are selfchargingafterenginestart.This system requiresno batteryand incorporatesa
hand pump forhydraulicbackup.
11.3 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
Because maintaining aircraft stability and control is one of the most critical factors
affectingsafetyof flight,as well as the combat survivalof the aircraftand crew, much
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attention should be given to the design of the control system to ensure that there is no
unacceptable degradation of functional capabilities due to one or more component failures.
The flightcontrolsystem of theMonarch isa quadruple-redundantfly-by-wire
system. The flightcontrolsystemlayoutisshown inFigure 11.5. The system usesa
combinationof rotaryand electrohydrostaticactuators.The leadingedge devices,the
outboardailerons,and the inboardflaperonsuse rotaryactuators;the differentialstabilizer
useslinearelectrohydrostaticactuators.The rotaryactuatorswere determinedto be 8
inchesin lengthand the linearactuatorsarcrequiredto be 2.4 inchesin diameter.A
uniquefeatureof the Monarch's flightcontrolsystemis thatithas no rudder. Directional
controlisobtainedby thrustvectoring.This isexplainedin more detailin Section9.9
For simplicityand maintainabilityreasons,one typeof actuatorshouldbe used forallof
theflightcontrolsurfaces.However, due to theproven performanceof using linear
actuatorsin thedifferentialstabilizersof othertighten,thiswas not done. The advantage
of usingtheelvctrohydrostaticactuatorsisthatthey areselfcontained.They need not be
hooked up to thehydraulicsystem. This increasesthe survivabilityof the aircraftsince
therewillnot need to be hydrauliclinesto allof theactuators.The flightcontrolsystem
isdrivenby thegenerators hown in Figure11.6.
STOVL requirementscreateadditionalcomplexityin the flightcontrolsystem. The
aerodynamiccontrolsmust be Linkedto thereactioncontrolsystem to be used in _ansidon
and hover. The reactioncontrolsystemisdiscussedin greaterdetailin Subsection 7.3.1.
Although it was not incorporated in the design, it was determined that it would be
desirable to utilize the separate surface control system concept (Reference 11.5) for the
Monarch flight control system. The following description of this concept was taken from
Reference 11.5. The conventional Right control surfaces are separated into segments.
Some are driven directly by the pilot while the others are used for stability augmentation,
autopilot control and attitude command applications. The servo-driven separate surface
control can be used for stability augmentation functions as well as for autopilot functions.
The pilot may elect at any time to fly the airplane through the wheel while retaining furl
benefitof stabilityaugmentation.There isno feedbackfrom the separatesurfaceto the
pilot.
11.4 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
The electricalsystem of the Monarch isshown in Hgure 11.6. The electrical
system isdualredundant,powered by two 30 kVA enginedrivengenerators.An electrical
load analysisisshown in Figure 11.7. The phaseslistedreferto themissionphasesfound
in Hgure 9.1. The aircraft will still have the use of critical electrically powered
components in the case that only one of the generators is operative. A 20 kVA battery is
available for backup power in the event that both generators fail. The battery will supply
adequate power for critical equipment, such as the flight control system. Since the landing
gear is designed for gravity drop extension, backup power is not required to power the
hydraulic system.
The auxiliary power unit (APU) is a jet fuel starter, and performs the dual role of
engine starting and backup power. The jet fuel starter is discussed in more detail in
Section 11.2. No battery is required for engine startup with the jet fuel starter system.
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All of the actuation mechanisms in Figure 11.6, represented by boxes, are either elec:ro-
hydrostatic or elecm3mechanical actuators and arc powered by the two generators, as arc
the fli_hc control systcm actuators shown in Figure 11.5,
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Fi_m'e 11.7 Electrical Load Profile DiaeTam for the Counter Air Mission
11.5 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
The environmental control system of the Monarch, shown in Figure 11.8, uses
engine bleed air. This air is piped forward from the engine compressor to the air
conditioningunit and heat exchanger. The air is then used to cool the cockpit as weI1 as
the avionicscompartments. This system is alsoused to provide for cockpizpressm-iza6on.
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An on board oxygen generating system will be used to provide the pilot with the
necessaryamount of oxygen. The bulk of thesetwo systemsislocatedbetween the
forwardfuselagefueltank and thededicatedliftengine,and above theinternalweapons
bay.
11.6HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
The Monarch has a dualhydraulicsystem,both fed from the same reservoir.The
hydraulicsystemlayoutisshown in Figure11.9. The reservoirand pumps arc located
between thefuselagefueltanksand above theammunition drum. The pumps are
electricallypowered by theenginedrivengenerators.Hydraulicpower isused for:.
nose gearretraction,
main gearretraction,
weapons bay door actuation,
and gun faring.
Each of the systems has a pressure of 4,000 psi and flow rates of 40 - 50 US
gallonsper minute. This higherpressurewillallowforsmalleractuatorsizes.
Hydraulic accumulators are located at the landing gear mechanisms to allow for
emergency use with the hydraulic pumps disabled.
11.7 AVIONICS SELECTION
An examination of current fighter aircraft was made to determine what type of
equipment is required in the modem combat environment. The effectiveness of a combat
aircraft is closely related to the effectiveness of its radar. Since the Monarch is required to
completeboth airsuperiorityand battlefieldairinterdictionmissions,a multi-missionradar
was deemed necessary.Itwas alsodesiredthattheradarhave day/nightand allweather
capability.
A systemof multi-functiondisplaysand a I-RYDwillprovidethe pilotwith pertinent
information.These willbe designedto lessenthepilot'sworkload and allowhim to
concentrateon thetaskat hand An IFF transponderwillbe used foridentification
purposesin combat. An airdatacomputer and Rightcontrolcomputer willbe used by the
Rightcontrolsystem. A weapons controlsystem isrequiredto providethepilotwith
efficientmethods of deployingweapons. Communication is_hieved with the use of
UHF/VHF wansceiversand navigationisprovidedby an inertialnavigationsystem as well
as TACAN and ILS systems. The Avionicsbays of theMonarch aircraftare shown in
Figure 11.6.
11.8 ECM SELECTION
SusceptibilityisDefined in Reference11.4as the inabilityof an aircraftto avoid
beingdamaged in the pursuitof itsmission,and itsprobabilityof being hit.The bestway
to decrease an aircraft's susceptibility is to make it invisible, or stealthy, to the enemy.
However, when this is not feasible,electroniccountermeasure devicescan be used to warn
of an impending attackand to providea means to counterthatthreat.Much of the
followingdiscussionof theECIVldevicesselectedforthe Monarch were takenfrom
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Reference 11.4.
The Monarch aircraftis equipped with a radar warning receiver(RWR). This
allows for the detectionof radiatingthreatelements and the accurate locationand statusof
the weapon deliverysystems intenton destroyingthe aircraft.The selectionof an RWR is
heavily influencedby the aircraftmission requirements. Each mission places certain
requirements upon the RWR system. An RWR thatis capable of meeting allof the
Monarch's mission requirements,air-suporiorityas wcU as battlefieldair interdiction,should
be selected
The Monarch will use a jamming device thatgeneratesand directstransmissionof a
noise-likesignalthathas the characteristicsof radar receivernoise.Jammcrs am often used
to mask or obscure the targetecho. Another ECM featurethatwill be used on the
Monarch are expendables. These am materials or devices designed to be ejectedfrom an
aircraftfor the purpose of denying or deceiving threattracking systems for a limitedperiod
of tirnc.The Monarch will use chaff and flaredispensersat the base of the verticaltail
for thispurpose.
Since the Monarch aircrafthas no rudder,thcr_ should be sufficientroom to store
thisECM equipment in the verticaltail.The ECM pods are shown in Figure 11.6. This
equipment willdecrease the Monarch's susceptibilityto attackand the resultingdamage of
that attack.
w
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l], WEAPONS SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
The purpose of this chapter is to document design work and derisions made
regarding the weapons systems integration. The Monarch is designed for three different
missions.
CounterAir Mission
* M61 Vulcan 20ram cannon with 400 rds
* 2 ShortRange Air-to-AirMissiles
* 2 Medium Range Air-to-Air Missiles
Battlefield Air Interdiction Mission #I
* M61 Vulcan 20ram cannon with 400 rds
* 2 AGM-88 HARMs
* 4 Mk-82 Bombs
Battlefield Air Interdiction Mission #2
* M61 Vulcan 20ram cannon with 400 rds
* 4 AGM-65 Mavericks
* 2 Mk-82 Bombs
Section 12.1 will detail the integration of the M61 Vulcan and ammunition drum.
Section 12.2 will discuss the Counter Air (CA) mission weaponry while Section 12.3 will
discuss the Battlefield Air Interdiction (BAI) mission weaponry. Section 12.4 will present
a description of a constructed scale model of the internal weapons bay.
12,1 INTEGRATION OF THE M61 VULCAN CANNON
This section will address the integration of the M61 Vulcan cannon and the required
ammunition drum and ammunition feed system. The material in this section is organized
as follows:
12.1.1
12.1.2
12.1.3
M61 Vulcan Cannon Placement
Ammunition Drum Placement
Structural and System Requirements
12.1.1 M61 Vulcan Cannon Placement
Table 12.1 presents information available on the M61 Vulcan cannon:
Table 12.1 M61 Cannon S__eifications fRef 12.D
Uninstalled Weight:
Maximum Rate of Fire:
Average Recoil Force:
Ammunition (400 rounds):
Unit Amino Weight:
264
6,000
3,980
MS0
0.55
_bs
RPM
lbs at 6,000RPM
series, 20ram
lbs
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Table 12.1 contint_¢d M61 Cannon Specifications(Ref 12.B
Overall Length: 74 in
BarrelLength: 53 in
Maximum Diameter: 9.90 in
Muzzle Diameter: 4.90 in
Factors considered in placement of the cannon in the airframe include:
* avoiding locations where muzzle flashes may degrade night vision of the pilot,
* avoiding locationswhere the engine inletmay possibly ingestmuzzle exhaust
gases,
* locating the cannon with ample fuselage volume for maintenance,
* and avoiding locations near vibration sensitive sensors.
For the Monarch to be an effectiveall-weather,day-or-nightfighter,the placement of
the cannon muzzle must be so thatthe muzzle flashesdo not enter the director peripheral
visionof the pilot.Thus, the muzzle must be locatedeitheron the bottom surfaceof the
fuselagewhere the fuselage shieldsthe muzzle from the pilotor sufficientlyaft of the
pilot.
Gun exhaust gasses are highly corrosiveto the fan,compressor, and turbineblades.
Every effortshould be made to assurethatthese gases do not enter the inletsof the
engine. This may be accomplished by placingthe muzzle:
* behind the inletsas on the Dassault Mystere,
* outboard of the inletsas on the McDonnell Douglas F-15 Eagle,
* so thatthe slipstreamaround the fuselagecarriesthe exhaust gases away from the
inletcapture area as on the Northrop F-20 Tigershark and McDonnell Douglas
F/A- 18 Hornet,
* or where the wing or fuselage shieldsthe inletsfrom the exhaust gases as on the
Mig-29 Fulcrum and General Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcon.
To satisfythe constraintsmentioned, the cannon may be placed:
* in the blended area between the fuselage and the upper surfaceof the inletand
behind the inlet face,
* or below and behind the inlet face.
The second option ischosen for the Monarch because:
* the shape of the fuselage(expanding from the narrow nose/cockpitsectionto the
wide aft fuselage section allows for relatively easy exposure of the muzzle,
reducing the need for specialfailingsaround the gun or muzzle;
* the muzzle is hidden from the view of the pilot since it is relatively far aft of the
pilot and beneath the inlet,
* and sufficient volume is nearby for the ammunition drum and feed system.
Figure 12.1 presentsthislocationof the cannon in the Monarch airframe. Two
problems arisefrom thiscannon location,and need to be addressed:
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Since the cannon is not on the centerline of the aircraft, adverse yawing moments
will be created. If this proves to be a problem, rudder feedback may be required
upon firingof the cannon.
At 6,000rounds/min,the maximum yawing moment createdby the recoil forceis
11,600ft-lbs.However, 400 roundsof ammunition lastonly 4.1 seconds(allowing
one-thirdsecond forthecannon to reachitsmaximum rateof tim) (Ref 12.2).
This largeof a moment isnot a likelyscenariosincethe pilotismore likelyto
fareseveralsmallburststo conserveammo. A largermagnitudeproblem in the
F-15,where thecannon placementis67" outboardand the amino drum contains
940 rounds,requiredno rudderfeedback(Ref 12.2).
Nearby accelerometersand othersensorsmay have to bc insulatedfrom the
vibrationscreatedby thefiringcannon. This proved to be thecause of two F-16
accidentsin the summer of 1979. Cannon vibrationswere sendingfalsereadings
to theflightcontrolcomputer (Ref 12.2).
12.1.2 Ammunition Drum Placement
The missionspecificationsfortheMonarch stipulate400 20ram rounds. This
amount of ammo requires5.2cubicfeetof volume forthedrum. The dimensionsforthe
drum arc:
Diameter: 18"
Length: 35"
Given the gun placement, the ammunition drum may be located either:.
* behind the cannon as on the Grumman F-14 Tomcat (see Figure 12.2) and
Fairchild A-10 Thunderbolt, below the inlet, and between the internal weapons bay
and outer fuselage,
* or above the internal weapons bay and between the bifurcated inlets similar to the
General Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcon, see Figure 12.3).
The first option is desirable because of the ease of access to the drum for
maintenance and reloading. It also does not sacrifice any fuel volume in the center of the
aircraft. However, there is insufficient volume available for clearances (less than 2" of
clearance laterally), the weight of the amino is displaced from the aircraft centerline, and
complicated twists arc rextuired in the feed system.
The secondoptionischosen forthe Monarch primarilyforsimplicity.The Monarch
ammunition drum and feed systemisshown in Figure12.4on the previouspage. The
system ismuch likethatused on theF-16,secFigure 12.2. The drum islocatedabove
the weapons bay and below the upperfuselagesurface.Access to the drum for
maintenancereasonsisthroughaccesspanelson the upper fuselage.
The feed system useslinklessammunition and fitsthroughthe 6" clearancebetween
the cornerof the weapons bay and theinlet.New rounds of ammunition from the drum
feed tothe cannon. The used casingsthenarc fed above theweapons bay and underneath
the ammo drum to the starboardsidewhere they are fed back intothe amino drum.
During reloadingprocedures,theexpended cartridgesare dispensedsimultaneouslywhile
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the new rounds arc loaded through the starboard loading access panel.
Reloading of new carnidgvs and unloading of used casings is accomplished through
an access door on the starboard siclc of the fuselage underneath the inlet that is
approximately 1 foot square. This low location will allow for easy reloading by armorers
since they do not need to climb on the aircraft or use ladders. However, simultaneous
loading of ammunition and Sparrow missilesintothe internalmissilebay willbc haml_red.
This isratherunavoidable due the locationof the bay. The problem could bc avoided ff
the cannon was nose mounted. The problem may bc reduced by simultaneously reloading
ammo and the port side ordnance before loading the starboardordnance.
12.1.3 Structural and System Re.__t)ircments
Structural Requirements
The Vulcan cannon will mount on a frame at FS 350. This frame is currcntiy
designed for severalother uses (seeChapter 7). Other gun mounts where the barrelwill
need support arc at FS 283 and FS 313. The ammunition drum will also mount to the
bulkhead at FS 350 above the internalweapons bay. Cut outs willhave to be provided for
the muzzle at FS 276 (with appropriatecooling vents),for the reloading access panel, and
for the amino drum and cannon access panels.
System Requirements
The Vulcan and feed system may bc powered electrically,hydraulically,or both.
The cannon is triggeredelccu'icaUy,by a signalfrom the cockpit (Ref 12.2).
12.2 COUNTER AIR MISSION WEAPONS INTEGRATION
This sectionwillpresentthe deraildesign and decision made regarding the weapons
integrationfor the Counter Air mission. The materialin thischapmr is arranged as
follows:
12.2.1
12.2.2
12.2.3
Short Range Missile Inmgradon
Medium Range Missile Integration
Sn'ucturaland System Requirements
The Counter Air mission uses the following weapons:
* 2 Short Range Air-to-AirMissiles
* 2 Medium Range Air-to-Air Missiles
The A._-9 Sidewinder and AIM-7 Sparrow arc curmndy in the US inventory as
short range and medium range air-to-airmissiles,respectively.The ASRAAM and
AMRAAM projects,replacements for the Sidewinder and Sparrow, arc expodencing
difficulties.Since the A.]_-9 and AIM-7 missilesarc largerthan the ASRAAM and
AMRAAM, the weapons integration will bc designed for the larger missiles, assuming the
smaller missiles can bc integrated easily in the fum.rc. Table 12.2 presents available data
for the Counter Air mission weapons:
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Table 12.2 Counter Air Weaponry_Data (Ref 12.1_
AMRAAM ArM-TF AIMcg2 An_-9L ASRAAM
Guidance Radar Semi- IR IR fIR
Method Active
Radar
Range (miles) >100 24 6 10 11.9
Launch Method Eject Eject Rail Rail Rail
or Rail
Weight 0bs) 327 614 170 191 150
OverallLength (in) 144.0 146.0 113.0 115.0 98.4
Body Diameter (in) 6.8 8.0 5.0 5.0 5.9
Fin Span (in) 25.0 40.0 25.0 24.0 17.7
12.2.1 SHORT RANGE MISSILE INTEGRATION
It was originally intended to carry the Short Range Missiles internally. However,
after further consulting (Ref 12.3), it was decided to mount the AIM-gLs on wingtip
launchers because:
* pre-launch target acquisition is rebuild.
* the wingtip launchers provide the AIM-gL with a larger field of view, allowing
betteracquisitionof targets.The proximityof the fuselageseverelylimitedthe
fieldof view ifinternalstoragewas employed.
* wingtip launchers increase the effective aspect ratio of the wing, thus increasing
thewing efficiencyand reducinginduceddrag (Ref 12.4).
* reliabilityand simplicityof the system increasetheeffectivenessof the weapon
and reducethe costof both theweapon and aircraft.
The disadvantagesof mounting the Sidewindermissileson thewingtipsare:
* a decreasein stealth,
* an increasein parasitedrag,
* and an increasein rollingmoment of inertia.
Figure12.5illustratesthewingtiplauncherand Figure 12.6illustratesa chematic
diagram of themissile-restraintdevicewithinthewingtiplaunchrail.The railmust guide
the missileduringlaunch,yetitmust hold the missileinplaceduring+9/-3g maneuvers
and retainthemissilein thecase of an accidentalrocketmotor ignition.With the locking
mechanism in place,the missileisnot allowedto move untilthe missileisselectedand
the lockingmechanism israised.The blockingmechanism springisdesignedto retainthe
missilein a low accelerationenvironmentso thatupon motor ignitionthe missilelug will
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rotate the blocking mechanism forward. The missile umbilical will separate when the
missile moves forward along the rail. The connector is designed to separate when
subjected to shear loads.
12,2,2 MEDIUM RANQE MISSILE INTEGRATION
Internal storage of the medium range missiles is specified in the mission
requirements. The Sparrow may either be ejected or rail launched, it is decided to eject the
missile since the ejection mechanism requires less volume than a retractable rail launcher.
Due to the large span of the AIM-7F (40 inches), the fins are folded. Figure 12.7
presents the fin folding scheme of the AIM-7F. The fin fold layout was determined
considering:
* all four fins should be the same and have only one hingeline to reduce the cost.
* the minimum volume is created by making the missile "square" when stored.
* the fins may not strike each other when they deploy.
Launch Sequence
The medium range missile may incorporate systems similar to those used on the
AIM-7M in the future. The AIM-7M uses the AIM-7F airframe but incorporates a new
digital guidance section. It is designed for improved capability in look-down and ECM
environments. The AIM-7M also incorporates a LTE/BIT. During the Launch-To-Eject
(LTE) cycle a Built In Test (BIT) is conducted. If the LTE/BIT detects a missile failure,
the missile will not be launched. The LTE cycle typically requires 1 to 2 seconds
depending primarily on the time required for gyroscope run-up which typically takes 0.75
to 1.5 seconds (Ref 12.5). Figure 12.8 presents a typical LTE cycle. However, in the
case of the internal weapons bay, the weapons bay doors open when the trigger is pulled.
Since the pilot currently experiences a 2 second delay between trigger and launch, it is
believed that the door actuators may be sized to open at more than 45 deg/sec. The BIT
will have an additional "doors open" test before ejection. Upon jettison of the missile,
separation of the umbilical, and predetermined linear acceleration, the fins deploy and the
rocket motor ignites. The missile then undergoes a preprogrammed maneuver until it clears
the aircraft.
Ejector Design
For safe, reliable and effective use of the AIM-7F, the missile must be ejected clear
of the aircraft. To achieve clean separation, major concerns that need to be tested and
simulated are (Ref 12.5):
* that the missile will not strike the launch aircraft during powered (motor-fire) or
jettison (no motor-fire),
* that the missile will not strike the aircraft as a result of a failure during
separation,
* and that the missile rocket blast will not _lversely affect the launch aircraft.
Key parameters for design of the required ejector are the linear velocity and angular
velocity imparted to the missile at the end of the ejection stroke. Typical linear velocities
are 18-20 ft/sec and typical nose-down angular rates are from 0-30 deg/sec depending on
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the weight, moment of inertia, and installation of the missile (Ref 12.5).
The limiting factor on linear velocity is the structural limit of the missile. To
achieve 20 ft/sec linear velocity, average accelerations of 10-20 g's and peak accelerations
of 30g's are experienced by the missile. The angular rate is limited by the capabilities of
the seekerhead stabilization loop (Ref 12.5). Because of the ejector location (inside the
fuselage as opposed to on the fuselage surface, as is the case on both the F-15 and
F/A-18), it is assumed that the ejectors will have to be powerful and deliver high linear
and angular velocities. To determine the correct velocities, extensive simulation, tunnel
modeling, and full-scale flight testing are required (Ref 12.5).
A typicalejectorisillustratedinFigure 12.9.The missileismechanicallyattached
to theejector.Separateejectorfeetareused to ejectthemissile.Upon ignitionof the
pyrotechnicartridgesin the breech(ffone failsto ignite,one willignitetheother),the
exhaustgasesreleasethemechanicallinksbetween the missileand theejectoras the
requiredpressurebuildswithintheejectorcylinders.At the end of the ejectorstroke,the
gasesareventedout of thepistonsand simplespringsretracthepistonintothe cylinders.
The requiredangularrateand linearvelocityarecontrolledby a gas flow controlvalve
between thebreechand each ejectorcylinder(Ref 12.5).The pyrotechnicartridgesmay
be replacedin the ejectorack from thesidewithoutremoving themissile.
Missile Bay Design
Given the allotted volume and required missile and ejector rack volumes, the
minimum volume for the internal missile bay is:
Length: 156"
Width: 48"
Depth: 22"
The designof the internalmissilebay and ejectorareshown in Figure 12.10. Each
door operatesindependentlyand consistsof two panels.The inboardpanelishingednear
theaircraftcenterlineand two rotaryactuatorsrotateseach door aboutthehinge. The
inboardedge of the outboardpanelishingedtothe outeredge of theinboardpanel. The
outeredge of theoutboardpanelfollowstwo lateraltrackson theforwardand aftends of
themissilebay. When opening,theinboardpanelwillrotatedown 90 degreesand the
outerpanelwillrotate-90 degrees whiletraversinginboard.This door design was chosen
because:
* the doors are opened only briefly and the degradation in handling qualities and
increase in drag is not as severe as if the doors were opened for a longer period
of time. The increasein airplanedrag coefficientfrom theopened weapons bay
and doors atMach 1.6,30,000ftisestimatedto be 5 drag counts,an increaseof
1.2% in zeroliftdrag. See Appendix 5 forthecalculations.
* thedoor designisrelativelysimple,only fourmoving parts:two door panelsand
two actuators,
* thedoorsopen to thecenterso thatarmorershave unobstructedaccessto the
weapons bay,
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w* and the division of the weapons bay along the centerline allows for the addition of
a keel beam along the fuselage and should aid in carrying the loads around the
smallercutoutsin thefuselage.
The clearanceanglesbetween the missilebay and the missileare:
Forward: 28 deg
Aft: 16 deg
Inboard: 5 deg
Outboard: 8 deg
Reference12.4suggests10 degreesof clearanceboth laterallyand longitudinally.
Since themissileisrelativelyguidedthough the bay ratherthandropped,thelaterally
clearancesareassumed to be acceptable.The largelongitudinalclearancesallow fordoor
tracksand otherstructure.
12.2.3 Structural and System Requirements
Structural Requirements
The following structural requirements are needed for the integration of the Counter
Air mission weaponry:
Attachments are required on the wingtips for the launch rails. The internal weapons
bay outer walls are located at:
WS +/-24
FS 250
FS 356
WL 124
WL 146
The forward and aft walls of the weapons bay must provide for door track
attachments. The beam along the centerline must provide for actuator attachment and may
be no more than two inches wide at the bottom.
The top of theweapons bay needs extrastructurenear the ejectorpistonsatFS 293
and FS 350 atWS +/-13.5.
System Requirements
All thatisrequiredforthewingtiplaunchersiselectricpower and triggersignalto
the launchrail.The internalweapons bay requiresfourrotaryactuators,eitherelectricor
hydraulic.The ejectorack and missilereqttireelectricpower and signaling.
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12.3 BATILEFIELD AIR INTERDICTION MISSION WEAPONS INTEGRATION
This section discusses the integration of the weapons required for the two Battlefield
Air Interdiction missions. The two mission loadings are as foUows:
* BAI #1:2 AGM-88 HARM_ and 4 Mk-82's
* BAI #2:4 AGM-65 Mavericks and 2 Mk-82's
The material in this chapter is arranged as follows:
12.3.1 Battlefield Air Interdiction Mission Weapons Arrangement
12.3.2 Structural and Systems Requirements
12.3.1 Battlefield Air Interdiction Mission Wea__ns Arrangement
Two primary factors are considered in determining the placement of the BAI
weapons. Due to their large size and the lack of a supercruise requirement, it is decided
to carry BAI weapons externally. This arrangement also allows simultaneous carriage of
the counter air weaponry (2 AIM-9Ls and 2 AIM-7Fs). If required, two auxiliary fuel
tanks may be fitted into the internal weapons bay which add approximately 35 cubic feet
or 1,700 lbs of additional fuel (see Appendix 5 for the calculations).
Table 12.3 presents available data on the BAI ordnance:
Table 12.3 BAI Ordnance Specifications fRef 12.1)
w
Guidance Method
Range
Launch Method
Weight (lbs)
Overall Length (in)
Body Diameter (in)
Fin Span (in)
AGM-88A AGM-65 Mk-82 Mk-82
HARM Maverick Slick fzllgk¢_
Radar TV None None
]JR
Laser
13 miles N/A N/A N/A
Ejection Rail Drop Drop
807 463 521 560
164.0 98.0 87.0 88.5
10.0 11.8 10.8 10.8
44.0 28.3 16.0 16.0
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Due to the largo weight of the ordnance, it is desirable to keep the weapons as far
inboard as possible in order to reduce asymmetric loads during hover and the aircraft
rolling moment of inertia. The considerations that limit the placement of the weapons are:
* conformal fuselage mounting is rejected because of the limited space available
between the weapons bay doors, lift engine, and landing gear doors. Also, during
hover, the fountain core that is created impinges on the fuselage at approximately
FS 400 would heat up the stores.
* the HARMs and Mavericks are considered to be "high value" stores when
compared to the gravity bombs. It is undesirable to have to require the jettison of
"high value" stores in order to reduce an asymmetric load for balance in hover.
Thus the HARMs and Mavericks are carried inboard of the Mk-82's.
For BAI mission #1, the HARMs are carried on an inboard wing pylon. The tail of
the missile determines both the lateral and longitudinal placement of the missile in that:
* the tall must be forward of the wailing edge devices,
* and the tail must be able to clear the main gear doors and the deflected gear upon
landing.
The vertical placement of the HARM is limited primarily by clearance of the leading
edge devices.
This places the inboard pylon at WS 85 and the center of gravity of the HARM at:
FS 400
WS 85
WL 130
The Mk-82's are carriedon an outboardwing pylon. They areplacedoutboard
sufficientforclearanceof theHARMs. The Mk-82's are mounted on a twin storesejector.
Figure12.11presentsapproximatelateralclearancesof the twin storesejector.Figure
12.12presentsthecurrentlayoutof thepylonsforBAI mission#1.
For BAI mission#2, two Mavericks arecarriedon the inboardwing pylon. To
allow foradequategrowth,lateralspace isallowedfora Maverick tripleraillauncher.
The clearancesareillustratedin Figure 12.11. Another constraintapplicableto the
Maverick carriageisthattheseekerhead of the Maverick has a 5 degreehalf-angiecone
of vision(Ref 12.2).These anglesaredemonstratedin Figure 12.13on the layoutof the
weapons forBAI mission#2.
The Mk-82's duringBAI #2 are mounted on singleejector ackson the outboard
pylon. The outboardpylon isplacedsuch thatallowableclearancesaremade for
simultaneouscarriageof 3 Mavericksand 3 Mk-g2's on each wing. The approximate
lateralclearanceof the Mk-82's on a triplejectorack isillu_ in Figure 12.11. The
outboardpylon islocatedatWS 135. Figure 12.14presems thefullyloadedMonarch with
6 Mavericksand 6 Mk-82's. Of particularinterestarethe lateraltipover clearanceangles.
As seen in Figure12.14,allstoresare satisfactorilynsidethelineS inchesabove a 5
degreeanglelinefrom the main gearcontactpoint(Ref 12.4).
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During hover, assuming that the Mk-82's are jettisoned and assuming that the
Mavericks are launched symmetrically (i.e. they were launched from alternate wing
locations), the maximum asymmetric rolling moment created is 3,000 ft=lbs. For the
asymmetric HARM loading, the moment created is 4,200 ft-lbs.
12.3.2 Structural and Systems Requirements
Structural Requirements
The longitudinal location of the hard points is determined by those in the smacmres
group. They will be slightly aft of the front spar. An additional small attachment will
need to be provided near the rear spar for attachment of the pylon.
System Requirements
The only systems required by the Battlefield Air Interdiction mission ordinance
pylons are electric power and signalling to each of the wing pylons. Other possible
requirements which have not yet been discussed are the addition of fuel lines to the
internal weapons bay and the wing pylons to allow the carriage of auxiliary fuel tanks.
12.4 INTERNAL WEAPONS BAY MODEL DESCRIPTION
A model demonstrating the feasibility of the internal weapons bay has been
constructed. This model will be transported to the USRA conference in June 1990.
The scaleof the model isone-fifthscale. One-tenth scale is too small for intricate
pieces and one-halfscale is too largefor the allottedconference display area.
With the close proximity of the cannon and ammunition drum to the weapons bay
the model also includes the M61 Vulcan cannon and ammunition drum installation.
The model is constructed of:
* bass and balsa woods in missile fins, and the cannon,
* plywood in the structural flame and doors,
* metal in the moving parts of the ejector, door tracks, and hinges,
* cardboard for the flexiblesurfacessuch as fuselage,and amino feed system
* PVC pipe for the ejector pistons and ammunition drum.
The approximate model sizein 1/5 scale is:
Length: 32"
Width: 18"
Depth: 13"
Due to the proximity of the inletsand auxiliary inlets,they are incorporatedinto the
model.
Figure 12.15 shows photographs of the completed model.
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PhotDgraphpending completion of model
Figure 12.15 Internal W, apons Bay Model Photo m'aph
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13. LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS
The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of the cost analysis of the
Monarch fighter program.
The methodology of Chapters 3, 4, 6 and 7 of Reference 13.1 were used to
determine the following costsfor the Monarch fighterprogram:
13.1 Research, Development, Test and Evaluation Cost
13.2 Acquisition Cost
13.3 Operating Cost
13.4 Life Cycle Cost
The lifecycle cost ('LCC) is made up of the research,development, testand
evaluation(RDTE) cost,the program acquisitioncost,the program operatingcost and the
disposalcost. These four components of the lifecycle cost arc incurredduring the six
phases of the aircraftlifecycle as shown in Figure 13.1. This figurealso illustratesthe
percentage of the lifecycle cost thatis locked in during each phase of the aircraftlife.
The Monarch iscurrentlythrough Phase I and Phase 2 of the aircraftlifecycle. This
indicatesthat85% of the lifecycle cost of the Monarch fighterprogram is locked in. By
being aware of the implicationsof the data presentedin Figure 13.1,the design team has
insightintothe influencethatdecisionsmade early in the design process have on the life
cycle cost of the aircraft.
It is assumed that the Monarch fighter will bc in operation for 25 years beginning
in the year 2005. A baseline production run of 500 airplanes and an annual utilization of
325 flight hours per airplane per year are assumed. The costs arc based on anticipated
2005 rates and US dollar value.
13.1 RESEARCH. DEVELOPMENT. TEST AND EVALUATION COST
The following values were required for the determination of the RDTE cost of the
Monarch fighter program:
Takeoff weight = 31,336 lbs
Maximum Velocity = 794 keas
Number of Airplanes Built for the RDTE Phase = 10
Difficulty Factor for the Monarch fighter program = 2.0
(2.0 assumes an aggressive use of new technology)
CAD Experience Factor = 0.8
(0.8 assumes CAD experience)
Engineering Manhour Rate = $105.00
(reflectsa 50% increaseover non-securityrate)
Cost EscalationFactor = 3.1
(estimated for 2005)
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Number of Conventional Engines Per Airplane = 1
Number of Static Test Airplanes ffi 2
Main Engine Takeoff Thrust = 35,573 lbs
STOVL Equipment:
Lift Engine ffi $1.027 million
Lift Engine Nozzle = $154,080
1-D Vectoring Ventral Nozzles ffi $222,400
2-D Vectoring Main Nozzle = $444,800
Material Correction Factor ffi 2.5
(2.5 assumes construction with conventional composite materials)
RDTE Production Rate = .35 airplanes/month
ManufacturingManhour Rate = $68.00
(reflectsa 50% increaseover non-securityrate)
ToolingManhour Rate = $83.00
(reflectsa 50% increaseover non-securityrate)
StealthFactor--1.0
(I.0assumes no designedstealthfeatures)
TestFacilitiesCost AdjustmentFactor= 0.2
(0.2assumesextensivetestfacilitiesarerequired)
Percentageof Profiton the RDTE Phase = 10%
FinancingCost Factor= 0.13
(0.13 assumes a 13% interest rate on the financing)
The value for the STOVL lift engine was determined by increasing the value of a
conventional engine of equal thrust (12,105 lbs) by 20%. This increase was due to the
advanced technology required to produce this engine. The lift engine is estimated to weigh
480 pounds, thus resulting in an installed thrust-to-weight ratio of 25. The lift engine
nozzle was estimated to be 15% of the lift engine value. The ventral no-,]es were
estimated to be 10% of the main engine value. The 2-D main nozzle was estimated to be
20% of the main engine value. These estimated values were obtained from Reference 53.
The total RDTE cost for the Monarch fighter program was determined to be 3.716
billion dollars.
13.2 A_-'QUISITION COST
The acquisition cost is the cost that the government or taxpayers pay for the total
number of airplanes in the program. The acquisition cost is the sum of the manufacturing
cost and the profit made by the manufacturer. The following values were used as input in
determining the acquisition cost of the Monarch fighter program:
Number of AirplanesBuiltto Production= 500
Manufactm'ingRate of ProductionAirplanes= 10/month
AirplaneOperatingCost Per FrightHour = $I0,146/hr
(from Section13.3)
TestFlightHours beforeDelivery= 20
Overhead Factor= 4.0
Manufacturing Finance Factor ---0.13
ManufacturingProfit= 0.I
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The acquisitioncost for the Monarch fighterprogram is determined to b¢ 12.206
billiondollars.Figure 13.2 illustratesthe effectof the numbvr of airplanesproduced on
the totalprogram acquisitioncost.
The average estimatedprice (AEP) per fighteris dctcrmine,d by summing thc RDTE
and the acquisitioncosts and dividingby the number of airplanesproduced. With 500
airplanesproduced, the average cstimatcd cost of the Monarch fighteris 32.6 million
dollars. Figure 13.3 illustracsthe AE,P of the Monarch fighteras a function of the
number of airplanesproduced. Note thatfor production rims greaterthan about 600
airplanes,no significantdecrease in AEP is experienced for a reasonable increasein the
number of airplanesproduced.
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13.3 OPERATING COST
The program operating cost is the total amount of money that will be required to
operate a specified number of airplanes, flying a certain number of hours per year for a set
number of years.
The followingvalueswere used to determinethe totaloperatingcostof the
Monarch fighterprogram:
MissionFud Weight = 8642 Ibs
Fuel Price= $1.95/gal(estimated2005 price)
Fuel Density= 6.55 Ibs/gal(IP-4)
Annual Utilization= 325 frighthours
Average Mission Time = .80his (air-to-airmission)
Number of Airplanes Built to Production = 500
Annual Loss Rate Per 100,000 Flight Hours ffi 7
Number of Years in Active Duty = 25
Number of Crew Members ffi 1
Crew Ratio Per Airplane = 1.1
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Ah'crew Basic Pay = $34,000
Aircrew Incentive Pay = $500/month
Aircrew Re-up Bonus = $14,000
Maintenance Man Hours Per Flight Hour = 15
Cost Escalation Factor = 3.1
Airplanes Used by the Reserves Factor = 0.10
Indirect Personnel Cost Factor = 0.2
Spare Part Cost Factor = 0.18
I_pot Cost Factor = 0.16
The total operating cost for the Monarch fighter program is determined to be 28.88
billion doUars.
The operating cost per flight hour is determined by dividing the total program
operating cost by the number of airplanes in service, the number of years the airplane is in
activeserviceand the number of hours each airplaneis flown annually.
Therefore the operatingcost per flighthour for the Monarch fighteris determined to
be $10,146. Figure 13.4 illustratesthe effectof the number of airplanesproduced on the
operatingcostper flighthour for the Monarch. Note thatwhen conducting thistrade
study,the cost of program indirectpersonnel,consumable materials,depot maintenance and
misccUaneous accrualsarc held at the baselineproduction number values. For the baseline
production of 500 airplanesthesecosts have the following values:
Indirect Personnel = 5.776 billion dollars
Consumable Materials = 286 million dollars
Depot Maintenance = 4.621 billion dollars
Miscellaneous Accruals = 1.144 billion dollars
13.4 LIFE CYCLE COST
The lifecycle cost (LCC) representsthe totalamount of money spent on the
airplaneprogram. The lifecycle cost is broken down into the following components:
1. Research, development, test and evaluation cost
2. Acquisition cost
3. Program operating cost
4. Disposal cost of the airplanes
Values for items 1 through 3 have been computed.
No accurate method exists for determining the cost of disposal. Reference 13.1
suggests that the disposal cost is 1% of the program life cycle cost. Figure 13.5 shows the
breakdown of life cycle cost for the Monarch fighter program.
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w14.CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
14.1CONCLUSIONS
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
The resultsof thePhase I studyof threesupersonicSTOVL conceptsindicatethatthe
configuration with the lift+lift/cruise engine cycle suffered the least penalties for the
short takeoff and vertical landing capability and was the concept with the most readily
available technology for a Technology Availability Date of 1995.
Based on thePhase I studyresults,thelift+li_cruiseconfigurationwas selectedfor
Phase IIdesignwork. This work consistedof more detailedconfigurationdesignand
concentratedon some of the$TOVL aspectsof the airvr_.
The aircraft has a wide,fiatfuselagesectionsdue to therequirementsfor:
* theliftengine,
* the internalweapons bay,
* the large landing gear tire sizes,
* the ventral nozzles for the cruise engine, and
* shaping considerations for a favorable area rule distribution.
The aircraft weights were estimated using empirical equations based on statistical data
and actual weights taken from operational fighters. The aircraft is balanced in hover
and has acceptable inflight center of gravity (ravel.
The aircraftachievespowered liftwith a liftengineand two ventralnozzleson the
main engine. Three posts allowed the in ground effect suckdown to be reduced to 10
percent (this represents a 15 percent reduction when compared to the Phase I
li_f-t+lift/cruise configuration which had a two posts).
The thrustvectoringcapabilitiesof thecruiseenginenozzleallowfor:
* enhancedmaneuveringat high anglesof attack,
* removalof therudder,
* and reductionin theverticaltailsize.
The reduced vertical tail size aided the area rule distribution of the aircraft to very
favorably match that of the Sears-Haack shape.
The aircraft, without rotating for hover, can lift off in 238 ft for the design counter air
mission and in less than 800 ft with an overload mission (the overload mission
consists of 5,000 lbs of more ordnance than the counter air mission).
The aircrafthas a high levelof performancethroughoutitsflightenvelopeand
compares favorablyto theoperationalaircraftof the UnitedStatesand SovietUnion.
The aircraft has growth potential in that it can perform typical NATO missions with
acceptablerange and ordnancecarryingcapability.Being a STOVL configured,the
aircraftalsohas theabilityto perform unconventionaltwo stagemissions,possibly
allowingforincreasedsortiesper day.
w
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9)
10)
11)
12)
The aircraftcan be trimmed at allinvestigatedflightconditions.For three flight
conditions,a digitalstabilityaugmentation system was employed for the longitudinal,
lateral, and directional axis to meet Level 1 handling qualifies. The augmented aircraft
is not prone to inertia coupling at the three flight conditions investigated.
An aircraftstructuralayoutwas completed with structuralsynergism as a key
priority.The materialsfor the aircraftwere selectedconsideringtheirresultingweight
in an aircraftapplication,theircost and durability,and theirease of repair
in a battlefieldscenario. The manufacturing process and breakdown of the aircraft
was preliminarilyinvestigatedalong with itsthe accessibilityand maintainability
considerations.
The system layoutfor the aircraftwas complete and allsystem conflictswere
eliminatedby using a combination of threeview and ghost view system layouts.
avionicsand electroniccounter measures were selectedfor the aircraft.
The
The medium range missileswere successfullymounted insidethe aircraft.The
integrationand launch mechanism of the internalmissileswas verifiedby building a
1/5"scaledmodel of the layout. The shortrange missilesare wing tip mounted and
the battlefieldairinterdictionmission ordnance are carriedon wing pylons.
4,2
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)
RECOMMENDATIONS
The aircraft cannot meet the Level 1 specification for roll performance in all flight
conditions with only aileron deflection. Two approaches should be investigated to
achieve the required roll performance. First, the effect on the roll performance of the
deflection of the leading edge flap should be calculated. Leading edge deflection may
also aid in reducing unfavorable aeroelastic effects. Second, the effect on the roll
performance of the allmoving stabilatorshould be calculated.
Hot Gas Reingcstion (HGR) may be a problem during hover close to the ground.
Since HGR isvery configurationdependent and is difficulto predict,wind tunneltests
should bc performed. Nevertheless,possiblesolutionswere investigatedto alleviatethe
HGR that can be implemented without major design changes to the aircraft. The
possibleground erosiondue to the jet exhaust of the liftand main engine should also
be investigatedwith experimental techniques.
The effect of the cannon firing creating adverse yawing moments needs to be studied
further to determine ff rudder feedback is required. Also, the effect of cannon
vibrationsin the airfl'ameshould be studiedto determine ffaircraftsensors need to be
isolated.
The bending and torsionof the internalweapons bay doors while deflectedat a high
dynamic pressureneed to be investigated.The actuatorsfor the doors also need to be
sized to effectively open the door at high dynamic pressures.
The aircraftwillrequirea ridequalityaugmentation system to allow the aircrafto
successfullyperform low levelground attackmissions.
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APPENDL 1
The purpose of this appendix is to document the weight and balance calculations
presented in Chapter 5. The weight and balance was done using a spreadsheet.
Appendix 1.1 def'mes the symbols and summarizes the equations used for the spreadsheet.
Appendix 1.2 shows the spreadsheet used to calculate the weight and balance.
Avvendix 1: Table of Contents
page
I.I Weight and Balance Symbols and Weight Equations ................. 265
1.2 Weight and Balance Spreadsheet .............................. 275
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wSvmbo!
S w
m
A w
D
LMLEw
Lm w
(t/c)_m_w
cbar w
1 f
h f
S h
b h
cbar h
i h
t r h
z h
A v
b v
S v
1 v
Lmv
LM_c/4_v
S r
S c
b c
t r c
CLASS II WEIGHT SPREADSHEET SYMBOLS
Parameter Unit
Wing area ft 2
Wing aspect ratio ....
Wing sweep angle deg
Wing taper ratio ....
Wing thickness ratio max ....
Wing mgc ft
Length of fuselage ft
Height of fuselage ft
Horizontal tail area ft 2
Horizontal tail span ft
Horizontal mgc ft
Distance from wing c/4 to tail cm/4 ft
Horizontal tail max root thickness ft
Distance from the vertical tail root to where the
horizontal tail is mounted on the fuselage.
fuselage mounted horizontal tails, z_h = 0. ft
Vertical tail aspect ratio ....
Vertical tail span ft
Vertical tail area ft 2
Distance from wing c/4 vert. tail Cv/4 ft
Vertical tail taper ratio ....
Vertical tail sweep angle c/4 deg
Rudder area ft 2
Canard area ft 2
Canard span ft
Canard max root thickness ft
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wcbar c
1 c
w
W TO
W E
D
W F
W el
W e2
W crew
GW
W wtr
W iae
W_glw
Wets
K fcf
K ec
K_g_r
K w
K-inl
Kd
Km
K_fsp
N inl
N e
N cr
n ult
D
MH
qbar_D
Ld
A inl
P 2
W_mg/W_g
M ff
GW/T TO
Weapons
Canard mgc ft
Distance from wing c/4 to canard cJ4 ft
Takeoff Weight Ibs
Empty Weight lbs
Fuel Weight lbs
Engine 1 weight ibs
Engine_2 weight Ibs
Crew weight Ibs
Gross design weight Ibs
Weight of water for injection Ibs
Weight of instruments and avionics ibs
Weight of gun and launcher Ibs
Miscellaneous weight Ibs
Fixed Equipment - flight control sys ....
Power Plant - engine controls ....
Structural - landing gear - main wing ....
Structural - wing ....
Structural - fuselage ....
Power Plant - air induction system ....
Power Plant - air induction system ....
Power Plant - fuel sys - self sealing lbs/gal
Power Plant - air induction system ....
Power Plant - engine controls ....
Number of crew ....
Ultimate load in g's ....
Maximum Mach speed at sea level
Design dive dynamic pressure
Power Plant - air induction system
Power Plant - air induction system
Power Plant - air induction system
Weight of main gear to nose gear
Mission fuel fraction
Ratio of GW to takeoff weight
Put weight of weapons in spreadsheet
ft
ft 2
psi
_mum
_mmm
Ibs
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A_ng
B_ng
C_ng
D_ng
A_mg
B_mg
C_mg
D_mg
PART V CONSTANTS FOR LANDING GEAR PAGE 82
NO UNITS
w J
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WEIGHT SPREADSHEET GUIDE
w
This guide has equations developed into a spreadsheet for
determining class II weights for supersonic fighter attack
aircraft.
ProGedure for sDr@_dsheet we_qht _naly_is:
I.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
Follow equations in this guide and enter parameters for
particular airplanes at the TOP of the spreadsheet ONLY!
Page down in spreadsheet to see how weights have changed.
Split Screen and iterate takeoff weight
Enter F.S., B.L., W.L., in lower portion of spreadsheet.
weights will have automatically transferred.
NOTES: Enter all areas in ft.
Enter all angles in degrees.
Enter all weights in ibs.
Enter GW/WTo fraction in TOP of spreadsheet
Enter WmJWg at TOP of spreadsheet
Enter M, at TOP of spreadsheet
Enter WpL at TOP of spreadsheet
Enter landing gear option (I or 2) at TOP of spreadsheet
Option I: General gear equation
Option 2: Main gear on wing
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wSTRUCTURAL WEIGHT (lbs)
Wstruct == Ww + Wem p + Wf + Wg
(5.9) WING (Ww)
W w = 3.08[((Kwnu,GW)/(t/c)m)((tand, UE - 2(1- A)/A(I+A ))2
+ I. 0)XI0_]'sg3(A(I+ A ) )°'_(S)°'741
Notes :
Kw = 1.00 for fixed wing
LE = leading edge sweep angle of the wing
GW = Gross Design Weight (ibs)
(t/c)m = maximum thickness ratio
nu, = ultimate load factor in g's
+
w
(5.z7)
(5.18)
EMPENNAG_ (Wemp = Wh + Wv + We) (lbs)
HORIZONTAL TAIL (Wh) (lbs)
W h = .0034 { (WTonu,) 0.813(Sh) 0.584(b_tr_h) 0.033(C/lh) 028)0.915
VERTICAL TAIL (Wv) (lbs)
W v = 0.19{(I + z_/bv)0"5(WTonua)0"363(Sv)1"0ee(MH)"601X
X (Iv)_'726(i + Sr/Sv)0217(Av)0"337(l+ Xv)'363(COS._.c/4v)4)'484} 1"014)
N ot ___:
zh = distance from the vertical tail root to where the
horizontal tail is mounted on the vertical tail, in
ft. Warnina: for fuselage mounted horizontal tails,
zh = 0 in ft
iv = distance from c/4 to vert. tail Cv/4 in ft.
S r = rudder area ft 2
v = vertical tail taper ratio
w
(5.17) CANARD (We) (ibs)
W c = .0 034 ((WTonu,) 0.m3(S©)0.¢e4(bjtr_=) 0.033(c/i©) 028)0.915
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(s.26)
(5.4l)
(5.42)
TUSELAGE (W,) (ibs)
w_ = 10.4 3 (Ki.,)I_(q_/100)°a_(WTo/Z000)°'_(ig_) 071
Notes :
KinI = 1.25 for airplanes with inlets in or on the fuselage
for a buried engine installation.
KinI = 1.0 for inlets located elsewhere
qo = design dive dynamic pressure in Ibs/ft 2
i_ = length of fuselage in ft.
hi = height of fuselage in ft.
_ANDING GEAR GENERAL (Wg) (lbs)
Wg = 62.61(WTo/I000) 0"84
_ANDING G_AR - _A_N ON W_NG AND NOSE ON FUSELAGE(Wg)
Wg = Kg_r(Ag + Bg(WTo) 3/4 + CgWTo + Dg(W70) _2} (ibs)
Notes:
K0_r = 1.0 for low wing
Kg_r = 1.08 for high wing
Constants A through D are in spreadsheet
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POWER PLANT (lbs)
Wpw r = W. + W,i + W_ + Wfd + Wp (lbs)
ENGINE (W,) (ibs)
Actual weight of specific engines
Notes:
This includes: engine, exhaust, cooling, lubrication.
(6.9) AIR ;NDUCTION SYSTEM (Wai) (ibs)
W,, = 0.32 (Nin,)(Ld) (J%n,)°'SS(P2)°s+
(duct support structure)
+ 1.735{ (Ld) (Ninl)(Ainl)°S(P2) (Kd) (Kin))0.7_I
(subsonic part of duct)
Notes:
Kd = 1.33 for ducts with flat cross sections
Kd = 1.0 for ducts with curved cross sections
Km = 1.0 for M D below 1.4
Km = I. 5 for M D above 1.4
Ld = duct length in ft.
NinI = number of inlets
Aini = capture area per inlet in ft 2
P2 = maximum static pressure at engine compressor face
in psi. Typical values: 15 to 50 psi.
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w(6.20)
(6.26)
(6.23)
(6.29)
(6.37)
FUEL SYSTEM - SELF SEALING BLADDER CELLS (W_)
W_, = 41.6{ (WF/_,p)/100) 0"818 + W, upp
W,upp - 7.91((WF/K_p)/100) 0"_
Notes:
_,p = 6.55 ibs/gal for JP-4
[UEL DUMPING (Wfd) (ibs)
Wfd = 7.38((WF/_,p)I100) °'4s
PROPULSION SYSTEM (Wp = W_ + W m + Wwi)
Engine Controls (W_) (Ibs)
fuselage/wing-root mounted jet engines
W,c = K,c(i_o)0_92
Notes:
Kec = 0.686 for non-afterburning
Kec = 1.080 for afterburning
N, = number of engines
if = fuselage length in ft.
b = wing span in ft
Electric startina System (Wm) (lbs)
We, s = 38.93(We/I000) 0"918
Notes:
W e = total weight of all engines in Ibs
(Ibs)
water InjectioD (W_) (ibs)
Wwi = 8.586W_r/8.35
Notes:
W_r = weight of water carried in ibs
(ibs)
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wFIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHT (zbs)
Wte q = Wfc + Wel $ + Wiu + W,,_ I + Wox + Wsp u + Wtur 4. Win.m 4- Wghv 4-
+ W=_ + W_ + W== Jibs)
(7.9) FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS (WI=) (ibs)
W1¢ '= _cf (WTo/'10 0 0) 0"581
106 for airplanes with elevon control and no
horizontal tail
138 for airplanes with a horizontal tail
168 for airplanes with a variable sweep wing
(7.19) ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS (W,_) (lbs)
W,i, = 426( (W_ + WIN)/1000) °'51
AVIONICS/_NST_UMENTATION/ELECTRONICS (W_)
Actual Data or Appendix A.
(ibs)
(7.33) AIR/ICE/DE-ICE (W_i) (ibs)
W_i = 202( (W_e + 200N=r)/1000) 0"735
(7.39) OXYGEN SYSTEM (W_) (lbs)
Wox = 16.9(Nor )1"494
(7.40)
APU (W_u) (lbs)
W_u = (0.004 to 0.013)WTO
(7.47) FURNISHINGS (Wjur) (Ibs)
W_r = 22.9(N¢rqD/100) 0"7_ + 107(N=WTo/100,000) °'_
(ejection seats) (misc. emergency equip.)
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ARMAMENT (W,,m) (ibs)
ACTUAL DATA - APPENDIX A
GUNS, LAUNCHERS, WEAPONS. (Woh.)
ACTUAL DATA - APPENDIX A
(ibs)
(v.so) AUXII2tR_Y GEAR (W_=)
Waux = O.01W E
(ibs)
(v.sl) PAINT ESTIMATE (W_) (ibs)
Wpt = 0.0045TO
MISCELLANEOUS WEIGHT (W,_) (lbs)
W,tc = actual weight data
U
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AE 622 LIFT STOVL DESIGN
LAST REVISED:
REVISED BY:
Sunday March I0 1990
Brian Cox
CLASS II COMPONENT WEIGHTS
..... AIRPLANE GEOMETRY ..... ---WEIGHTS---
S_w 322 A_v 1.61 W_TO
A__w 3.5 b_v I0.9 W_E
LM_LE_w 37.8 S_v 43 W_F
Lm_w 0.19 l_v 17 W_el
(t/c)_m_w 0.045 Lm_v 0.35 W_e2
cbar_w 11.06 LM_c/4_v 38 W_Crew
b_w 33.57 S_r 0 GW
l_f 56 W_wtr
h_f 6 S_h 40 W_iae
b h 11.4 M ff=
W_mnz i 420 t_r_h 0.2 W_glw
W vntv 300 cbar_h 3.75
W_tpipe 300 l_h 16 GW/W_TO
W_imas 40 W_mg/W_g
W imam 262 W__payload
31336 K_fcf
21415 K_ec
8642 K_g_r
3557 K_w
480 K_inl
225 K_d
21935 K_m
0 K_fsp
1517
0.738 N_inl
630 N_e
N_cr
0.7 n_ult
0.85 M_H
1196 qbar_D
W_E : W_struct + W_pwr + W_feq (2.1)
STRUCTURAL WEIGHT
W struct = W w + W_emp + W_f + W_g + W__vntv
Wing Weight (5.9)
W w :
Empennage Weight
W_emp:
Fuselage (5.26 )
W f :
LandinK Gear
2490
Vertical Tail (5.18)
W v = 256
w
Horizontal Tail (5.17)
W c = 295
551
4385
W_g : 1131
CONSTANTS ..........
138 L_d 17
1.08 A_inl 3.4
1P_2(psi) 30
I
1.25
1 W TO.old
1.5 31336
6.55
2
2
I
13.5
1.2
2133
W E
21117
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ILaunch Mechanism
W_Imas =
W_imam =
Ventral Nozzle
40
262
W_vntv= 300
Therefore,
W_struct= 9159
POWER PLANT WEIGHT
W__pwr = W_e + W_ai + W_fs + W_fd + W__p + W_mnzl
Engine Weizht
W e = 4037
Air Induction System (6.9)
W ai = 773
Fuel System Bladder (6.20)
W fs = 415
Fuel Dumping (6.26)
W fd = 24
Propulsion System
W_p = W_ec + W_ess + W_wi
Engine Controls (6.23)
W_ee = 45.3
Engine Start-Up (6.29)
W_ess= 125
Water Injection (6.37)
W wi = 0
Therefore,
W__p = 170
Main Nozzle Weight W_mnzl =
Main Engine Tailpipe section =
420
300
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mTherefore,
W__pw r : 6139
FIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHT
W_feq = W_fc + W_iae + W_els + W_api + W_ox + W_apu + W_fur
+ W_glw + W_aux + W_pt + W rcsd + W rcsn + W rcsc
Flight Control Sys (7.9)
W fc = 1021
Avionics (Actual Data)
W iae: 1517
Electrical Systems (7.19)
W els: 596
Air cond./press./anti- and De-Ice (7.33)
W_api= 301
Oxygen System (7.39)
W ox = 17
APU (7.40)
W_apu: 298
Furnishings (7.47)
W fur= 277
Gun and Launch Provisions (Actual Data)
W_glw: 630
AUX Gear (7.50)
W_aux: 214
Paint Est. (7.51)
W__pt: 204
RCS Duct WeightCWRDC)
W rcsd= 287
RCS Controls Weight(WRDC)
RCS Nozzle Weight(WRDC)
W_rcsn: 83
277
wm
=
w
W_rcsc= 35
Therefore,
W_feq = 5480
w ............ m
: W E = 20777 :
m
CLASS
COMPONENT FACTOR WEIGHT x
Fuselaze i 4385 420
Wing 1 2490 490
Vert Tail i 256 590
Hort Tail 1 295 640
Main Gear 1.3 1249 505
Nose Gear 1.3 220 165
Launch Mech
A ASRAAM 40 530
A AMRAAM 261.6 330
Vent Nozzles 1 300 578
II WEIGHT
Wx
1841719
1220281
151273
188758
630919
36378
21200
86328
173400
AND BALANCE
y Wy z
0 0 160
0 0 160
0 0 235
0 0 160
0 0 138
10 2205 135
0 0 160
0 0 135
0 0 138
Wz
701607
398459
60253
47190
172410
29764
6400
35316
41400
=
Struct Wt 1 9498 x_cg: 458
Engine #I 1 3557 530
Engine #2 1 480 230
#I Tailpipe 1 300 578
#1 Nozzle 1 420 660
Air Induct 1 773 380
Fuel Bladder 1 415 390
Fuel Dumping 1 24 550
Eng Controls 1 45 525
Eng Start-Up 1 125 550
Water Inject 1 0 550
1885210
110400
173400
277200
293642
161782
13230
23799
68634
0
y_cg:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0 Z_CE=
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
453
0
0
165
142
165
165
165
160
140
150
160
0
157
586905
68160
49500
69300
127502
66372
3368
6800
19966
0
Prpl. Wt 1 6139 x_cg: 490 y_cg: 0 z_cg: 163
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rFlght Cntrl 1 1021 470 479930 0 0 160 163381
Avionics 1 1517 440 667480 0 0 140 212380
Elect Sys I 596 400 238404 0 0 160 95362
Air/de-ice I 301 460 138250 0 0 160 48087
Oxygen Sys 1 17 155 2620 0 0 150 2535
APU 1 298 600 178615 25 7442 150 44654
Furnishings I 277 125 34594 0 0 160 44280
Gun, Prov. 1 630 330 207900 -35 -22050 140 88200
AUX Gear 1 214 200 42830 0 0 155 33193
Paint 1 204 420 85547 0 0 160 32589
RCS Duct 1 287 475 136493 0 0 155 44540
RCS Nozzle I 83 475 39545 0 0 155 12904
RCS Controls 1 35 475 16708 0 0 155 5452
Fix Equip Wt I 5480 x_c_: 414 y_cg: -3 z_cg: 151
Empty Weight 21117 x_c_= 456 y_cg= -I z_cg= 157
v
Pilot 225 190 42750 0 0 170 38250
W tfo 157 450 70506 0 0 160 25069
========================================= ............... =............
Oper Empty Weight 21498 x_c_= 453 y_cg= -I z_cg= 157
1
Hover Fuel (20%) 1728 410 708655 0 0 160 276548
Fuel 8642 390 3370434 0 0 165 1425953
=========================================== ..........................
W_owe + W_fuel = 30140 x_cZ= 435 y_cg= -0 z_cg= 160
COUNTER AIR MISSION
ASRAAM #i 161 530 85330 205 33005 160 25760
ASRAAM ¢2 161 530 85330 -205 -33005 160 25760
AMRAAM #I 327 330 107910 -15 -4905 135 44145
AMRAAM _2 327 330 107910 15 4905 135 44145
AMMO - 400RDS 220 350 77000 0 0 160 35200
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FBATTLEFIELD AIR INTERDICTION
BAI #I
Mk-82 #1 560 470 263200 101.5 56840
Mk-82 #2 560 470 263200 122.5 68600
Mk-82 _3 560 470 263200 -101.5 -56840
Mk-82 #4 560 470 263200 -122.5 -68600
HARM #1 807 390 314730 62 50034
HARM #2 807 390 314730 -62 -50034
AMMO - 400RDS
EJECTOR RACKS
22O 350 7700O 0
186 430 79980 0
BAI #2
Mk-82 #1 560 470 263200 112 62720
Mk-82 #2 560 470 263200 -112 -62720
Maverick _1 494 390 192660 62 30628
Maverick #2 494 390 192660 77 38038
Maverick #3 494 390 192660 -62 -30628
Maverick #4 494 390 192660 -77 -38038
AMMO - 400RDS
EJECTOR RACKS
220 350 77000 0
186 430 79980 0
===================_ ............ . ........... ....------------o
CA W_TO 31336 x c_= 433 y_cg=
BAI _i W_TO 34400 x_cg: 435 y_cg=
BAI _2 W TO 33642 x_c_= 433 y_cg:
CA W_HOV 24423 x_cg= 447 y_cg=
BAI #I W_HOV 24382 x_c_= 446 y_cg=
BAI #2 W_HOV 24744 x_cg= 445 y_cg=
130 72800
130 72800
130 72800
130 72800
130 104910
130 104910
0 160 35200
0 130 24180
130 72800
130 72800
130 64220
130 64220
130 6422O
130 64220
0 160 35200
0 130 24180
-0 z_cg= 159
-0 z_cg: 156
-0 z_cg: 157
-0 z_cg: 157
-0 z_cg= 155
-0 z_cg: 155
280
ag2.i ai21..i
The purpose of this appendix is to show the spreadsheets used to calculate the
mission performance data and mission capability as discussed in Chapter 8.
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Brian Cox
Last Revised: 12 March
POINT PERFORMANCES:
LANDING DISTANCE, SL =
TIME TO CLIMB:
ALTITUDE
TIME
ABSOLUTE CEILING
SPECIFIC EXCESS ENERGY:
H a
(FT) (FT/S)
30000 994.70
I0000 1077.40
MANEUVERING:
SUSTAINED TURN RATE
H a
(FT) (FT/S)
15000 1057.30
30000 994.70
30000 994.70
OTHER
H a
(FT) (FT/S)
30000 994.70
15000 1057.30
ACCELERATION:
H
(FT)
30000
30000
I0000
1990
4300 FT
40000 FT
1.75 MINUTES
80000 FT
RHO MACH
0.000889 0.90
0.001755 0.90
PS
(FT/S)
505
920
RHO MACH TURN RATE
(DEG/S)
0.001496 0.80 15.00
0.000889 0.90 10.00
0.000889 1.20 9.90
RHO MACH LOAD FACTOR
(G'S)
0.000889 1.60 7.75
0.001496 0.90 8.70
_CH
START END
0.90 1.60
0.50 1.40
0.30 0.90
TIME
(SEC)
47.35
62.14
18.44
D
;..,J
DRAG
H
POLARS:
0
0
15000
15000
30000
30000
0
M CDobase CDo + K*CL^2
0.15 0.02277 0.02313 0.11430
0.25 0.02198 0.02234 0.10910
0.56 0.02192 0.02407 0.10190
0.90 0.02230 0.02533 0.10030
0.85 0.02288 0.02829 0.11030
1.60 0.02034 0.04069 0.10030
0.85 0.02069 0.02173 0.10140
CDwave
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.OOO9
0.0004
0.0196
O.00O4
CDmissile
0.00036
0.00036
0.00035
0.00033
0.00034
0.00031
0.00032
CDtrim
0.00000
0.00000
0.00180
0.00180
0.00462
0.00044
0.00027
w
POINT PERFORMANCE WEIGHT
2,82
Takeoff Weight =
Operating Empty Weight =
50% fuel weight =
Two short range missiles =
200 rounds ammo =
Performance Weight =
Wing Area =
Performance Wing Loading :
Takeoff Wing Loading =
Takeoff Maximum Thrust =
Takeoff Thrust to Weight =
31366 ibs
21498 Ibs
4321 Ibs
362 Ibs
Ii0 Ibs
26291 ibs
347.90 ft'2
75.57 ib/ft^2
90.16 Ib/ft^2
35573 ib
1.13
PERFORMANCE MATCHING CALCULATIONS:
#==####_####_##########_###_###_;#######_#_########################_#
LANDING DISTANCE:
W/S (L) = 5.50*.002378*CL(MAX)*SL
W/S (TO) = W/S (L) / {W(LANDING)/W(TAKEOFF)}
NOTE: LANDING AT SEALEVEL
W(L)/W(TO) = 0.80
V(APPROACH) = 154.56 KNOTS
CL(MAX) W/S (L) W/S (TO)
1.300 73.11 91.39
#_=_ _#_#._#############_#,,####==######,_############################_
TIME TO CLIMB:
RC(SEALEVEL) = HIABS)/T(CL) * LN{ [I- H/H(ABS)]^-I }
RC(SEALEVEL) = 528.11 FPS
(L/D) (MAX) = .5 * SQRT{ PI*A*e/CDo }
(L/D) (MAX) = 12.0
V = SQRT{ [2 * (W/S)] / RHO * SQRT(CDo*PI*A*e) }
P(DL) : (L/D)'2 / [ 1 + (L/D)'2 ]
P(DL) = 0.99
(T/W) : RC(SEALEVEL)/V / [ P(DL) - SQRT{ P(DL)^2 - P(DL) + [I +
(W/S) V (FT/S) (T/W) (MAN)
90.16 395.08 1.36
*********THRUST REQUIRED = 35635 ibs H = 0.00 ft
M = 0.00
#################################_#####################################=
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SPECIFIC EXCESS ENERGY:
(T/W) (MAN)= PS/V + D/W
W = W(TAKEOFF) * W(POINT PERFORMANCE)/W(TAKEOFF)
V = MACH * SPEED OF SOUND
D = CDo + K*CL^2
CL = [2 * (W/S)] / [RHO * V^2]
REQUIREMENT:
PS = 505 FT/S
MACH = 0.90
H = 30000 FT
V = 895.23 FT/S
(W/S) CL CD (T/W) (MAN)
75.57 0.2121 0.0298 0.70
*********THRUST REQUIRED = 18530 ibs H =
M =
30000 ft
0.90
REQUIREMENT:
PS = 920 FT/S
MACH = 0.90
H = I0000 FT
V = 969.66 FT/S
(w/s) CL CD
75.57 0.0916 0.0244
I0000.00
(T/W) (MA
1.21
*********THRUST REQUIRED = 31940 ibs H = 10000 ft
M = 0.90
#_=_#_=#_##_#####################$########_###########################_
MANEUVERING:
(T/W) (MAN) = QBAR * _Do / (W/S) + (W/S) * n^2 / [PI*A*e*QBAR
QBAR : .5 * RHO * V^2
V = MACH * SPEED OF SOUND
n = SQRT{ IV * TURN RATE / G]^2 + 1 }
SUSTAINED TURN RATE:
H = 15000 FT
V = 845.84 FT/S
CDo = 0.0253
TURN RATE = 15.00 DEG/S
n = 6.95 G'S
QBAR = 535.15 PSF
(w/s) (T/W) (MAN)
75.57 0.86
*********THRUST REQUIRED : 22699 ibs H :
M :
H : 30000 FT
15000 ft
0.8O
CL
0.98
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V -
CDo =
TURN RATE -
n =
QBAR =
{W/S>
75.57
30000.00 FT
(T/W) (MAN)
0.71
*********THRUST REQUIRED = 18601 ibs
H -
V =
CDo =
TLrRN RATE =
n =
QBAR =
30000.00 FT
(W/S) (T/W) (MAN)
75.57 0.85
*********THRUST REQUIRED = 22320 ibs
H --
V =
CDo =
n =
QBAR =
(W/S)
75.57
*********THRUST REQUIRED =
30000.00 FT
(T/W) (MAN)
1.02
26810 ibs
895.23
0.0283
I0.00
4.95
356.36
30000
1193.64
0.0413
9.90
6.48
633.53
30000
1591.52
0.0413
7.75
1126.27
FT/S
DEG/S
G'S
PSF
H -
M =
FT
FT/S
DEG/S
G'S
PSF
FT
FT/S
G'S
PSF
S --
M =
H = 15000 FT
V = 951.57 FT/S
CDo = 0.0253
n = 8.70 G'S
QBA_ = 677.12 PSF
30000 ft
0.90
30000 ft
1.20
H = 30000 ft
M = 1.60
CL
I .05
CL
0.77
CL
0.52
15000.00 FT
(W/S) (T/W) (MAN) CL
75.57 1.07 0.97
*********THRUST REQUIRED = 28242 Ibs H = 15000 ft
M = 0.90
_#. ##_######_# -_._-_ _ _ __.,.. ==,, -#...#.######St##_#..##########_ _####### ########_###-'=
ACCELERATION:
ACCEL = (Tstart - Tend)/Mavg with Mavg = (Wstart + Wend)/2
TIME = (Vend - Vstart)/ACCEL
REQUIREMENT: M =
H = 30000 FT
RHO = 0.000889 SLUG/FT^3
V SOUND = 994.70 FT/SEC
0.90 to
Vstart =
Vend =
1.60 at 30,000 ft
895.23 ft/sec
1591.52 ft/sec
START CONDITIONS END CONDITIONS
W = 26291 ibs
CL : 0.2121
Q : 356.36 Ib/ft^2
CD : 0.0332
Thrust = 4122 lbs
FFIo_ : 5827.00 (ibf/hr)
W : 26056 Ibs
Q : 1126.27 ib/ft^2
CL : 0.0665
CD : 0.0411
Thrust : 16085 Ibs
FFIow : 61971.60 (ibf/hr)
Acceleration =
Time =
14.71 ft/sec^2
47.3 sec
REQUIREMENT: M : O. 50 to 1.40 at 30,000 ft
H = 30000 FT
RHO = 0.000889 SLUG/FT^3
V SOUND = 994.70 FT/SEC
Vstart =
Vend =
497.35 ft/sec
1392.58 ft/sec
START CONDITIONS END CONDITIONS
W = 26291 Ibs
CL : 0.6871
Q : 109.99 ib/ft^2
CD : 0.0804
Thrust = 3075 lbs
FFlow = 2861.00 (Ibf/hr)
W : 26016 ibs
Q : 862.30 ib/ft_2
CL : 0.0867
CD : 0.0414
Thrust : 14785 ibs
FFlow = 55390.00 (ibf/hr)
Acceleration :
Time :
14.41 ft/sec^2
62.1 sec
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REQUIREMENT: M : 0.30 to 0.90 at I0,000 ft
H : I0000 FT
RHO : 0.001755 SLUG/FT^3
V SOUND : 1077.40 FT/SEC
Vstart :
Vend :
323.22 ft/sec
969.66 ft/sec
START CONDITIONS END CONDITIONS
W : 26291 ibs
CL : 0.8243
Q : 91.67 Ib/ftA2
CD : 0.1032
Thrust = 3293 lbs
FFlow = 2861.00 (Ibf/hr}
W = 26101 ibs
Q = 825.06 Ib/ftA2
CL : 0.0909
CD : 0.0415
Thrust = 31834 ibs
FFlow = 73249.00 (ibf/hr)
Acceleration :
Time :
35.05 ft/sec^2
18.4 sec
SUMMARY OF POINT PERFORMANCE THRUST
IA
H
0.00
M REQUIREMENTS
0.00 40000.00
80000.00
2A 30000 0.90
2B I0000 0.90
3A 15000 0.80
3B 30000 0.90
3C 30000 1.20
3D 30000 1.60
3E 15000 0.90
4A 30000 0.90 1.60
4B 30000 0.50 1.40
4C 10000 0.30 0.90
1.75 min
505 ft/sec
920 ft/sec
15.00 deg/sec
10.00 deg/sec
9.90 deg/sec
7.75 g's
8.70 g's
47.3 sec
62.1 sec
18.4 sec
(T/W) MAN
1.14
0.70
1.21
0.86
0.71
0.85
1.02
1.07
0.61
0.56
1.21
W MAN
31366
26291
26291
26291
26291
26291
26291
26291
26291
26291
26291
w
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MISSION ANALYSIS FOR AE 622
Brian Cox
Last Revised: I0 April 1990
The following mission legs burn fuel and need to be accounted for:
Counter Air Superiority Battlefield Air Int.
I. Engine Start/Warm Up
2 Taxi
3 Short Take-off
4 Accelerate to Climb Speed
5 Cllmb
6 Subsonic Cruise
7 Accelerate to Supersonic Cruise
8 Supersonic Cruise
9 Combat
i0. Supersonic Cruise
II. Subsonic Cruise
12. Hover - Half Minute
13. Landing
I. Engine Start/Warm Up
2. Taxi
3. Short Take-off
4. Accel. to Climb Speed
5. Climb
6. Subsonic Cruise
7. Sea-Level Dash-in
8. Strafe Run
9. Sea-level Dash Out
I0. Climb
Ii. Subsonic Cruise
12. Hover - Half Minute
13. Landing
For the following segments, statistical fuel burns fractions are used
due to lack of detailed analsis methods (at this time):
* Engine Start/Warm-up
* Taxi
* Short Takeoff
t Landin_
Also, the followinK is assumed as part of the mission:
CA mission combat fuel burn:
BAI mission strafe run fuel burn:
20 % of total fuel
10 % of total fuel
Equations and methods specific to the aircraft flight phase under
consideration will be used for the remaining mission legs.
Aircraft Parameters
CA Mission Takeoff Weight =
BAI Mission Takeoff Weight =
Fuel Weight =
Wing Area, S =
31366 Ibs
34400 Ibs
8642 Ibs
347.9 ft^2
CA Mission, WOE =
20% fuel =
Hover Weapons =
Hover Weight =
(T/W) Required =
Hover Thrust =
21498 ibs
1728.4 Ibs
1196 ibs
24422 ibs
1.27
31016 ibs
BAI Mission, WOE =
10% fuel =
Hover Weapons =
Hover Weight =
(T/W) Required =
Hover Thrust =
21778 Ibs
864.2 Ibs
2328 ibs
24970 Ibs
1.27
31712 ibs
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Drag Polars
H (ft)
0
0
15000
15000
30000
30000
0
Mach
0 15
0
0
0
0
1
0
CA Mission
CDo + K*CL^2
0.02277 0.I143
25 0.02198 0.1091
56 0.02372 0.1019
90 0.02500 0.i003
85 0.02790 0.1103
60 0.04038 0.1003
85 0.02136 0.1014
BAI #I
CDo ÷ K*CLA2
0.02277 0.1143
0.02198 0.1091
0.02372 0.1019
not in mission
0.02790 0.1103
not in mission
0.02136 0.1014
COUNTER AIR MISSION
I. Engine Start/Warm Up
WI/WTO = 0.99
**************************
Fuel Burn : 314 ibs
**************************
Wl : 31052 ibs
WF = 8328 ibs
2. Taxi
W2/WTO = 0.99
**************************
Fuel Burn = 279 ibs
**************************
W2 : 30773 ibs
WF : 8049 Ibs
3. Short Takeoff
Using 0.5 minutes for takeoff thrust setting: 0.008333 hrs
LIFT Engine:
SFC : 0.8086 (Ibf/hr)/ibt
T(TO) : 12500 ibs
WFDOT = 10107.5 Ibf/hr
FuelBurn= 84 ibs
CRUISE Engine:
SFC : 1.311 (ibf/hr)/ibt
T(TO) = 25250 Ibs
WFDOT =33102.75 Ibf/hr
FuelBurn= 276 ibs
Fuel Burn = 360 ibs
W3 = 30413 ibs
WF : 7689 Ibs
4. Accelerate to Climb Speed (Out)
Accelerate from M= 0.20 to M = 0.80 at sea level, so
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Vstart =
Vend =
Acceleration =
t(acc) =
223 ft/sec
893 ft/sec
25 ft/sec^2
26.8 sec
q(3/4 V)= 533 ib/ftA2
Thrust Required = Acceleration Force + Drag
Using H=0, M=0.25 drag polar, the begin weight, and velocity at 75% Vend
throughout the acceleration:
Drag increment for two short range missiles: 0.00018
CL = 0.1639 CD = 0.0251
Acceleration Force, F =
Dra_, D =
Thrust Required, T =
236311bs
4657 ibs
28288 ibs
From Engine Deck, SFC = 1.485 (ibf/hr)/ibt
Fuel Flow, WFDOT = 42008 Ibf/hr
Fuel Burn = 313 Ibs
W4 : 30100 ibs
WF : 7376 ibs
5. Climb (Out)
Average Rate of Climb = 15000 ft/min
Time to Climb to 30000 ft = 0.033 hrs
Use climb variables at 2/3 final altitude:
M = 0.80
V = 829 ft/sec
qbar = 436 Ib/ft^2
The aircraft travels horizontally 99533 ft
while vertically 30,000 ft so theta is
So, L = 28820 Ibs
D = 8686 Ibs
CL = 0.1902
Usin_ dra_ polar for H=15000ft, M=0.56 for H=20000ft, M = 0.8
Drag increment for two short range missiles: 0.000174
CD = 0.0276
D = 4180 ibs
Thrust Required, T = 12866 ibs
16.77 degrees.
29O
From Engine Deck, SFC =
Fuel Flow, WFDOT =
1.132 (Ibf/hr)/ibt
14564 ibf/hr
Fuel Burn = 485 Ibs
W5 = 29615 ibs
WF = 6891 Ibs
6. Subsonic Cruise (Out)
Ranze = I00 - 16 =
(climb range credit)
Cruise Mach Number : 0.80
qbar : 282 Ib/ft^2
CL = 0.3023
Drag increment for two short range missiles: 0.000168
CD = 0.0381
Dra_ = Thrust Required, T = 3737 Ibs
From Engine Deck, SFC :
Fuel Flow, WFDOT =
Cruise Time =
0.801 (ibf/hr)/ibt
2993 Ibf/hr
0.177 hrs
Fuel Burn = 531 ibs
W6 = 29084 ibs
WF = 6360 ibs
84 nm
Accelerate from M=
Vstart =
Vend =
Acceleration =
t(acc) =
7. Accelerate to Supersonic Cruise (Out)
0.80 to M =
774 ft/sec
1549 ft/sec
17 ft/sec^2
45.6 sec
Thrust Required = Acceleration Force + Drag
1.60 at sea level, so
q(3/4 V)= 600 Ib/ft^2
291
Using H=30 k ft, M=1.6 drag polar, the begin weight, and velocity at 75%
Vend throughout the acceleration:
Drag increment for two short range missiles: 0.000155
CL = 0.1393 CD = 0.0425
rAcceleration Force, F =
Dra_, D =
Thrust Required, T =
From Engine Deck, SFC =
Fuel Flow, WFDOT =
W4 =
WF =
15367 ibs
8869 ibs
24236 ibs
2.023 (ibf/hr)/ibt
49030 ibf/hr
Fuel Burn = 620 Ibs
28463 Ibs
5739 ibs
w
=
w
8. Supersonic Cruise (Out)
Range = 50 nm
Cruise Mach Number : 1.60
qbar : 1126 Ib/ft^2
CL = 0.0726
Drag increment for two short range missiles: 0.000155
CD : 0.0411
Dra_ : Thrust Required, T : 16090 Ibs
From Engine Deck, SFC :
Fuel Flow, WFDOT :
Cruise Time :
1.563 (Ibf/hr)/ibt
25149 ibf/hr
0.053 hrs
Fuel Burn : 1334 ibs
**************************
W6 :
WF :
27130 ibs
4406 ibs
9. Combat
Usin_ 20% total fuel for combat:
Fuel Burn = 1728 ibs
W9 : 25401 ibs
WF : 2677 Ibs
Dropping two ASRAAMS and half ammo:
W9 : 24969 ibs 292
WF = 2677 Ibs
I0. Supersonic Cruise (In)
Ranze = 50 nm
Cruise Mach Number =
qbar =
CL =
CD =
Drag = Thrust Required, T =
From Engine Deck, SFC =
Fuel Flow, WFDOT =
Cruise Time =
Wll =
WF =
1.60
1126 ib/ft^2
0.0637
0.0408
15982 ibs
1.563 (ibf/hr)/ibt
24979 Ibf/hr
0.053 hrs
Fuel Burn : 1325 Ibs
23645 ibs
1353 ibs
=
w
II. Subsonic Cruise {In)
Ranze = I00 nm
Crulse Mach Number =
qbar =
CL =
CD =
Drag = Thrust Required, T =
From Enzine Deck, SFC :
Fuel Flow, WFDOT =
Cruise Time =
W12 =
WF =
0.80
282 lb/ft^2
0.2414
0.0343
3363 lbs
0.801 (Ibf/hr)/ibt
2693 Ibf/hr
0.212 hrs
Fuel Burn = 571 lbs
23074 Ibs
782 Ibs
12. Hover
Half Minute :
Hover Thrust:
0.0083 hrs
293
_z
LIFT Engine =
MAIN Engine =
From Enzine Deck, SFC:
LIFT Engine =
MAIN Engine =
Fuel Flow, WFDOT:
LIFT Engine =
MAIN Engine =
Fuel Burn, Wburn:
LIFT Engine =
MAIN Enzine =
12105 ibs
18911 ibs
0.8094 (ibf/hr)/Ibt
0.924 (ibf/hr)/Ibt
9798 lb/hr
17474 lb/hr
82 Ib
146 Ib
Fuel Burn = 227 Ibs
WI3 = 22846 ibs
WF = 554 ibs
13. Landing
W14/W13 =
W14 =
WF =
0.995
$$$1Z*$*1111111*1$$15*111I
Fuel Burn = 114 lbs
22732 lbs
440 lbs
CA Mission Fuel Burn Summary--
Phase Fuel Burn
I. Engine Start/Warm Up
2. Taxi
3. Short Take-off
4. Accel. to Climb Speed
5. Climb
6. Subsonic Cruise
7. Accel. to Supersonic Cruise
8. Supersonic Cruise
9. Combat
10. Supersonic Cruise
II. Subsonic Cruise
12. Hover - Half Minute
13. Landin_
314 lbs
279 lbs
360 lbs
313 lbs
485 lbs
531 lbs
620 lbs
1334 lbs
1728 lbs
1325 lbs
571 lbs
227 lbs
114 lbs
CA Mission Fuel : 8202 ibs
294
-BATTLEFIELD AIR INTERDICTION MISSION
I. Engine Start/Warm Up
Wl/WTO = 0.99
=$***$$t$_$,tt,$,tt*$tzsz*
Fuel Burn = 327 ibs
Wl = 34073 ibs
WF = 8315 ibs
2. Taxi
W2/WTO = 0.99 Fuel Burn = 307 ibs
W2 : 33767 ibs
WF : 8009 Ibs
3. Short Takeoff
Usin_ 0.5 minutes for takeoff thrust setting: 0.008333 hrs
LIFT Engine:
SFC : 0.773 (Ibf/hr)/ibt
T(TO) : 12500 ibs
WFDOT = 9668.75 ibf/hr
FuelBurn= 81 ibs
CRUISE Engine:
SFC = 1.311 (ibf/hr)/Ibt
T(TO) = 27000 Ibs
WFDOT = 35397 ibf/hr
FuelBurn= 295 ibs
Fuel Burn : 376 ibs
W3 : 33391 ibs
WF : 7633 Ibs
4. Accelerate to Climb Speed (Out)
Accelerate from M: 0.20 to M : 0.80 at sea level, so
Vstart :
Vend =
Acceleration =
t(acc) :
223 ft/sec
893 ft/sec
24 ft/sec^2
27.9 sec
q(3/4 V): 533 ib/ft^2
Thrust Required : Acceleration Force + Drag
Usin_ H=0, M=0.25 drag polar, the begin weight, and velocity at 75% Vend
throughout the acceleration:
Drag increment for BAI #i mission: 0.00331
295
uCL = 0.1799
Acceleration Force, F =
Draz, D =
Thrust Required, T =
From Engine Deck, SFC =
Fuel Flow, WFDOT =
W4 :
WF :
CD = 0.0288
24908 Ibs
5349 ibs
30257 Ibs
1.311 (ibf/hr)/Ibt
39667 Ibf/hr
Fuel Burn = 308 ibs
**************************
33083 ibs
7325 ibs
5. Climb (Out)
Average Rate of Climb = 15000 ft/min
Time to Climb to 30000 ft = 0.033 hrs
Use climb variables at 2/3 final altitude:
M = 0.80
V = 829 ft/sec
qbar : 436 ib/ft^2
The aircraft travels horizontally 99533 ft
while vertically 30,000 ft so theta is
So, L : 31676 Ibs
D : 9547 ibs
CL : 0.2090
Usinz draz polar for H:15000ft, M:0.56 for H:20000ft, M : 0.8
Drag increment for BAI #I mission: 0.00339
CD : 0.0316
D : 4783 Ibs
W5 :
WF :
Thrust Required, T :
From Engine Deck, SFC :
Fuel Flow, WFDOT :
16.77 degrees.
143311bs
1.126 (ibf/hr)/Ibt
16136 Ibf/hr
**************************
Fuel Burn = 538 Ibs
**************************
32546 ibs
6788 ibs
296
6. Subsonic Cruise (Out)
Range = 200 16 =
(climb range credit)
Cruise Mach Number =
qbar =
CL =
Drag increment for BAI #I mission:
CD =
0.80
282 ib/ftA2
0.3322
0.0032
0.0433
Dra_ = Thrust Required, T = 4239 ibs
From Engine Deck, SFC =
Fuel Flow, WFDOT =
Cruise Time =
0.806 (Ibf/hr)/ibt
3417 ibf/hr
0.389 hrs
Fuel Burn : 1331 ibs
W6 =
WF =
31215 ibs
5457 ibs
184 nm
m
w
7. Sea Level Dash (Out)
Range = 80 nm
Cruise Mach Number =
qbar =
CL =
Drag increment for BAI #I mission:
CD =
0.85
10711b/ft^2
0.0838
0.00309
0.0252
Dra_ = Thrust Required, T = 9373 ibs
From Engine Deck, SFC =
Fuel Flow, WFDOT =
Cruise Time =
0.903 (Ibf/hr)/Ibt
8463 ibf/hr
0.142 hrs
Fuel Burn = 1204 Ibs
**************************
W7 = 30011 ibs
WF = 4253 ibs
8. Strafe Run
Usin_ 10% total fuel for strafe run:
************************** 297
Fuel Burn = 864 ibs
W8 = 29146 Ibs
WF = 3388 Ibs
Dropping two Mark 82 Bombs and two AGM 65's:
W8 = 27038 Ibs
WF : 3388 Ibs
m
w
i
m
9. Sea Level Dash (In)
Range : 80 nm
Cruise Mach Number :
qbar =
CL :
Drag increment for two AGM 65:
CD =
0.85
10711b/ft^2
0.0726
0.0013
0.0232
Drag : Thrust Required, T : 8640 Ibs
From Engine Deck, SFC :
Fuel Flow, WFDOT :
Cruise Time :
0.903 (ibf/hr)/ibt
7802 ibf/hr
0.142 hrs
Fuel Burn : III0 Ibs
W9 = 25928 ibs
WF : 2278 ibs
I0. Climb (In)
Average Rate of Climb :
Time to Climb to 30000 ft :
15000 ft/min
0.033 hrs
Use climb variables at 2/3 final altitude:
M : 0.80
V : 829 ft/sec
qbar : 436 Iblft^2
The aircraft travels horizontally 99533 ft
while vertically 30,000 ft so theta is 16.77 degrees.
So, L : 24825 ibs
D : 7483 Ibs
CL : 0.1638
Usin_ drag polar for H:lS000ft, M:0.56 for H:20000ft, M : 0.8 298
ww
Drag increment for two AGM 65:
CD = 0.0279
D = 4221 ibs
Thrust Required, T =
From Engine Deck, SFC =
Fuel Flow, WFDOT =
WlO :
WF :
0.0014
11704 Ibs
0.836 (ibf/hr)/ibt
9784 ibf/hr
Fuel Burn = 326 ibs
25602 Ibs
1952 ibs
u
II. Subsonic Cruise (In)
Range = 200
Cruise Mach Number =
qbar =
CL =
Drag increment for two AGM 65:
CD =
Drag = Thrust Required, T =
From Engine Deck, SFC =
Fuel Flow, WFDOT =
Cruise Time =
Wll =
WF =
16 =
(climb range credit)
0.80
282 lb/ft^2
0.2614
0.00134
0.0368
3602 ibs
0.801 (ibf/hr)/ibt
2885 ibf/hr
0.389 hrs
Fuel Burn : 1124 ibs
24479 ibs
829 ibs
184 nm
w 12. Hover
Half Minute =
Hover Thrust:
LIFT Engine =
MAIN Engine =
From Engine Deck, SFC:
LIFT Engine :
MAIN Engine =
0.0083 hrs
12800 Ibs
18912 ibs
0.8086 (Ibf/hr)/ibt
1.01498 (ibf/hr)/ibt
299
Fuel Flow, WFDOT:
LIFT Engine =
}JAIN Engine =
Fuel Burn, Wburn:
LIFT Engine =
MAIN Engine =
W13 =
WF =
10350 ib/hr
19195 ib/hr
86 Ib
160 ib
Fuel Burn = 246 ibs
24232 ibs
582 Ibs
w
!W
n
w
13. Landing
WI3/WI2 =
W13 =
WF =
0.995
**************************
Fuel Burn = 121 ibs
**************************
241111bs
461 Ibs
BAI Mission Fuel Burn Summary ....
Phase Fuel Burn
I. Engine Start/Warm Up
2. Taxi
3. Short Take-off
4. Accel. to Climb Speed
5. Climb
6. Subsonic Cruise
7. Sea-Level Dash-in
8. Strafe Run
9. Sea-level Dash Out
I0. Climb
II. Subsonic Cruise
12. Hover - Half Minute
13. Landing
327 Ibs
307 Ibs
376 ibs
308 Ibs
538 Ibs
1331 ibs
1204 ibs
864 Ibs
IIi0 Ibs
326 Ibs
1124 ibs
246 Ibs
121 ibs
BAI Mission Fuel = 8181 ibs
3OO
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?KRFO_ _R T_ _OH_CH- D(__O_EPLOT
Bri_ Coz
W: 20291.00 (i/8J :
S: 347.90 a =
9 : 15000
DELTA: 0,5643
_C:6 _o ! _kR CL
0A64 0.0241 9.053 58
0.3 0.0238 9.243 75
0.4 0.0235 9.434 134
0,5 0.0233 9.024 209
0._ 0.0229 9.814 301
0.7 0.0226 9.892 410
0,8 0,02Z3 9.970 535
0.9 0.0232 9,970 6?7
1.0 0,0373 9.9?0 836
i.i C.0395 }0.136 1011
_1_ _,)418 10.301 1204
1.3 O.J4iO 10,467 1413
!,4 ),el01i0.633 1638
i.5 0.0398 10,799 1881
t,6 0,039410,964 2140
14April 1990
1.3001 0.2108Z2305,60 Z,4C 1.30
1.0045 0,133022811.40 2.79 1.25
0,5650 0.057423317.20 3,70 I.Z1
0,36i60.036824205.90 4.?7 1,17
0,25ii0,029325094,¢0 5,81 1.12
0,18450.02812621?,00 6,85 1,08
0.14130.02432?339.80 7.89 1,03
0.1116 0.0244Z8550.40 8.86 0,98
0,09040,038129529,60 6,85 0.93
0,01470,040i30556,80 9,27 0,89
0.06Z80.042_31584,00 9,38 0.84
0.0535 0.041_32860.2U 9.73 0,73
0.0461 0,040334136.40 9.93 0.63
0.0402 0.039935502.00 9.84 0.59
0.0353 0,039536867,60 9,12 0.55
ntu,,=: f _TE
1.00 I,)0 0.00
1,25 1.25 4,35
2,14 ;.14 d,25
3.22 3.22 10,88
4.46 (.¢6 12.83
5.83 5,s3 14,30
?,29 _._9 15.74
8.78 6,?) 16.90
10.29 !.65 15.34
11.84 ).J0 14,18
13,38 :.)0 13.00
13.+4 9.)U 12,00
13,66 _,00 11,14
14.6_ LDO 10.40
15,5T LO0 9,75
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MISSIONPEIIFO_NCEDR AE6ZZ- FERRYliANOHCALCULATIONS
_rmn gox
La._hvised: 14April1990
w
............ AircraftFarameters
CAMissionT_WeoffWeight: 33076Ibs
BAIMissionTueoffWeight: 3440UIbs
PuelWeiiht: 1035_Ibs
Win{Area,H : 347.bft"Z
CAMission,_E : Z1498ibs
2U%fuel: Z07_.4IDs
HoverWeapons: I19_!bs
hoverWeight= 24764Ibs
:Iik:Required= I,Z7
Hoverhrust= 314511_
[,ra_Polars
CAMission
H Hi> Math _c + R:CL'Z
u 0.15 g.OZ27?0.1143
U 0.2_ 0.021980,1Obl
150o0 0.56 0,02372 0,1019
15o0_ 0,9u 0.0250u0.I003
30000 0.85 0,0279u 0,1103
30U0_ 1.60 0.040380.100_
0 0,85 0,02136 0,1014
0,023770,1143
0,021980,1091
0.0237Z0,1019
_otinmi_slon
0,027900,1103
notinmission
0,0Z1360,1014
===========BESTMACHAN£'ALTI_E STUDY
0.99
llllX{{{}{{{lllll{$}{{{}ll
FuelBurn: 198|bs
llll{$lllllllllllllil{{lll
WI: 32878Ibs
WF: 10154Ibs
2,TAXi
3,TAE_3F_
W2/W'PO: 0,99
l}}{llllli{$}l}{llll}}}}}!
FuelBurn: 184Ibs
ll{IIIIUIII{{{{lUIII{{H
W2: 32713Ibs
WF: 9989Ibs
Of POOR QUALITY
34)6
Osin£ u.35 minutesfor t_keoff thru_ settle: 0,005833hrs
LI___ine: CRUI_ERnline:
SFC: 0.80_6 [lbf/br)/lbt S_ = 1.311 Ilbf/hr)/lbt
T(TO): 12500Ibs T(TO_: 25250lbs
WF_T : 10107.5Ibf/hr k{P_T:3310Z.Y5Ibflhr
FuelBurn: 5_Ibs FuelBmm: 193Ibs
ui{$$l$}{{${{${{${{{{{{{!
FuelBum : 252
mmmmmmmm,,
Ibs
WZ: 324611bs
WF: 9737Ibs
w_
w
= =
m
w
4.ACCEL_TiT_CL!M_
AcceleratefromM: 0.20toM : 0.80atsealevel,so
Vstart: 223ft/sec
Vend: _93ft/sec
Acceleration: 25ft/sec'Z
tiacol: Z8.8sec
q(_t4 VI: 533lb/ft'i
,nrus.Require_: Acceleration_orce• {)r_
Us_n_H=0,M:_.Z5dr_ _l_, thebeIinweight,andvel_ityat?5%Vend
throughouttheaooeleratlon:
Dra_incrementfortwoshortruge mis{iles:0.00018
CL: 0.i_4_ _ : 0.0255
AccelerationForce,F : fiZZ3Ibs
Or_, _ : 4?32Ibs
ThrustF_quired,T : 29955Ibs
Fromh_ine1)_k,SFC: 1,485(Ibflhrlllb_
FuelFlow,_OT : 44484Ibflbr
llltllll$lllllll$ll$$tllll
FuelBurn: 331Ib{
{I$$III$III$llIIIUIIII$ll
W4: 32130 lbs
WF: 9406 lbs
m
5.OLIM_
AverageHateofOlimb= 25000ft/min
TimetoClimbto30000ft= 0,020hrs
Useclimbvariablesat2/3finalmltitude:
ORIGINAL PAGE _S
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M: 0.8_
V : 82_ fttsec
qbar = 436 ]b/ft'2
Theaircraft travels borizontally
_iie vertically 30,000 ft so theta is
SO, L : 28711 lbs
D : 14423 lbs
CL: 0,1894
59?2Oft
26.6? degrees,
_ir_ dra_ polar for _:lS000f_, M=0.56for E=20000ft, M: 0.8
Dra_ increment for two short range missiles: 0.000174
Ob: 0,027_
D : 4175lbs
1859_ lbs
1,132 Ilbf/hr)/lbt
FuelFlow, g_30T: 21053 ]bf/hr
$ttJZttXZ{S{_tZt$1$11$$_t{
FuelBurr: 421Ibs
IIIllIIIIUlIIIIIIIIiIIIII
W5: 31709 lb_
WF = 8985 ibs
m
6, S_SON!C_2UISBI.E.FE_Y RANGE
FERRYRAN_ WINULOADING: 80,20
H : 30000_ a : 995
MACH _BAR CL CDo PISAZe TR_ FUELFLOW TIN{ _ (_
0,40 ?0 1,139 0,0241 8.184 4209 2976 10730 ?03
0,50 Ii0 0.129 0,0238 8,854 3208 2610 12232 lO01
0,60 158 0.506 0,0235 8,923 2878 2245 14224 1397
0,70 216 0,372 0.0232 8.995 Z894 Z510 12720 1458
0,80 Z8Z 0.285 0,0229 9,086 3120 2776 11505 1507
0,90 356 0,225 0.0238 9.086 3843 3506 9108 1342
1,00 440 0.182 0.0379 9.086 8382 8440 4958 812
1.I0 532 0,151 0.0435 9.217 8512 9254 3450 621
1,20 834 0,127 0,04Z3 9,367 9700 12069 164_ 520
1,30 744 0,108 0.0414 9,518 11025 15553 _053 437
1,4_ 862 0,093 0,040? 9,869 12478 19037 1677 384
1.50 990 0,081 0.0404 9,819 14143 _250 1435 352
1,80 1126 0,071 0.0399 9,9?0 15833 25462 1254 328
ORIG_AL P,_G_" iS
OF POOR QUALITY
3O8
H : 36089FT a : 968
MACH QBAR CL CDo PI:k:e FURLFLOWTI_
0,50 83 0.989 0.0241 4,417 6817 2723 11728 934
0.60 119 0.673 0.0238 8.834 3112 2368 13487 1Z89
0,70 ]62 0,495 0.0234 8.905 Z870 2430 13140 1486
0,80 Z12 0,379 0,0231 8,975 2879 2493 12811 1633
0.90 288 0.299 0.0240 8.9Y5 3168 2928 10908 1584
1.00 33t 0,242 0.0381 8.975 5140 5095 8268 999
].lO 400 0,200 0.0437 0.125 6700 1084 4508 790
I.ZO 477 0.168 0,0426 9.274 7569 9073 3519 873
1,30 559 0,143 0.0416 9.423 8519 11529 2770 574
1,40 849 0.124 0,0409 9.572 9590 13904 2283 509
].50 745 0,108 0.0406 9.721 10826 16283 1963 469
1,60 847 0.095 0,0401 9,870 12086 18541 1722 439
H : 40000Ff a : 988
MACH QBAR CL ¢Do PI:A$e VOELFLOW TI_
0.5_ 69 1,170 0.0243 4.3?3 8044 3008 10816 846
0,80 99 0,812 0,0240 8,745 3416 2818 12208 1167
0.70 134 0,59? 0,0237 8.816 2995 2554 12503 1395
0,80 175 0.457 0.0233 8.886 2860 2492 12813 1633
0.90 222 0,361 0.0242 8,886 3007 2794 11429 1839
1,00 274 0.292 0,0383 8.886 4576 4559 7004 1118
1,10 33Z 0.242 0.0439 9,033 5815 8176 5170 906
1,20 395 0.203 0,0428 9.181 8493 7794 4097 783
1,30 463 0.173 0,0418 9.329 7263 9838 3248 672
1,40 537 0,149 0.0411 9,476 8126 11881 2688 599
1,50 817 0,130 0,0408 9.624 913U 13773 2319 554
1.60 702 0,114 0.0403 9.772 10179 15662 2039 520
R : 45000I;'I' a : 988.1
MAC{] QSAIi CL Ol)o PItAle
0,60 78 1.034 0,0242 8.658 3985 4615 8919 $61
0.70 106 0,759 0,0239 8,727 3306 3814 8838 986
0.8_ 138 0.581 0.0236 8.797 2975 2812 12223 1558
0.90 175 0,459 0,0245 8.797 Z943 2756 11587 1862
1.00 216 0.372 0,0386 8.T97 4073 4075 {836 I449
1.I0 261 0,308 0,0441 8,943 4964 5307 6017 1055
1.20 310 0.258 0.0430 9.089 5438 8540 488_ 934
1.30 364 0,220 0.0421 9,235 5996 8139 3923 813
1,40 422 0.190 0.0413 9.381 6638 9738 32?9 731
OR{GINAL PAGE IS
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1.50
1.6_,
485 0.165 0.0410 9.528
552 0.145 0.0406 9.674
7400 11203 2950 661
8204 12669 2621 643
968,1
_o PIZASe _ P_TELFI,O_TI_ _ I_!
w
0.80
0,90
1.00
1.10
1.20
1,30
1,4D
1.50
],60
109 0,739 0.0238 8.709
137 0,584 0,0247 8,709
170 0,473 0,0388 8.709
205 0,39] 0.0444 8,853
244 0,328 0.0432 8,998
287 0.2800.0423 9,143
332 0.2410,0415 9.288
382 0.2100,0412 9.432
434 0.1850,0408 9.577
3286 3137 10179 1297
3051 3828 11291 1619
3805 4080 ?826 1247
4399 5336 5985 1049
4691 8591 4845 92_
5071 7370 4333 89?
5530 6150 3918 874
6092 9265 3446 824
6696 I03_i 3078 784
OR1GIN._L PAGE IS
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MISSION CAPABILITY ANALYSIS
Brian Cox
19 April 1990
Total Mission Fuel 8642 Ibs
Takeoff
Acclerate to Climb at Sea Level
Accelerate to Supersonic Cruise
Hover
Landing
Reserves
953 ibs
313 ibs
627 ibs
227 ibs
114 Ibs
432 Ibs
Climb {ib fuel/ft) 0.0162 Ibs/ft
Subsonic Cruise (Ib fuel/nuatical mile) 5.711bs/nm
Supersonic Cruise (ib fuel/nautical mile) 26.70 ibs/nm
Low Level Dash (Ib fuel/nautical mile) 15.05 ibs/nm
MASS INTERCEPT
Takeoff
Climb to 35000 ft
Accelerate to Supersonic Cruise
Supersonic Cruise for 115 nm
Dash at 5000 ft for 30 nm
Combat with K = 0.15 % of total fuel
Climb to 30000 ft
Subsonic Cruise for 85 nm
9. Hover, Landing, and Reserves
Total Fuel Burn
Fuel Burn
953 ibs
880 ibs
627 Ibs
2670 ibs
452 ibs
1296 Ibs
486 ibs
485 ibs
773 ibs
8622 ibs
L
HIGH VALUE ASSEST PROTECTION
1
2
2
3
4
5
6
7
Takeoff
Climb to 45000 ft
5 Loiter for 0.506553 hrs
Accelerate to Supersonic Cruise
Supersonic Dash for 50 nm
Shoot Missiles at Optimum Climbing Turn
Supersonic Dash for 50 nm
Subsonic Cruise for 75 nm
Fuel Burn
953 Ibs
1042 ibs
1042 Ibs
627 Ibs
1335 ibs
1107 ibs
1335 ibs
428 ibs
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w8. Hover, Landing, and Reserves
Total Fuel Burn
TRANSPORT {HELICOPTER) INTERCEPT
1. Takeoff
2. Climb to 30000 ft
3. Accelerate to Supersonic Cruise
4. Supersonic Cruise for 180 nm
6. Combat with K = 0.15 % of total fuel
7. Climb to 30000 ft
8. Subsonic Cruise for 180 nm
9. Hover, Landing, and Reserves
Total Fuel Burn
..................... m--
STOVL TWO STAGE MISSION
773 ibs
7600 Ibs
8642 ibs
Fuel Burn
953 Ibs
799 ibs
627 Ibs
4406 ibs
1296 ibs
486 Ibs
1028 ibs
773 Ibs
10368 ibs
__=
PHASE 1
I. Takeoff
2. Climb to 30000 ft
3. Subsonic Cruise for
4. Landing, Hover, and Reserves
240 nm
PHASE 2
PHASE 1 Fuel Burn
5. Takeoff
6. Climb to 30000 ft
7. Supersonic Dash for 40 nm
8. Sea Level Combat/Strafe Run at K=
9. Climb to 30000 ft
9.5 Supersonic Cruise for 60 nm
10. Subsonic Cruise for 240 nm
II. Hover, Landing, and Reserves
0.15 % W Fuel
Fuel Burn
953 ibs
799 ibs
1370 Ibs
773 ibs
3895 Ibs
953 Ibs
799 ibs
1068 Ibs
1296 Ibs
799 ibs
1602 ibs
1370 ibs
773 ibs
PHASE 2 Fuel Burn 8661 Ibs
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APPENDIX 3
The purpose of this appendix is to present the stability and control engineering
calculations for the material presented in Chapter 9.
Ap_ndix 3: Table of Contents
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3.6 Spin Departure/C_n_B Dynamic .............................. 351
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3.8 Vertical Tail/Rudder Removal ................................ 355
3.9 Yaw Vane Deflection Calculation ............................. 358
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AE ro Zz_ 5- 3- 90 PAUL- _0_.Q4_m_
IN E_-FIA- COU PL..I AJC,
c--_.cu_-no_sj 7=<..z.. (Op¢_J L-Oo_)
Fllght Condition 2
Open Loop
Short Period Frequency
Short Period DampingRatio
M =0.85
0.050
0.160
h= 100 ft.
radls_
ii
DutchRollFrequency
DutchRollDampingRatio
0.560
0.180
radlsec
OmegaS,P,/RollRate
0.01
0.05
0,I0
0,15
0,20
0,25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0,70
O,75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.93
094
0.95
0.%
0,97
0,98
0.99
1,02gogogogo90g
1.0303157894737
1,032
1,0338823529412
1.036
1.0384
1.0411428571429
1.0443076923077
1.048
1.0523636363636
1,0576
1.064
OmegaD/Roll Rate
1,0290909090909
1,0303 i 57894737
1.032
1.0338823529412
1.036
1.0384
1.0411428571429
1.0443076923077
1.048
1.0523636363636
1,0576
1.064
1.072
1.0822857142857
1,096
1.1152
1,144
1.192
1.288
1.32
1.36
1,4114285714286
1.48
i.576
1.72
1.96
2.44
3.8800000000001
0.01
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
OmegaD/OmegaS,P.
0.II
0.56
1,12
1,68
2.24
2,80
3.36
3,92
4.48
5.04
5.60
6.16
6.72
7.28
7.84
8.40
8.96
9.52
0.08
0.19
0,30
0.42
0.53
0,64
0,75
0,86
0,98
1.09
1.53
.54
,56
.58
,60
.63
,66
.70
,74
.79
85
,92
pl (c_Isec)
286,478220
57.2956455
28.6478228
19.0985485
14,3239114
11.4591291
9.54927426
8.18509222
7,16195569
6,36618284
5,72956455
5,20869505
4,77463713
4,40735735
4,09254611
3.8197097
3.58097785
3.37033209
3,18309142
3.14811239
3,11389378
3,08041105
3,04764072
3,01556029
2.9841482
2.95338379
2.92324722
2.89371947
2.78379903
2.78048954
2.77595182
2.77089774
2.76523386
2.75884272
2.75157463
2.74323583
2.73357087
2.7222361
2.70875783
2.69246455
339
dOWDITI_/_
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1.072 0.60 12.01
1.0822857142857 0.65 12.12
1.096 0.70 12.28
1.1152 0.75 12.49
1.144 0.80 12.81
I.192 0.85 13,35
1.288 0.90 14.43
1.32 0.91 14,78
1,36 0.92 15.23
1.4114285714286 0.93 15,81
1.48 0.94 16.58
1,576 0.95 17,65
1.72 0.96 19,26
1.96 0,97 21.95
2,44 0,98 27.33
3 8800000000001 O.99 43.46
2.67237153
2.64697412
2.61385244
2,56885068
2,50418031
2,40334084
2.22420984
2.1702896
2.10645756
2.02970404
1.9356637
1.81775525
1.66557109
1.46162361
1,1740911
0.73834595
w
=
i
34O
IHC_L"I-/A d.ou_,NG
Flight Condition 2 M = 0.85 h= 100 ft.
Short Period Frequency
Short Period Damping Ratio
4.300 rEI/sec
0.350 --
Dutch Ro]] Frequency
Dutch Roll Damplng Ratio
Om_a $. P./Roll Rate
0,01
0.05
0,10
0,15
0.20
0,25
030
0.35
0.40
0,45
050
0.55
0.60
0.65
070
0.75
0.80
0,85
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.95
0,96
0,97
0.98
0.99
1,169696969697
1.1768421052632
1,1866666666667
1.1976470588235
1.21
1.224
1.24
1.2584615384615
i.28
1.3054545454545
i.336
1.3733333333333
2.400 r_/sec
0.480 --
OmegaD/RollRa_ OmegaD/Omecja$.P. PI (deg/_c)
1.169696969697 0.01 24637.1276
1,1768421052632 0.03 4927.42552
1,1866666666667 0.06 2463,71276
1.1976470588235 0,08 1642,47517
1,21 0,11 1231.85638
1,224 0,I4 985,485103
1.24 0,17 821.237586
1.2584615384615 0,20 703.917931
1.28 0,22 615.928189
1.3054545454545 0,25 547.491724
1.336 0,28 492.742552
1,3733333333333 0.31 447.947774
1,42 0,33 410.618793
1.46 0.36 379.032732
1,56 0.39 351,958965
1.672 0,42 328.495034
1,84 0,45 307.964095
2.12 0,47 289,84856
2.68 0,50 273.745862
2.8666666666667 0,51 270.737666
3.1 0,51 267.794865
3,4 0.52 264.91535
3.8 0.52 262.097102
4.36 0,53 259.338185
5,2 0,54 256,636746
6.6000000000001 0.54 253.991006
9.4000000000001 0.55 251.399261
17,800000000001 0.55 248.859875
0,01 0.65 210.628293
0.05 0.66 209.349474
0,10 0.66 207.616244
0,15 0.67 205,712755
0,20 0.68 203.6i2625
0,25 0.68 201.283722
0.30 0,69 198,6865i3
0,35 0.70 195.771796
0,40 0,71 192,477559
0,45 0.73 188,724515
050 0.75 184,409638
0.55 0.77 179,39656
341
i_6- G,z.z- 3--3 --90
F_tGHi"- CoA/O_TJo_/ _-_ COIV_7 -
1.42 0,60 0.79
1.48 0.65 0,83
1.56 0.70 0.87
1.672 O.?S 0,93
1.84 0.80 1.03
2.12 0.85 1.18
2.68 0.90 1,50
2,8666666666667 0.91 1.60
3,1 0.92 1,73
3.4 093 1.90
3.8 0.94 2.12
4.36 0.95 2.43
5.2 0.96 2,90
66000000000001 0.97 3.68
9,4000000000001 0.98 5.25
17,80000000000 1 0.99 9.93
pA-uL--_ o_c_HC_
P,Cpco/_c]
173.500898
166.467078
157.930305
147.351241
133.897432
116.212866
91.9295805
85,9434683
79.4746051
72.4621399
64.8345463
56.5071733
47,3790915
37.3289812
26,2097102
13.8410829
342
rCoup& aNC
Flight Condition 4
Open L_p
Short Per loclFrequency
Short Period Damping Ratio
H = 0.90 h = 15000 ft,
O.140 radlsec
0.280 --
DutchRollFrequency
DutchRollDamping Ratio
Ome_ S. P./Roll Rate
0.01
0.05
0.10
0,15
0.20
0.25
0,30
0.35
04O
0.45
0,50
0.55
0.60
0,65
0.7O
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.94
0,95
0.96
0,97
0,98
0,99
1.1046464646465
1,1090526315789
1,11511II1Iilll
1,1218823529412
1.1295
1.1381333333333
1.148
1.1593846153846
1.1726666666667
1.1883636363636
1,2072
1.2302222222222
4.190 r_Isec
0.370 --
OmeoaDIRollRate OmegaD/OmegeS. P.
1.1046464646465 0.30
1.1090526315789 1.50
1.1151111111111 2.99
1,1218823529412 4,49
1.1295 5.99
1,1381333333333 7,48
1,148 898
1.1593846153846 10.48
1,1726666666667 11,97
1.1883636363636 13.47
1.2072 14,96
1.2302222222222 16.46
1.259 17,96
1.296 19.45
1.3453333333333 20.95
1.4144 22.45
1.518 23.94
1.6906666666667 25.44
2.036 26.94
2.1511111111111 27.24
2.295 27.53
2.48 27,83
2.7266666666667 28,13
3,072 28.43
3,59 28.73
4,4533333333334 29.03
6.1800000000001 29.33
11.36 29,63
0,01 33,06
0.05 33,19
0. I0 33.37
0.15 33,58
0.20 33,80
0.25 34,06
0.30 34,36
0.35 34.70
0.40 35,10
0,45 35.57
0,50 36.13
0.55 36.82
PI (deglsec)
802.139037
160.427807
80.2139037
53,4759358
40.1069519
32,0855615
26,7379679
22,9182582
20,0534759
17.8253119
16.0427807
14,5843461
13.368984
12.3406006
11.4591291
10.6951872
10.026738
9.43692985
8.91265597
8,8147147
8.71890258
8.62515094
8.53339402
8.44356882
8.35561497
8.26947461
8.18509222
8,10241452
7.26150006
7.23265077
7,19335526
7.14993899
7.10171791
7.04784768
6.98727385
6.91866208
6.84029878
6.749946
6,64462423
6.52027758
343
1.259
1.296
1.3453333333333
1.4144
1,518
1.6906666666667
2.036
2.1511111111111
2.295
2.48
2.7266666666667
3.072
3.59
4.4533333333334
6.1800000000001
11.36
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.94
0,95
0,96
0.97
0.98
o.g9
37,68
38.79
40.26
42.33
45.43
50.60
60.93
64.38
68.69
74.22
81.61
91.94
107.44
133.28
184.96
33999
P_UL- EORC_a4E-R!
6,37123938
6.18934442
5.96238135
5.67123188
5,28418338
4.74451323
3,93977916
3.72895214
3.4951592
3.2344316
2.94183021
2.61112968
2.23437058
1.80121041
1.29795961
0.70610831
i
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Flight Condition 4 M = 0.90 h --15000 ft.
ShortPeriodFrequency
ShortPeriodDamping Ratio
3.800 rMlsec
0.350 --
DutchRollFrequencu
DutchRollDamping Ratio
4.180 red/_c
0.380 --
Omega5.P./RollRate
0.01
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
O40
0.45
0.50
O rr
0.60
O.b..,
0,70
075
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.99
1.1343434343434
1.14
1.1477777777778
1.1564705882353
1.16625
1.1773333333333
1.19
1.2046153846154
1.2216666666667
1.2418181818182
1.266
12955555555556
Omega D/RollRate Omega D/Omega S.P.
1.1343434343434 0.01
1.14 0.06
1.1477777777778 0.11
I.I564705882353 0,I7
1.16625 0.22
1.1773333333333 0.28
1.19 0.33
1.2046153846154 0.39
1.2216666666667 0.44
1.2418181818182 0.50
1.266 0.55
12955555555556 0.6 i
1.3325 0.66
1.38 0.72
1.4433333333333 0.77
1.532 0.83
1.665 0.88
1.8866666666667 0.94
2.33 0.99
2.4777777777778 1.00
2.6625 1.01
2.9 1.02
3.2166666666667 1.03
3.66 1.05
4.325 1.06
5.4333333333334 1.07
7.6500000000001 108
14.3 1.09
0.01 1.25
0.05 125
O.10 1.26
0.15 1.27
0.20 1.28
0.25 1.30
0.30 1.31
0.35 1.33
0.40 1.34
0.45 1.37
0.50 1.39
0.55 1.43
P 4 uu Bo
pc_.,,-.y
Pl(_glsec)
21772.3453
4554.46906
2177.23453
1451.48969
1088.61727
870.893812
725.744843
622.067009
544.308633
483.829896
435.446906
395.860824
362.872422
334.959158
311.033504
290.297937
272.154316
256.145239
241.914948
239.256542
236.655927
234.11124
231.620695
229.182582
226.795264
224.457168
222.166789
219.92268
191.937862
190.985485
189.691295
188.265448
186.686776
184.92932
182.960885
180.741053
178.218379
175.326353
171.977451
168.054123
w 345
A-E & 747.-
Ft.- I _ ft'l" CO/,/b I"1' I b#J
_usP /P ,
1.3325 _0.6_00'
1.38 0.65
1.4433333333333 0.70
1.532 0.75
1.665 0.80
1.8866666666667 0.85
2.33 0.90
2.4?777??777??8 0.91
2.6625 0.92
2.9 0.93
3.216666666666? 0.94
3.66 0.95
4.325 0.96
5.4333333333334 0.97
7.6500000000001 0.98
14.3 0.99
L)-I
.5"---_'.'5--.9o
_-J._/_s_
1.47
1.52
1.59
1.69
1.83
2.08
2.56
2.73
2.93
3.19
3.54
4.03
4.76
5.98
8.42
15.73
163.394711
157.770618
150.847658
142.117136
130.764837
115.401124
93.4435421
87.8704519
81.7740669
75.0770528
67.6860476
59.4872822
50.3406828
40.0718012
28.4605821
15.2254163
w
=
--=
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iFlight Condition 7
Open Loop
ShortPemod Frequency'
,ShortPeriodDamping Ratlo
M = 1.60 h = 30000 ft.
2.160 radlsec
0.345 --
DutchRollFrequency
DutchRollDamping Ratio
3,150 radlsec
0.120 --
Om_a $.P./Roll Rate
0.01
0.05
0.I0
0,15
0,20
0.25
030
0,35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
090
0,91
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.99
1.0418181818182
1.0435789473684
1.046
1,0487058823529
1,05175
1.0552
1.0591428571429
1,0636923076923
1,069
1,0752727272727
1.0828
1,092
OmegaD/RollRate OmegaD/OmegaS. P.
1.0418181818182 0,01
1.0435789473684 0.07
1.046 0.15
1.0487058823529 0.22
1.05175 0.29
1.0552 0.36
1.0591428571429 0.44
1.0636923076923 0.51
1.069 0,58
1,0752727272727 0.66
1,0828 0,73
1.092 0.80
1,1035 0,88
1.1182857142857 0.95
1,138 1,02
1,1656 1,09
1,207 1.17
1,276 1.24
1.414 1.31
1,46 1.33
1,5175 1.34
1,5914285714286 1.36
1.69 1,37
1.828 1.39
2,035 1.40
2.38 1.41
3,07 1.43
5.1400000000001 1.44
0.01 1.52
0.05 1.52
0.I0 1.53
0.15 1.53
0.2O 1.53
0,25 1.54
0,30 1.54
0,35 1.55
0,40 1.56
0.45 1,57
0.50 1,58
0,55 1,59
pl (oeg/sec)
12375.8594
2475.17189
1237.58594
825.057296
618.792972
495.034377
412.528648
353,595984
309,396486
275,0}9099
247.517189
225,01 _56c6
206.264324
190.397837
I76.797992
165,011459
154,698243
145.598346
137.509549
135.998455
134.520211
133,073757
131,658079
130.272205
128.915202
127,58618
126.28428
125.008681
118.790972
118.590543
118.316056
118.010775
117.669213
117,28449
116,847877
116.348114
115.770434
115,095074
114.294971
113,332046
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B oR c b_-_
I.1035
I.1182857142857
1.138
I,1656
1.207
1.276
1.414
1.46
1.5175
1.5914285714286
1.69
1.828
2,035
2.38
3.07
5 1400000000001
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.99
1.61
1.63
1.66
1.70
1,76
1.86
2,06
2.13
2,21
2.32
2.46
2.67
2.97
3.47
4.48
7.50
112.150969
!10.668135
108.750962
106.17587
102.534047
96.989494
87.5237584
84.7661605
81.5542632
77.7657236
73.2299375
67.701638
60.8150341
51.9994094
40.3122457
240775475
348
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FlightCondition ?
ShortPeriodFrequency
ShortPeriod Damping Ratio
Dutch Roll Frequency
Dutch Roll Damping Ratio
OmegaS. P./Roll Rate
0.01
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
030
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
055
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.99
1.030303030303
1.0315789473684
1.0333333333333
1.0352941176471
1.0375
1.04
1.0428571428571
1.0461538461538
1.05
1.0545454545455
1.06
1.0666666666667
Co U @1..._ tv_ c h_r-.oU_-"rl oU' S
M = 1.60 h = 30000 ft.
1.850 radlsec
0.300 --
1.650 r_l/sec
0.100 --
Omega D/RollRate Omega D/Omega 5.P.
1.030303030303 0.01
1.0315789473684 0.04
10333333333333 0.09
1.0352941176471 0.13
1.0375 O.18
1.04 0.22
1.0428571428571 0.27
1.0461538461538 0.31
1.05 0.36
1.0545454545455 0.40
1.06 0.45
1.0666666666667 0.49
1.075 0.54
1.08571 428571 43 0.58
1.1 0.62
1.12 0.67
1.15 0.71
1.2 0.76
1.3 0.80
1.3333333333333 0.81
1375 0.82
1.4285714285714 0.83
1.5 0.84
1.6 0.85
1.75 0.86
2 0.87
2.5 0.87
4.0000000000001 0.88
O.01 0.92
0.05 0.92
O.10 0.92
O.15 0.92
0.20 0.93
0.25 0.93
0.30 0.93
0.35 0.93
0.40 0.94
0.45 0.94
0.50 0.95
0.55 0.95
., FC 7
Pl(_glsec)
10599.6944
2119.93888
1059.96944
706.646295
529.984721
423.987777
353.323147
302.848412
264.992361
235.548765
211.993888
192.721717
176.661574
163.072222
151.424206
14t.329259
152.49618
124.702287
117.774382
116.480158
115.21407
113.975209
I12.762707
111.575731
110.413464
109.2752
108.160147
107.06762
102.879387
102.75214
102.577688
102.383412
102.165729
101.920139
101.640905
101.320608
100.949471
100.514344
99.9971172
99.3721352
349
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FLl_tdT CO A/DITI o fd r_j c_otulT
/Po c°D/h
1.075 0.60 0.96
I.0857142857143 0.65 0.97
I.I 0.70 0.98
1.12 0.75 1.00
1.15 0.80 1.03
1.2 0.85 1.07
1.3 0.90 1.16
1.3333333333333 0.91 1.19
1.375 0.92 1.23
1.4285714285714 0.93 1.27
1.5 0.94 1.34
1.6 0.95 1.43
1.75 0.96 1.56
2 0.97 1.78
2.5 0.98 2.23
4.0000000000001 0.99 3.57
98.6018086
97.6287644
96.3608584
94.6401288
92.1712559
88.3307869
81.5361109
79.4977082
77.0886867
74.197861
70.6646295
66.2480901
60.5696824
52.9984721
42.3987777
26.4992361
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The purpose of this appendix is to show the calculations for the landing gem" sizing
and the horizontal stabilator actuator sizing as discussed in Chapter 11.
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APPENDIX 5
w
The purpose of this appendix is to present calculations to determine the es_atcd
increase in drag due to the open internal weapons bay and to estimate the maximum
yawing moment that is induced by the firing of the Vulcan cannon.
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